I'm writing on behalf of the NTRU Prime team, as a public response to NIST's request for a summary of expected changes in round 3.

NTRU Prime is a small lattice system. Subject to this constraint, our primary objective is to eliminate unnecessary complications in security review. We correctly predicted that such complications would lead to security failures in NISTPQC lattice submissions. We evaluated a variety of trapdoor functions from this perspective before submission, again during round 1, and again during round 2.

On this basis we have once again decided against decryption failures; modules; errors; and all other changes that we have considered to our family of trapdoor functions. We therefore plan to submit the same family of trapdoor functions in round 3. NTRU Prime will therefore have an unchanged family of trapdoor functions throughout round 1, round 2, and round 3.

Our CCA conversion includes various hashing safeguards, some already in round 1 and some added in round 2. These safeguards cost 32 bytes in ciphertext size and a considerable fraction of our CPU time. However, even with these safeguards, NTRU Prime often outperforms other small lattice KEMs, as the following references show:

- https://cr.yp.to/papers.html#paretoviz
- https://bench.cr.yp.to/results-kem.html#amd64-hiphop

More importantly, the costs of our hashing safeguards are negligible in applications. We plan to submit the same CCA conversion in round 3. NTRU Prime will thus be fully compatible between round 2 and round 3, when users choose the same parameters.

Regarding parameter selection, we are concerned that pre-quantum Core-SVP levels $2^{100}$, $2^{106}$, and $2^{111}$, proposed for category 1 for Dilithium, NTRU, and Kyber respectively, will turn out to be inadequate against generic lattice attacks. We will not add dimensions below our 653 (pre-quantum Core-SVP $2^{129}$). We recommend our original dimension 761 (pre-quantum Core-SVP $2^{153}$) for an extra security margin.

We have seen various requests for larger dimensions, even larger than our dimension 857 (pre-quantum Core-SVP $2^{175}$). To accommodate these requests and prevent any accusations of a lack of flexibility, we plan to add some larger dimensions as a supplement to our current dimensions.

We have also considered adding intermediate parameter sets to further illustrate our flexibility, showing that NTRU Prime offers even larger advantages in Core-SVP under various size limits compared to, e.g., Kyber. The call for proposals explicitly allowed multiple parameter sets per category. However, NIST has now made an announcement that seems to discourage "too many parameter sets".

1
The rest of this message is regarding the problems caused by NIST’s unstable definitions of security categories. These are problems for the NISTPQC process broadly, not just for NTRU Prime.

The call for proposals specified AES-128 key search as a "floor" for category 1 in "all metrics that NIST deems to be potentially relevant to practical security". The call for proposals similarly specified floors for other categories. However, this is not a clear and stable category definition unless the metrics are clear and stable.

As an illustration of how much impact metrics have, there is a 40-year literature studying metrics for realistic large-scale two-dimensional models of computation. Standard theorems—see, e.g.,


---imply that these metrics assign 50% higher asymptotic exponents to large-integer multiplication, large-array sorting, etc. than a "gates" metric does. (Analogous three-dimensional metrics studied in, e.g.,

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/BF01744565

are for machines that appear far more difficult to build than quantum computers, and still have 33% higher exponents than a "gates" metric.) Any attack that has large-scale sorting as a bottleneck is affected by this, whereas AES-128 key search is not.

The call for proposals highlighted "classical gates" and "quantum gates" (with limited depth) as metrics. However, NIST is not requiring lattice submissions to meet the "classical gates" floor. (See examples below.)

NIST also has not defined a replacement metric for submissions to use. All lattice submissions have Core-SVP evaluations, but AES-128 does not.
Core-SVP is not a metric for the cost of computation: it is a mechanism for claiming security levels (in an undefined metric) specifically for lattices. Ray Perlner's message dated 9 Jun 2020 15:39:09 +0000 stated "we feel that the CoreSVP metric does indicate which lattice schemes are being more and less aggressive in setting their parameters", but the mapping from Core-SVP evaluations to categories remains undefined.

NIST IR 8309's handling of categories is not consistent across lattice submissions. Consider the following examples from three different submissions:

(P80) Category 3 for pre-quantum Core-SVP 2^153; 153 is 80% of 192.

(P78) Category 1 for pre-quantum Core-SVP 2^100; 100 is 78% of 128.

(P71) Category 3 for pre-quantum Core-SVP 2^136; 136 is 71% of 192.

P78 is the lowest of these three examples in Core-SVP, and P71 is the lowest in Core-SVP as a percentage of the AES key size for the category.
However, NIST’s wording was strikingly more negative for P80 than for P78 and P71:

(P80) "quite aggressive compared to most of the other submissions targeting the same security categories"; need to study "whether they actually meet their claimed security categories";
(P78) "lowest CoreSVP security strength parameter set of any of the lattice schemes still in the process"; need more study on "understanding the concrete security";

(P71) "lower CoreSVP complexity than many of the other schemes targeting the same security strength categories"; need to "understand exactly ... bit security strengths".

Notice, e.g., that NIST asks whether P80 "actually" meets its "claimed" security category, while NIST does not ask the same question regarding P78 or P71.

If NIST were applying the "classical gates" metric then none of P80, P78, and P71 would be able to confidently claim these categories. For example, the uncertainties in Core-SVP seem very unlikely to turn Core-SVP $2^{100}$ into $2^{143}$ "classical gates". Most of the remaining lattice submissions (at least Dilithium, NTRU, Kyber, and NTRU Prime; perhaps also SABER after the announcement that SABER’s security levels were miscalculated) would have to adjust their category assignments.

Even worse, some of these submissions (at least Dilithium, NTRU, and Kyber) would have to remove some previously proposed parameters, which seems contrary to the idea of being ready for standardization.

All of these submissions argue, with varying levels of detail and references, that the "classical gates" metric underestimates the actual cost of known attacks. NIST seems receptive to the idea of using a more realistic metric, but has taken four years to post its "preliminary thoughts" on the realism of several different metrics. It is not clear what metrics NIST will end up defining, and it is not clear how long NIST will take to settle on the definitions. What is clear is that NIST has not applied the categories consistently, as illustrated by NIST IR 8309 assigning P80 more negative wording than P78 and P71.

The different wording regarding P80, P78, and P71 appears to have translated into different action, and this seems particularly important for NIST’s handling of NTRU Prime. As context, NIST IR 8309 describes finalists in general as the most promising to fit the majority of use cases and most likely to be ready for standardization soon after the end of the third round.

We have shown that NTRU Prime fits practically all use cases. As far as we can tell, beyond general concerns about the safety of lattice-based cryptography and about the safety of all small lattice proposals, NTRU Prime is ready for standardization now with our existing parameter sets.

The only negative comments that NIST IR 8309 made regarding NTRU Prime were regarding parameter sets. Specifically, NIST seemed to criticize

* NTRU Prime’s assignment of pre-quantum Core-SVP $2^{153}$ to Category 3 (this is exactly P80 above),

* NTRU Prime’s assignment of _post-quantum_ Core-SVP $2^{159}$ (pre-quantum Core-SVP $2^{175}$) to Category 4 (this has a larger security margin than P80),

* NTRU Prime’s assignment of _post-quantum_ Core-SVP $2^{117}$ (pre-quantum Core-SVP $2^{129}$) to Category 2 (this has a larger security margin than P80), and
* NTRU Prime’s "narrower range of CoreSVP values" (our understanding now is that this wasn't a negative comment but merely a request for larger parameters going forward).

Meanwhile various lattice submissions with objectively more dangerous parameter selections were given less critical wording by NIST and were selected as finalists. We see no explanation for why NIST treated P78 and P71 in those submissions more gently than P80 in NTRU Prime.

An application limited to 1024 bytes for keys and plaintexts reaches Core-SVP $2^{129}$ with NTRU Prime's proposed parameters and nothing better than $2^{111}$ with Kyber's proposed parameters. $2^{129}$ is higher security relative to category 2 than $2^{111}$ relative to category 1, and obviously higher security on an absolute scale. NIST's report did not acknowledge this security advantage of NTRU Prime.

We are concerned that the lack of clear, stable, consistently applied category definitions will be used in the continuation of NISTPQC to again make NTRU Prime's parameter choices artificially sound worse than more dangerous parameter choices in other submissions. If we try to reduce this risk by downgrading (e.g.) $2^{129}$ to category 1, while Kyber is allowed to remain in category 1 with just $2^{111}$, then NTRU Prime will be unfairly punished in performance comparisons.

We request that NIST issue clear and stable definitions of the metrics used to define NIST's security categories. At this point in the NISTPQC process, clarity and stability are more important than the exact level of realism. Beyond the floor for the categories, one can reasonably argue that users should take higher Core-SVP levels for all lattice submissions in light of continued advances in lattice attacks; but NIST should handle this in a way that is fair to all submissions. As soon as the evaluation criteria are made clear, we will be happy to adjust our category assignments accordingly.

---Dan
This message has three questions for NIST.

In https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CBGX1OMzN1o&t=37m55s a few days ago, NIST stated "We're we're still uh have some some questions about NTRU Prime" but didn't elaborate. What are NIST's questions about NTRU Prime?

The late notification and lack of information are problematic. NIST has asked for round-3 tweaks by 1 October, which is just a few days from now. Did I miss some NIST publication listing NIST's questions?

I see only one part of NIST IR 8309 that can be understood as a question about NTRU Prime: namely, "whether they actually meet their claimed security categories will need to be determined" regarding the parameter choices. Meanwhile NIST did not ask the same question regarding other submissions that have objectively more dangerous parameter selections.

The NTRU Prime team email dated 21 Sep 2020 11:49:53 +0200 gave examples of this phenomenon. Procedurally, seeing the issue raised by NIST was a prerequisite for responding to it (and the difficulty of responding was exacerbated by the lack of clarity regarding NIST's "categories").

This section of the talk appeared to be presenting NIST's rationale for selecting lattice finalists and lattice alternates. It would thus seem that the existence of NIST's "questions" regarding NTRU Prime played a role in this. Why didn't NIST IR 8309 say this and provide the list of questions?

---Dan (speaking for myself)
Dear Dan,

Thanks for your last two official comments on NTRUprime. We'll try to address your questions.

As noted, in my talk at PQCrypto I mentioned that NIST had some questions regarding NTRUprime. In the chat which followed the session, we were asked the same question you asked, i.e. what questions do we have about NTRUprime? We answered that they mainly deal with algebraic cryptanalysis of lattice KEMS which exploit the structure of the ring that they choose, as well as what we wrote in our write-up of NTRUprime in NISTIR 8309. In the chat we also had a few more comments. You were active on the chat, so we assumed you saw our answers. I wasn't trying to bring up anything last-minute. Indeed, some of this has been discussed via email between NIST and NTRUprime back in August. We will expand a bit more below.

While your comment (from Sept 21) focuses on the parametrization of NTRUprime, this was not a major reason for assigning NTRUprime as an alternate rather than a finalist. In particular, we felt that given known facts regarding lattice cryptanalysis, the cyclotomic structures used by the lattice finalists are more researched, and should by default, be considered better understood. In our view, the submitters of NTRUprime have voiced concerns about cyclotomic lattices, but have not proposed any concrete attack against them or any strong argument that NTRUprime's ring choice would rule out a similar attack. We are open to the possibility that there is such an attack, as we are open to the possibility that NTRUprime's ring choice is susceptible to an attack from which cyclotomics are immune. But, without a strong argument that such an attack is ruled out by NTRUprime's ring choice (this seems to us difficult to provide without seeing the hypothetical attack first,) any attack on cyclotomics would undermine our confidence in structured lattices overall. As such, NTRUprime's most probable path to standardization involves two major research results.

1) An attack undermining NIST's confidence in the choice of algebraic structures used by Kyber, NTRU, and Saber

2) The establishment of a strong theoretical barrier for attacks to be extended to the NTRUprime ring.

As the timeline for this path to standardization is by necessity longer than likely paths to standardization for the other finalists, after much deliberation and debate we classified NTRUprime as an alternate. On rereading the report, I realize we did not make this reasoning as spelled-out as it could have been, and for that we apologize.

It should also be noted that the sheer number of structured lattice KEMs in the process always meant we would have to make hard cuts in choosing finalists and alternates. In contrast, as an alternate, NTRUprime is still very much in the process. The same can not be said for other very strong submissions in the structured lattice KEM category that were eliminated from consideration at the end of the 1st and 2nd round of our process.

The fact that there is a lot of discussion in the report about parameter choices and security levels is not because it has factored heavily into our selections thus far, but rather with the intent that, going forward, all submissions in the 3rd round will have the opportunity, through tweaks, to minimize the chances that we choose not to standardize a scheme that we would have, had they chosen other parameters. The issue that the range of parameters offered by the various lattice submissions is highly variable when assigned to NIST security categories was in fact raised on the pqc-forum late in our selection process by you in late June. This was after we had already settled on our list of finalists and alternates,
but before our 2nd round report was published. We agreed that it could cause problems going forward, so we highlighted it in our report. The wordings we used varied for substantive reasons (e.g. NTRU’s choice to highlight two different computational cost models, and the fact that failing to meet category 1 would result in us discarding a parameter set, while failing to meet a higher level could simply mean changing how it is labeled in our standard.) But the wording also varied due to the personal idiosyncrasies of the writing styles the 13 different authors of the NIST report. If you think subtle differences in wording are any indication of how the NIST team as a whole will evaluate the candidates at the end of the 3rd round, 12 to 18 months from now, independent of any tweaks made by the submitters, and any subsequent analysis that may come to light, you are reading too much into the tone here.

Finally, you request further clarification than we have already given regarding how we intend to assign security levels. We feel we have given about as much as we can give without prejudging scientific questions to which we do not know the answer. We have already stated that gate count in the RAM model exceeding that of brute force AES key search or brute force SHA collision search as appropriate will be taken as strong a priori evidence of meeting any of the NIST categories. If you think more aggressive parameters than are justified via the RAM model are appropriate for meeting a given security target, you will need to make a strong argument that convinces us. We've given reasons why previous arguments have not completely convinced us, so you should take that into account. We think there is a real possibility such arguments could convince us -- we just haven't been completely convinced by any yet. Likewise, while variations in wording about how we raise questions about a particular parameter set are likely to be uninformative, we think we were fairly consistent in which lattice parameter sets we did and did not raise concerns about when claiming each security strength category. Parameter sets we didn't raise concerns about are probably ok for their claimed security levels, barring developments in cryptanalysis. If you think we've missed something in this regard, please let us know, because it likely indicates a relevant research result we were not aware of at the time of writing our report.

In any event, we think the public statements we’ve made on the forum and in our report are sufficient for any submission team working in good faith to determine what parameter sets will be uncontroversial, controversial and unacceptable for the claimed security levels given the current state of knowledge. Keep in mind that extra care is warranted for the lowest (and perhaps highest) security levels offered by a submission. For example, while a controversial assignment of category 1 runs the risk of the parameter set in question not being standardized, a controversial assignment of category 3 probably just runs the risk of the parameter set in question being downgraded to category 2, or at worst, category 1. Stakeholders who care about category 3 can then take our assignment into account when deciding which NIST standardized parameter set to use. A controversial assessment of category 5 runs the risk that the submission will not meet the needs of any users who actually want category 5. We reiterate what we’ve been saying since the beginning of the PQC process that, barring future cryptanalysis, category 1 parameters are probably enough to thwart any purely computational attack in the near to medium term future, and category 3 is almost certainly enough.

We do try to respond promptly to questions brought to us, but it does take a little bit of time for our team to discuss and draft a response. The updated specifications and implementations are due on October 1st. We've tried to be flexible throughout the process. Teams can always contact us to ask for a bit more time if they feel they need it.

Dustin and Ray
The NIST PQC team
Two years ago an NTRU Prime update talk announced the new "factored" NTRU Prime software, a wrapper around "modules with separate tests and optimizations". I gave a talk today announcing, among other things, computer verification for most of these modules that the existing "avx" implementation produces the same output as the existing "ref" implementation for _all_ possible inputs:

https://cr.yp.to/talks.html#2021.09.03

This is a big step towards full verification of the optimized NTRU Prime software. Next steps are matching "avx" to "ref" for the other modules (notably multiplication, where another tool has gotten through some important parts of the code but not yet everything) and matching the C code to the Sage reference code.

The "saferewrite" tool used for this verification has a broad range of applicability beyond NTRU Prime. The first example in the talk is how saferewrite catches both of the array-comparison problems that were announced in the official Frodo software. However, to enable this analysis, I had to define a Frodo array-comparison module and write reference code for that module, so that saferewrite could compare the official code to my reference code. This wasn't a big deal since this particular module is so simple, but an analogous analysis for larger components of Frodo (short of taking the entire KEM as a monolith!) would require additional work to write reference code for those modules. For NTRU Prime, this work is already done.

For each module, saferewrite compiles each implementation with clang -O1 and with gcc -O3, uses the angr symbolic-execution toolkit to convert each binary into unrolled code in a much simpler language, and uses the Z3 theorem prover (via angr's claripy) to verify equivalence or find a counterexample. The automatic equivalence chains look like this (although this pattern isn't optimal in general):

```
  opt clang -O1 = ref clang -O1 = avx clang -O1
          ||
  opt gcc -O3 = ref gcc -O3 = avx gcc -O3
```

There could be compiler bugs affecting outputs, but to evade detection these bugs would have to have the same effect on every node in the diagram simultaneously. (It would also be possible to hook a direct Python-to-the-simpler-language conversion into the picture.) There could be unrolling bugs, but saferewrite also runs the binaries on some random inputs (plus all-0 and all-1 to make sure every bit is touched) and checks that these match the unrolled code; also, angr has been heavily exercised in a variety of reverse-engineering applications. There could be bugs in saferewrite itself, but reviewing saferewrite is a much smaller task than reviewing a ton of optimized post-quantum code.

The examples supplied in the saferewrite package include deliberately buggy code to exercise saferewrite's tests, in particular producing 16 analyses printing "differentfrom" counterexamples (which I've checked by hand), providing some evidence that saferewrite is working as desired. Some of these bugs are also found by random tests, but some aren't. More advanced fuzzing can do better than random tests but has no hope of finding typical cryptographic overflow bugs.
Seeing C code working with two compilers doesn't mean that the same code will work with further compilers, but if analyses are fast enough then it's realistic to re-apply the analyses whenever the compiler changes. I tried the saferewrite analysis of 107 implementations of 27 functions, times 2 compilers, on a dual EPYC 7742; it finished in 8 minutes of wall-clock time, using 20 cores on average, using under 200GB of RAM.

I'm filing this as an OFFICIAL COMMENT regarding NTRU Prime because it's directly relevant to the official NISTPQC evaluation criteria, notably the following:

The algorithms can be implemented securely and efficiently on a wide variety of platforms, including constrained environments, such as smart cards.

Various NISTPQC submissions have provided fast AVX2 software, fast M4 software, etc., but the primary evidence for "securely" is that the software is constant-time. (I'll skip discussion of the broken masked implementations.) The problem is that the same optimizations add massive complexity to the software, and this complexity is a security threat:

* [https://arxiv.org/abs/2107.04940](https://arxiv.org/abs/2107.04940) studied the vulnerabilities announced between 2010 and 2020 in eight well-known cryptographic libraries, and found 73 vulnerabilities in the cryptographic computations, including 11 known to be exploitable ("severe"), along with "evidence of a strong correlation between the complexity of these libraries and their (in)security". (There were also hundreds of further bugs, such as buffer overflows.)

* Post-quantum software is newer, more complicated, and much harder to thoroughly review. Superficial reviews of post-quantum software have caught one devastating bug after another; the only reasonable prediction is that more serious reviews will find many more bugs.

Is it reasonable to say that an algorithm "can be implemented securely and efficiently" if fast implementations are so complex that the experts are getting them wrong? If the answer is pointing to an implementation and saying "No bugs are known in this implementation", then why should we think that the code is correct, rather than thinking that security reviewers are overloaded and that this answer is pure selection bias?

There's stronger evidence for "securely and efficiently" when optimized modules are verified to match much simpler reference implementations. Covering more modules will further strengthen this evidence.

Another relevant NISTPQC evaluation criterion is the following:

Factors that might hinder or promote widespread adoption of an algorithm or implementation will be considered in the evaluation process, including, but not limited to, ...

The availability of modularized implementations, and the availability of verification tools applicable to some of those modules, certainly help promote widespread adoption of those implementations and the algorithm.

---Dan (speaking for myself)
Thank you for this, Dan - really interesting. I am hopeful of having something to share in the next couple of months on my own verification and validation efforts with Classic McEliece using SAW/Cryptol, and certainly much of your thinking here seems to align with conclusions and thoughts I've reached.

(Increasingly I think a hybrid approach, using multiple toolchains that complement each other's weaknesses, with a clear analysis and synthesis of the truth-claims that each makes. is the way forward - though this mean, of course, you have more tools that you need to validate and verify...)

- Wrenna

On Fri, 3 Sept 2021 at 21:53, D. J. Bernstein <djb@cr.yp.to> wrote:

Two years ago an NTRU Prime update talk announced the new "factored" NTRU Prime software, a wrapper around "modules with separate tests and optimizations". I gave a talk today announcing, among other things, computer verification for most of these modules that the existing "avx" implementation produces the same output as the existing "ref" implementation for _all_ possible inputs:

https://cr.yp.to/talks.html#2021.09.03

This is a big step towards full verification of the optimized NTRU Prime software. Next steps are matching "avx" to "ref" for the other modules (notably multiplication, where another tool has gotten through some important parts of the code but not yet everything) and matching the C code to the Sage reference code.

The "saferewrite" tool used for this verification has a broad range of applicability beyond NTRU Prime. The first example in the talk is how saferewrite catches both of the array-comparison problems that were announced in the official Frodo software. However, to enable this analysis, I had to define a Frodo array-comparison module and write reference code for that module, so that saferewrite could compare the official code to my reference code. This wasn't a big deal since this particular module is so simple, but an analogous analysis for larger components of Frodo (short of taking the entire KEM as a monolith!) would require additional work to write reference code for those modules. For NTRU Prime, this work is already done.

For each module, saferewrite compiles each implementation with clang -O1 and with gcc -O3, uses the angr symbolic-execution toolkit to convert each binary into unrolled code in a much simpler language, and uses the Z3 theorem prover (via angr's claripy) to verify equivalence or find a counterexample. The automatic equivalence chains look like this
From: pqc-forum@list.nist.gov on behalf of D. J. Bernstein <djb@cr.yp.to>
Sent: Wednesday, September 8, 2021 10:16 PM
To: pqc-forum
Cc: pqc-comments
Subject: [pqc-forum] ROUND 3 OFFICIAL COMMENT: NTRU Prime
Attachments: complaint-re-apon.pdf; signature.asc

Each round-3 submission team was given a 15-minute slot at the NIST conference three months ago to present updates for, and field questions from, an online audience of about 300 people, of course including NIST.

During the NTRU Prime talk, Dr. Apon posted the text quoted below to the Slack channel for the conference, publicly accusing me of professional misconduct. Specifically, he accused me of initiating private contact with NIST so as to provide false information to NIST regarding the timing of an upcoming announcement relevant to NIST’s ongoing decisions.

However:

* The contact was requested by NIST.

* The false information that Dr. Apon attributes to me is a fabrication by Dr. Apon.

Here’s Dr. Apon’s text:

9:38 PM
Daniel Apon @djb a quick, gentle question:

Regarding cyclotomic-based attacks: 13-14 months ago (just before the end of the 2nd Round), you privately emailed NIST PQC to suggest that you had a new attack paper (in the line) against cyclotomics that was coming out in 2-3 months. Of course, we are very eager to hear any progress along this line, even attacks that provide progress on this line, even if they don’t break a cryptosystem outright (but might threaten cryptosystems in the future). However, no paper came out. We invited you to give a public 3rd Round Seminar talk on this issue in the Fall, and you ended up giving a talk at the Seminar Series in January 15 of this year. The talk presented a variety of algebraic and mathematical background that was quite interesting, but didn’t suggest a clear attack vector. At the time, I suggested that you finish the paper and submit the attack paper to this conference. We didn’t receive such a submission. Given this background of no attack progress against cyclotomics since the beginning of the pandemic (after claiming at least an epsilon of progress would be coming in "a month or months" well over a year ago), how would you characterize your progress in making a single epsilon of progress in attacking cyclotomic structures in lattice-based cryptography?

I replied quickly on the Slack channel to the beginning of this---
please don't misrepresent the history. nist specifically asked to be informed regarding ongoing projects, and i answered.

---but then, reading further in Dr. Apon's text, I found one outright fabrication after another, and responded accordingly:

i'll post an apon fact check to pqc-forum in due time. in the meantime, happy to answer honest questions.

I promptly contacted Dr. Apon:

I'm writing to request a retraction of the "question" that you issued during my talk. I expect the retraction to include a clear and specific acknowledgment that you fabricated the "coming out in 2-3 months" part, and that this part plays a critical role in your "question". I'll give you 1 week before escalating.

I sent another message to Dr. Apon shortly after that:

Appendix: I also expect the retraction to include the same clear and specific acknowledgment regarding your fabrication of the "month or months" part, which plays the same role in your "question".

A week later I filed a complaint with NIST, reviewing the relevant facts in detail and comparing them to Dr. Apon's accusation, and also raising the obvious procedural points.

NIST replied a week after that, admitting that the timing of Dr. Apon's "question" was "not proper", but did not address any of the gaps that I had identified between the facts and what Dr. Apon wrote. I asked two clarification questions, which were never answered.

A few weeks later I further escalated the complaint within NIST. NIST replied after a week, again not addressing the factual dispute. Two weeks later I asked what options were available within NIST for resolving the factual dispute. There was no reply.

Naturally, I cc'ed Dr. Apon on the complaint and every subsequent message. He has had three months to tell me how exactly he believes I'm getting the facts wrong or missing something that justifies his accusation. He has not taken this opportunity.

I am now posting the fact check as promised. See attached for a copy of the complaint that I filed with NIST. This incident appears to be part of a larger problem with continuing impact on NIST's evaluation of NTRU Prime, so I'm filing this as an OFFICIAL COMMENT regarding NTRU Prime.

---Dan (speaking for myself)

--
You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "pqc-forum" group. To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it, send an email to pqc-forum+unsubscribe@list.nist.gov. To view this discussion on the web visit https://groups.google.com/a/list.nist.gov/d/msgid/pqc-forum/20210909021617.1608218.qmail%40cr.yp.to.
Executive summary. A week ago Dr. Daniel Apon from NIST publicly accused me of professional misconduct. Specifically, he accused me of initiating private contact with NIST so as to provide false information to NIST regarding the timing of an upcoming announcement relevant to NIST's ongoing decisions. However:

• The contact was requested by NIST.
• The false information that Dr. Apon attributes to me is a fabrication by Dr. Apon.

All of this contact was official email exchanged with dustin.moody@nist.gov. Anyone at NIST with access to the email can see that it disproves Dr. Apon's accusation.

Complaint overview. There are three independent prongs in this complaint:

• Content: Dr. Apon issued a false accusation.
• Procedures: Dr. Apon did not follow proper procedures regarding the choice of venue and timing for issuing this accusation.
• Intent: Dr. Apon's choice of content, venue, and timing for this accusation were malicious.

Dr. Apon's false accusation was published for an audience of more than 300 attendees of a NIST conference. It's not clear at this point how much work will be required to address the damage. It is clear, however, that at a minimum Dr. Apon must issue a prompt retraction of his accusation, including clear acknowledgments of

• the specific fabrications described below and
• the critical role that two of these fabrications play in Dr. Apon's accusation.

For obvious reasons, I request an opportunity to review and approve the text and venue for the retraction before the retraction is published.

Dr. Apon has already had an opportunity to see and respond to the core of each prong of this complaint:

• Regarding content, I sent email to Dr. Apon dated 8 Jun 2021 21:53:21 +0200 quoting a specific part of his accusation, identifying this as a fabrication playing a critical role in his accusation, and requesting a retraction of the accusation. This was approximately 15 minutes after his accusation appeared. I sent followup email dated 8 Jun 2021 23:54:44 +0200 identifying a further fabrication.
• Regarding procedures, I sent email dated 9 Jun 2021 00:03:20 +0200 to Dr. Dustin Moody, cc'ing Dr. Apon, to ask whether Dr. Moody knew in advance that Dr. Apon was going to do this. (Dr. Moody said he didn't know in advance.) This was only a procedural question, not a complaint, but it included a summary of why Dr. Apon's choice of venue and timing were problematic.
• Regarding intent, I followed up in the same venue asking Dr. Apon not to misrepresent the history; saying I would “post an apon fact check to pqc-forum in due time”; and saying I was “happy to answer honest questions”. Dr. Apon saw this and replied with an “eyes” emoji.

The only response I've seen from Dr. Apon is (1) generically claiming sincerity and (2) bringing his supervisors into the discussion. Dr. Apon has not addressed the specific fabrications that I identified, or the procedural issues. I conclude that it is appropriate for me to escalate to Dr. Lidong Chen at this point.
The NIST Post-Quantum Cryptography Standardization Project (NISTPQC). In 2016, NIST called for public submissions to its Post-Quantum Cryptography Standardization Project. NIST created a public mailing list, pqc-forum, for discussions of submissions. I had coined the term “post-quantum cryptography” in 2003, and I have various papers on the topic. I joined a few teams preparing submissions.

NIST set a submission deadline of 30 November 2017; posted 69 “complete and proper” submissions on 21 December 2017; held a First PQC Standardization Conference on 11–13 April 2018; announced its selection of 26 submissions on 30 January 2019 for further consideration; held a Second PQC Standardization Conference on 22–24 August 2019; announced its selection of 15 submissions on 22 July 2020 for further consideration; and held a Third PQC Standardization Conference online last week, 7–9 June 2021.

After the submission deadline, Dr. Apon asked me for a faculty job (email dated 18 Dec 2017 13:55:44 -0800). I immediately filed his application as “reject without notification”. He appears to have taken this personally, and appears to be abusing his position at NIST. Given his failed job application, he should have recused himself from every action and decision related to my NISTPQC submissions, but he did not do so.

NIST’s pattern of encouraging private input in NISTPQC. NIST ran what it called a “survey” at the Second PQC Standardization Conference. This “survey” was not limited to any specific questions: it was an open-ended request for public inputs regarding all aspects of NISTPQC. NIST posted anonymized versions of some of the inputs: e.g., one comment advocated prioritizing “security” and “maybe size” while ignoring “performance”. NIST promised to take all of the inputs into account, not just the ones it had posted.

There were subsequent examples of NIST requesting private input. For example, in email to pqc-forum dated 30 Oct 2019 15:38:10 +0000 (2019), NIST posted technical comments regarding hybrid encryption modes and asked for feedback “either here on the pqc-forum or by contacting us at pqc-comments@nist.gov” (emphasis added).

In July 2020, during the second round, I finally realized what was wrong with this picture. I tweeted the following on 22 Jul 2020 13:01 GMT (https://twitter.com/hashbreaker/status/1285922808392908800):

> After NIST’s Dual EC standard was revealed in 2013 to be an actual (rather than just potential) NSA back door, NIST promised more transparency. Why does NIST keep soliciting private #NISTPQC input? (The submissions I’m involved in seem well positioned; that’s not the point.)

This happened to be about 2 minutes before NSA sent its first message to pqc-forum. NIST announced round 3 some hours later, and eventually admitted coordination with NSA, although the exact extent of the coordination remains unclear to the public.

Applicable transparency principles. NSA has a long history of manipulating standards. Before NIST (at the time NBS) issued its first cryptographic standard, NSA established an internal policy goal of making this standard “weak enough to still permit an attack”. See https://cr.yp.to/papers.html#competitions for the full quote and references.

News reports in 2013 indicated that NSA had successfully manipulated NIST into issuing a Dual EC standard backdoored by NSA. In response, the NIST VCAT Dual EC report (see https://www.nist.gov/system/files/documents/2017/05/09/VCAT-Report-on-NIST-Cryptographic-Standards-and-Guidelines-Process.2
pdf) strongly encouraged NIST to run “open competitions” and to follow various transparency principles. As Bart Preneel put it in that report, transparency includes “version control on all documents from an early stage, a full documentation of all decisions, and clear processes for the disposition of each and every comment received”. As Steven B. Lipner put it in the same report, transparency includes being open about “what steps were followed, what authorities were consulted or reviews sought, what comments were received, and what actions or resolutions reached”.

For NISTPQC, the call for submissions stated that NIST would “perform a thorough analysis of the submitted algorithms in a manner that is open and transparent to the public”, and that NIST’s decisions would also take into account “public comments” received in response to the submissions. There was nothing in the call indicating that NIST would also take into account private comments, from NSA or from anyone else.

In fact, NIST’s analysis within NISTPQC is not transparent to the public. For example, despite the NIST VCAT Dual EC report, NIST is not open about which comments it is receiving from which sources, and does not have transparent processes for the disposition of comments. Beyond the lack of basic transparency, NIST refuses to designate NISTPQC as a “competition”, despite the VCAT report having strongly encouraged open competitions; it appears that NIST decided that it didn’t want to follow the additional rules that would have been triggered by the word “competition”.

On 28 August 2020, NIST gave a talk explaining “NIST’s decision process for Round 3”, with information that had not appeared in NIST’s report a month earlier. There was no public announcement of the talk. I filed a FOIA request (email dated 1 Sep 2020 17:10:24 +0200), in response to which NIST publicly (email dated 1 Sep 2020 16:11:44 -0700) described the talk as having been “given to the University of Maryland Crypto Reading Group” and posted the slides.

The FOIA request was actually for “the list of people that NIST emailed to give access to the talk”. The response eventually showed that NIST had invited some round-3 submitters—not from the University of Maryland—to attend the talk and the subsequent Q&A session. This included, for example, members of submission teams for six lattice submissions: Dilithium (2×), Falcon (2×), Frodo, Kyber (3×), NTRU (2×), and SABER. It did not include any members of the submission team for the only other lattice submission, NTRU Prime.

**Examples of consequences of the lack of transparency in NISTPQC.** One aspect of NIST’s round-3 report that surprised me was a new provable-security argument that “the security of NewHope is never better than that of KYBER”. This was almost half of NIST’s text in that document regarding NewHope, and appeared to play a prominent role in NIST’s decision to eliminate NewHope.

The reason this surprised me is that it was contradicted by the literature on the topic. What NIST wrote has some overlap with a proof in the literature, but there are also clear and irreconcilable gaps. NIST downplayed these gaps as “a few minor caveats”, but the simple fact is that the proof never said what NIST claimed.

I filed an official comment (email dated 23 Jul 2020 11:32:30 +0200) saying “I don’t believe the argument. I’m filing this comment to request that NIST spell out the argument in more detail for public review.” Various cryptographers followed up, pointing to some

---

1Long before July 2020, I had heard from colleagues about submitters having detailed private discussions with NIST. I had dismissed these as isolated rumors. Later, when I asked what talks had been given to NIST before round 3, Dr. Apon wrote (email dated 11 Nov 2020 17:29:56 +0000) that “we didn’t have any talks that I recall in the prior rounds”.
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of the reasons that “there is no known reduction between Kyber and NewHope”. I fol-
lowed up (email dated 25 Jul 2020 10:36:57 +0200) pointing to even more obstacles to
making NIST's argument work, and then pinpointed how a series of technical errors
would lead to exactly what NIST had written. I concluded with a procedural objection:

NIST promised more transparency after Dual EC. I don't understand why NIST
keeps soliciting private NISTPQC input rather than asking for the whole evaluation
to be done in public. (I also said this on the record before round 3 was announced.)
This isn't just an NSA issue; anyone who has served on program committees sees
that some scientists use privacy as a shield for exaggeration. I don't see NISTPQC
procedures to compensate for overconfidence and confirmation bias; I don't see
where NIST asked for public feedback regarding these NTRU-vs.-something and
NewHope-vs.-Kyber provable-security claims before the assessments appeared in
the latest report; and I don't see how similar NIST errors in round 3 are going to
be corrected before they're used for decisions.

NIST replied to my objection by reviewing what the theorem says, admitting one specific
“caveat”, and then switching to different arguments against NewHope, arguments that
had not appeared in the report.

Another aspect of NIST's round-3 report that surprised me was the following. The re-
port said that NIST “strongly encourages” submissions to provide a parameter set “that
meets category 5”, and then criticized some submissions that provided at most category
4. The reason this surprised me is that the call for submissions had said something dif-
ferent: NIST “recommends” that submissions provide a parameter set “above category
3”. The report didn't mention that NIST had changed from “recommends … above cate-
gory 3” to “strongly encourages … category 5”, never mind explaining why the change
had happened. When I publicly objected, one of NIST's attempted defenses was the
following remarkable admission (email dated 31 Jul 2020 14:42:02 +0000):

Throughout the process we've been in dialogue with various teams as they have
adjusted parameter sets.

I responded as follows (email dated 2 Aug 2020 11:50:26 +0200):

You're talking about private discussions that NIST has had with various teams?
This is supposed to somehow be a replacement for having a change in evaluation
criteria proposed and discussed in public? Wow. When did NIST announce that
submitters were expected to use this private source of information rather than
relying on the public announcements?

There was no reply.

I've skimmed the pre-round-3 email that NIST sent to the submission teams that I'm on.
There were various administrative messages. There were requests to add certain types
of public software documentation; these requests could also have been made public.
The only bit that looks to me anything like “dialogue” regarding algorithm desiderata
was a clarification question from the SPHINCS+ team:

• NIST's report at the end of the 1st round said “A possible second-round tweak
  might involve a more efficient technique for protecting against multi-target at-
tacks.”
• The SPHINCS+ team asked whether NIST was asking for “an LMS variant”.
• NIST wrote “Yes – this is what we were meaning with our comment. It would be
great if you could include an LMS variant as one of your tweaks for round 2.”
In retrospect, obviously this clarification should have been public; or, even better, stated more clearly in NIST’s public report in the first place. Anyway, none of these teams—including the team for a submission where the largest category proposed at the time was 4—were given any hint that NIST was going to change “recommends … above category 3” to “strongly encourages … category 5”.

In September 2020 I posted a paper https://cr.yp.to/papers.html#categories observing how easy it was to manipulate NIST’s procedures to favor particular submissions (e.g., weaker submissions), and pointing out a variety of transparency failures in NISTPQC. Many of the questions for NIST in that paper remain unanswered today.

**NIST’s requests for information by 15 April 2020.** Let’s rewind to the beginning of 2020. By email to pqc-forum dated 28 Jan 2020 16:23:39 +0000, NIST set a deadline of 15 April 2020 for input regarding its end-of-round-2 decisions:

> In order to give NIST time to finalize our evaluation and analysis for the candidate algorithms in the 2^nd round, NIST kindly requests that we be notified of new implementations, benchmarks, research papers, cryptanalysis, etc. by April 15^th. After that date, factoring any of that information into our decision-making process may overly tax our resources.

In email to pqc-forum dated 26 Mar 2020 19:58:32 +0000, NIST repeated this request. It also asked people to use pqc-forum to “announce results, discuss relevant topics, ask questions, etc.” I sent email to pqc-forum dated 3 Apr 2020 00:15:35 +0200 to recommend a deadline extension:

> My impression is that many people who don’t know any COVID-19 victims are nevertheless losing large fractions of their previously expected work time as a result of actions taken to slow the spread of COVID-19. It’s not realistic to ask for full work days from, e.g., parents suddenly taking care of kids at home all day.

I’m probably close to the low end of involuntary COVID-19 disruption but this low end certainly isn’t zero; also, I’ve been volunteering some of my own research time to COVID-19 modeling (including scripts online and already a paper a few days ago). I still hope to make the 15 April target date for posting updated NISTPQC benchmarks and the results of some other NISTPQC experiments I’ve been running, but the big picture makes me think that shifting the timeline would be a good idea.

NIST sent email to pqc-forum dated 3 Apr 2020 16:01:41 +0000 as follows (emphasis added):

> If you or anyone else in the community has something important in the works, but don’t think it will be done by April 15, please notify us (by the 15th) with a brief description of the expected results and an estimate of how much longer might be needed.

Any experienced scientist knows how time-consuming it is to fill out reports describing “expected results” that aren’t yet ready to announce. However, given NIST’s power over NISTPQC, people involved in the process really don’t have the option of ignoring NIST’s requests.

In retrospect, it’s clear to me (1) that NIST has been continually manipulated by years of private lobbying regarding NISTPQC; (2) that the best response to NIST’s requests, already at the 2019 conference, would have been to object to NIST taking private input; and (3) that following NIST’s April 2020 request opened me up to ad-hominem attacks
as retribution for my procedural objections.\textsuperscript{2} But, again, I didn’t realize the problem until July 2020.

So, by email dated 15 Apr 2020 02:35:20 +0200, complying with NIST’s request, I sent NIST an “overview of what’s cooking from my perspective”. Other cryptographers sent me copies of various messages that they had sent to NIST. Presumably there were many further messages to NIST that I never saw. There were also dozens of public team announcements on \texttt{pqc-forum} around that date.

\textbf{What the email said regarding timelines.} This email dated 15 Apr 2020 02:35:20 +0200 began with an “easy part” listing nine projects (some that I said I was working on, and some that I said I had heard about). This part of the message had various estimates of when announcements would be ready:

- “momentarily” although “maybe not exactly on the 15th” for updated SUPERCOP benchmark results (\textit{2021 update:} this took slightly more than 24 hours);
- “by the end of the year” for verification of “\textit{some} big subroutines” and “\textit{a few} proofs” (\textit{2021 update:} I posted a paper “Verified fast formulas for control bits for permutation networks” in September 2020);
- “doesn’t look too hard to finish but has been on the back burner. Please let me know if this is something that you think is high priority” for “a step-by-step proof survey for Classic McEliece” (\textit{2021 update:} NIST never asked me to prioritize this, and it’s still on the back burner);
- “about to release” for Cortex-M4 NTRU Prime code (\textit{2021 update:} this code was released a week later);
- “after the updated SUPERCOP Haswell results are online for everybody” for new Haswell NTRU Prime speeds (\textit{2021 update:} this took under 48 hours);
- “this week” for “what I think is fair to describe as a dramatic performance improvement for sntrup761 keygen” (\textit{2021 update:} that week I announced 166000 cycles where previous work was around 800000 cycles).

Notice the wide range between “this week” and “by the end of the year”; saying that this was the easy part of the email doesn’t mean that these were easy projects! I also included three pointers to existing announcements that NIST might have missed.

The email continued with a “hard part”, namely that “I’ve been doing a deep dive into lattice security”, and listed five “expected results” within this. Kris Gaj had proposed a two-month extension, and it was clear to me that if NIST did this then by reshuffling research time I could get some of the results from the “hard part” online by then. So I wrote that the “hard part” would “clearly benefit from the timeline that Kris Gaj proposed to you”. (\textit{2021 update:} NIST didn’t extend the deadline, so each part of the research continued on its natural schedule.)

Within the “hard part”, the five “expected results” listed in the email were as follows:

- “there’s a hybrid attack that reduces the ‘Core-SVP security level’ of, e.g., Kyber512” (\textit{2021 update:} I spelled out the critical points in email to \texttt{pqc-forum} dated 7 Jul 2020 19:06:42 +0200);
- there are “indisputably reasonable ‘Ring-LWE’ parameters for which switching to ‘NTRU’ would increase the ‘Core-SVP security level’ while decreasing the probability of decryption failures” (\textit{2021 update:} the point of this is the looseness of a partic-

\textsuperscript{2}For example, in reply to a technical message that I had posted on another topic, Dr. Apon sent email to \texttt{pqc-forum} dated 22 Aug 2020 13:27:43 -0700 going far out of his way to mention my “private input” to NIST. NIST has not similarly mentioned the private input it received from other submitters.
ular proof; after checking examples of NIST ignoring previous examples of proof looseness, I decided to put this project on the back burner); • the “lattices that the NTRU Prime submission presents for attacking ‘Ring-LWE’ generalize the standard Kannan–Bai–Galbraith lattices to allow more short vectors, and (new result) also outperform the standard lattices” (2021 update: I have enough computer experiments to be confident in what I wrote, but analysis and optimization are continuing so as to understand what happens for larger sizes); • “the huge enumeration speedup announced as work in progress” by another team “also makes a big difference in the enumeration-vs.-sieving cutoffs, especially in realistic models of large-scale computation that account for the costs of memory” (2021 update: this analysis ended up in the round-3 NTRU Prime submission in October 2020); and • there’s a “new way to exploit the structure of cyclotomics”—I said this wasn’t “big enough to reach the lattices in NISTPQC submissions, but it breaks solidly through barriers claimed in previous work”3 (2021 update: I gave a talk on “Valuations and S-units” in January 2021 explaining the most important number-theoretic background; I have a talk on “S-unit attacks” scheduled for August 2021, and expect that my coauthors will authorize revealing the most important new idea during that talk).

The email did not provide time estimates for any of these five specific items.

I hadn’t realized at this point that NIST should have been categorically forbidding private input from the outset. However, given the long history of errors regarding lattice security in particular, I knew that public review was essential in this area. The email closed with a clear warning on this topic:

I can imagine selection of lattice systems being the hardest decision that NIST is facing, and I can imagine some of these lattice-security issues showing up as part of the decision. In a non-COVID-19 world, I would have had some of this online already as papers, and then there would be time for the community to comment, which I think is especially important in an error-prone area.

On the other hand, I also find it easy to imagine that you’re planning to avoid tricky issues in this round and make decisions based primarily on undisputed attacks, performance features, simplicity, stability, diversity, etc. This reminds me: has NIST decided how high a weight it’s putting on patents in this round?

(Emphasis added.) This was before NIST issued its round-3 report with, e.g., a decision based on a “security of NewHope is never better than that of KYBER” provable-security claim that, as mentioned above, had not been publicly reviewed and did not match what the literature said.

NIST engaged me in followup discussion over the next two weeks. None of my followup email had any timeline predictions.

Content of Dr. Apon’s accusation. In a nutshell, Dr. Apon accuses me of having deceived NIST regarding the timing of an announcement regarding cyclotomics. This accusation relies critically on the following two fabrications by Dr. Apon:

3Since cyclotomics show up later in this complaint, here’s the full quote: “Deepest result, joint work with various people: There’s a new way to exploit the structure of cyclotomics, quickly finding a short secret vector from any lattice in a much larger class than handled by previous algorithms. This class isn’t big enough to reach the lattices in NISTPQC submissions, but it breaks solidly through barriers claimed in previous work. Top consequence from my perspective: New reason to be scared of cyclotomics.”
Dr. Apon quotes me as telling NIST 13–14 months ago that a cyclotomic announcement would be in “a month or months”. I said no such thing.

Dr. Apon paraphrases me as saying that a “paper” was “coming out in 2-3 months”. I said no such thing.

Dr. Apon contrasts “coming out in 2-3 months” and “month or months” to the lack of any publication for more than a year. Without Dr. Apon's fabrications of a much shorter claimed timeline, there would be nothing remarkable about a serious scientific project taking more than a year.

The following paragraphs go step by step through Dr. Apon's accusation, pinpointing the above timeline fabrications and further fabrications by Dr. Apon. The “9:38 PM” time shown here is in the CEST time zone on 8 June 2021.

Daniel Apon 9:38 PM @djb a quick, gentle question:

This introduction was followed by more than 1000 characters (216 words) of text (all posted at once as part of the same message), so the reader instantly sees that “quick” is facetious, and presumes that “gentle” is also facetious. This doesn't make the reader imagine that Dr. Apon's subsequent claims regarding the history are outright fabrications.4

[Next words in Dr. Apon's message:] Regarding cyclotomic-based attacks:

The reader interprets further text within this scope.

[Next words in Dr. Apon's message:] 13-14 months ago (just before the end of the 2nd Round), you privately emailed NIST PQC

Let's compare this to the facts:

• NIST set a deadline of 15 April 2020 for input, saying that input after this “may overly tax our resources”.
• Beyond public announcements, NIST specifically asked to be given a “brief description” of any “expected results” and an “estimate of how much longer might be needed”.
• Unlike many other government agencies, NIST refused requests for deadline extensions in light of COVID-19.
• Many people provided input on or around 15 April 2020, the deadline that NIST had set. I was one of these people.
• Three months later, NIST ended the second round with an announcement on 22 July 2020. NIST could have taken longer if it wanted to—there was never any public commitment to this particular date until the announcement happened.

Does Dr. Apon inform the reader that NIST had asked for input by 15 April 2020? No. That many other people also provided input on or around this date? No. That NIST also received private input from many other submitters? No. That NIST received private input from other submitters long before this? No. That my email cautioned NIST regarding the importance of public review especially in the area of lattice security? No.

Yes, 15 April 2020 was 13–14 months ago. But is it correct that this was “just before the end of the 2nd Round”? No. First, “just before” can't reasonably be understood to include a stretch of three months. Second, like other members of the general public, I didn't know when round 2 would end—as far as I know, NIST was free to take as much time as it wanted—so saying “just before the end of the 2nd Round” is nonsensical as

4If I were to change the title of this document to “A quick, gentle complaint regarding Dr. Apon”, the reader would still take the rest of the document at face value.
a description of what I did in April 2020.

Some readers will know that NIST never publicly scheduled the end of the round until issuing the 22 July 2020 announcement; so, if they think about it for a moment, they'll realize that what Dr. Apon said here is nonsense. However, for a reader who doesn't know this and who takes Dr. Apon's text at face value, the text implies that NIST had publicly scheduled the end of the round, and says that I targeted NIST with a surprise just before this. That isn't true.

[Next words in Dr. Apon's message:] to suggest that you had a new attack paper (in the line) against cyclotomics that was coming out in 2-3 months.

Does Dr. Apon inform the reader that the message actually covered 14 different projects, with many different timelines? No.

The core of what the reader has been told at this point is that I wrote to NIST 13–14 months ago to suggest that a new attack paper on cyclotomics was coming out in 2–3 months. The reader assumes that no such paper has appeared—why else would Dr. Apon start by talking about the timeline and using words like “suggest”—and concludes that I provided grossly inaccurate information to NIST.

But the timeline information is a fabrication by Dr. Apon. I never gave NIST a timeline for the cyclotomic attacks.

Perhaps Dr. Apon will point to the comment “In a non-COVID-19 world, I would have had some of this online already as papers, and then there would be time for the community to comment, which I think is especially important in an error-prone area” and say that these papers obviously can't have lost more than a few months given that this was a message in April 2020. However:

• “Some” is not “all”. Can someone who reads “I would have had some of this online already as papers” claim that this says “I would have had all of this online already as papers”—or select one part X of this and claim that it says “I would have had X online already as a paper”? No.

• Suppose a message is saying, in April 2020, that something was within a few months of done in January 2020, but because of COVID-19 isn't done yet. Can one claim that this message is saying that it will be done in July 2020? No.

The bottom line is that the email never said what Dr. Apon claims it said.

[Next words in Dr. Apon's message:] Of course, we are very eager to hear any progress along this line, even attacks that provide progress on this line, even if they don't break a cryptosystem outright (but might threaten cryptosystems in the future).

Does Dr. Apon inform the reader that the email had already put this cyclotomic attack into this category, saying that the attack wasn't “big enough to reach the lattices in NISTPQC submissions, but it breaks solidly through barriers claimed in previous work”? No. Dr. Apon suppresses this information, making it sound as if NIST had been given no information regarding the nature of the advance and was merely guessing on its own that the advance wasn't a full break of NISTPQC submissions yet.

Omitting this information is exaggerating what the message said. When the results are released, is Dr. Apon going to rely on the same exaggeration to claim that he thought the results were already supposed to be a full break of a NISTPQC submission? Will he express disappointment that the results are “only” breaking some underlying problems? I haven't seen NIST trying to preemptively sabotage announcements that it hears
about in advance from other people.

However, no paper came out. It's correct that this project has not released a paper yet.

The “however” is drawing a contrast between (1) this fact and (2) claims that are entirely fabricated by Dr. Apon. When the underlying fabrication disappears, the contrast also disappears.

We invited you to give a public 3rd Round Seminar talk on this issue in the Fall, The reader will understand “this issue” to be the “new attack paper” against “cyclotomics”. The reader is thus being told that NIST was asking me to give a talk specifically on the cyclotomic results; and that NIST was asking me to make the results available to the public. But both parts of this are fabrications by Dr. Apon.

NIST’s actual invitation, by email dated 17 Aug 2020 16:36:05 +0000, was to give a talk “about the topic(s) of your choice in the security of lattice cryptography”. The only specific lattice-security topic mentioned was “the state of the art of lattice reduction algorithms”. Experts understand “lattice reduction algorithms” to include, e.g., LLL and BKZ, and to exclude, e.g., the algorithms featured in previous cyclotomic breaks. (I do have some work on reduction algorithms.)

In followup discussion, NIST said that “one area in particular that we would like to be as informed about as possible is the concrete security of lattice-based KEMs” against “lattice reduction", and that “another lattice topic we would like to hear about is an update on the status of any work towards algebraically cryptanalyzing structured lattices, e.g. closely approximating the shortest vector in (power-of-2) cyclotomic lattices”.

So, no, it's not true that NIST invited me specifically to give a talk about cyclotomics. This was eventually on NIST's list of topics, but wasn't the only topic, and wasn't the first topic in the list, and wasn't the topic mentioned in NIST's first invitation message.

It's also not correct that the invitation was specifically to give a “public” talk. Having the talk be public was only an option mentioned “if you would prefer”. I did state a preference for this option (email dated 3 Sep 2020 09:49:57 +0200):

Procedurally, I now have some inkling of how much communication to and from NIST has been outside public view, and I am extremely uncomfortable with the lack of transparency, so I will certainly insist on having a public announcement and recording of any talk that I give to NIST.

Dr. Apon's fabrications regarding NIST's talk invitation are less important than Dr. Apon's central fabrications of timeline information, but they still tilt the overall picture.

and you ended up giving a talk at the Seminar Series in January 15 of this year.

This is correct if “a talk” is taken out of context. However, the context makes the reader understand “a talk” as a “talk on this issue”, i.e., a talk about the “new attack paper” against “cyclotomics”—and that's not true. Let's look at what actually happened.

In its initial invitation (email dated 17 Aug 2020 16:36:05 +0000), NIST had said that its talk series was about “important technical areas” and that “For many of these areas, we have 2 or 3 team members who understand the areas in greater depth, but the broader team does not have a good understanding of all these issues yet”.

I wrote (email dated 3 Sep 2020 09:49:57 +0200): “So that I can better understand the
context and objectives for this talk series, and what the audience is likely to know, can you please send me a list of the previous talks and other planned upcoming talks?”

One of the examples NIST mentioned (email dated 3 Sep 2020 14:53:03 +0000) was an upcoming “introductory style talk on the basics of LLL/BKZ followed by their new results”.

My assessment was that NIST was asking for remedial education. As noted above, given NIST’s power over NISTPQC, people involved in NISTPQC really don’t have the option of ignoring NIST’s requests. But I was also extremely busy with other work items—for example, round-3 submissions filed in October 2020—so it took me some time to respond. I then commented (email dated 10 Nov 2020 13:51:36 +0100) that “it’s informative, and disturbing, to learn that the audience doesn’t already know the basics of LLL/BKZ”.

NIST claimed (email dated 11 Nov 2020 17:29:56 +0000) to be “confident that the NIST PQC team members are familiar with e.g. LLL/BKZ (and at least reasonably familiar with all of the technical minutiae regarding more modern tweaks to lattice reduction algorithms and algebraic cryptanalysis of lattices over various number fields)”. I wrote (email dated 28 Nov 2020 13:28:34 +0100) “Can you please clarify what level of understanding you mean by ‘reasonably familiar with all of the technical minutiae’? I’d expect this to mean that audience members would be able to fully define (e.g., implement) these algorithms without referring to notes, but I’m having trouble reconciling this with the September comment indicating NIST’s interest in ‘basics of LLL/BKZ’ as part of someone’s introductory talk.” NIST never answered the question.

Based on the limited information available, I proposed (also in the 28 Nov 2020 13:28:34 +0100 email) a talk on “Valuations and S-units”, with the following abstract:

This talk reviews a standard infinite-dimensional number-theoretic lattice that simultaneously shows how large numbers are and how they factor. The ability to decode this lattice in some surprisingly large cases plays a critical role in a new wave of attacks against ideal-lattice problems. This talk will focus on defining the lattice, with many examples to illustrate.

This is an introductory talk aimed at a broad audience. Prerequisites: mathematics education through a course in undergraduate abstract algebra (commutative rings and fields).

NIST said “this is perfect”, and that’s what the talk ended up being about.

[Next words in Dr. Apon’s message:] The talk presented a variety of algebraic and mathematical background that was quite interesting, but didn’t suggest a clear attack vector.

The reader has been led to believe that NIST had invited me to give a talk about the “new attack paper” against “cyclotomics”, and that I accepted—“but” then the talk didn’t suggest an attack against cyclotomics.

It’s not true that this is what NIST invited me to talk about. It’s not true that this is what I agreed to talk about. The talk abstract that I proposed, and that NIST accepted, said that there’s a standard number-theoretic lattice used in a new wave of attacks, and that this talk would focus on defining the lattice.

Does Dr. Apon inform the reader that attacks against cyclotomics were never within the agreed talk scope? No. Instead he deceives the reader into believing that I had been invited to give a talk on cyclotomic attacks, and had agreed to give a talk on cyclotomic attacks, “but” then failed to deliver.
At the time, I suggested that you finish the paper and submit the attack paper to this conference.

The recording shows that, in the Q&A session, I mentioned work in progress; Dr. Apon said “Do you have an ETA for this unreleased paper?”; and I said “Well, I'm one of six coauthors, so—it's one of these fun things where the results somehow keep getting better and better. The starting point was, okay, definitely smashed through this barrier, now let's see how much further we can go.” Publications are, needless to say, driven by what makes sense scientifically.

Dr. Apon then sent email dated 15 Jan 2021 18:38:50 +0000 saying “I'm definitely looking forward to your unreleased paper making progress on the topic. As a reminder, the 3rd NIST PQC Standardization Conference is coming up; perhaps that is a good place to submit (and then also to a separate, academic conference with published proceedings as well).” So it's correct that he suggested this as a place to submit. So what? This wouldn't be remarkable without his timeline fabrications.

We didn't receive such a submission.

Dr. Apon has already told the reader that I had written to NIST 13–14 months ago to suggest that a new attack paper on cyclotomics was coming out in 2–3 months. Now Dr. Apon contrasts this with my not submitting any such paper to a NIST deadline a year after that.

It's correct that I didn't submit anything like this to the NIST conference. But the entire contrast is against a “2–3 months” fabrication by Dr. Apon, not against something I ever said.

Given this background of no attack progress against cyclotomics since the beginning of the pandemic

What does the reader understand “progress” to mean here?

Often the word “progress” is comparing publications to earlier publications: this paper is making progress in the following way compared to that paper. Given the word “background”, I'd expect the reader to understand Dr. Apon to be saying that, since the beginning of 2020, nobody has published any papers making progress on cyclotomic attacks. But then how does Dr. Apon explain https://eprint.iacr.org/2021/600, which was posted a month before Dr. Apon's text, and says in the abstract that it shows "that the decomposition group of a cyclotomic ring of arbitrary conductor may be utilised in order to significantly decrease the dimension of the ideal (or module) lattice required to solve a given instance of SVP"? That paper has certain limitations, but I don't see how Dr. Apon can claim that the paper isn't “progress”.

It's possible that the reader instead understands Dr. Apon to be referring specifically to the project I'm involved in. The word “progress" in reference to one project generally refers to the steps inside that project, rather than comparing the project to previous work, so this type of reader understands Dr. Apon to be saying that this project hasn't made progress since the beginning of 2020. The case that Dr. Apon lays out for this relies entirely upon his fabricated timeline claims.

Given the context, the reader understands the quotation marks around “a month or

---

5Has NIST issued any statements regarding other people's supposed failure to submit something to NIST's conference? Not as far as I know.
months” to indicate that these words appeared in my email to NIST regarding this cyclotomic project. Dr. Apon is telling the reader that my email (1) claimed that something would already happen for this project in “a month or months” and (2) suggested that a paper was coming out for this project in 2–3 months.

But this “a month or months” quote is another fabrication by Dr. Apon. This is even worse than the earlier “coming out in 2-3 months” fabrication: not only does Dr. Apon attribute to the email something that the email simply did not say, but Dr. Apon inserts quotation marks so as to bolster the credibility of this fabrication.

[Next words in Dr. Apon's message:] how would you characterize your progress in making a single epsilon of progress in attacking cyclotomic structures in lattice-based cryptography?

Starting from his fabricated timeline claims, Dr. Apon accuses me of deceiving NIST regarding the timeline, and then closes by publicly disputing that any progress has happened. He couches this dispute as a question. Since this isn't an honest question, it doesn't deserve an answer.

**Venue and timing of Dr. Apon's accusation: disrupting a scheduled talk.** NIST's Third PQC Standardization Conference took place online last week, 7–9 June 2021, as mentioned above. The conference charged a $25 registration fee but was open to the general public. NIST gave each round-3 submission team a 15-minute talk slot at the conference to present updates and field questions, and scheduled further talks regarding, e.g., performance comparisons. NIST also set up a chat system for the public to “submit questions and engage in group discussions” for the conference. The chat system and the video system each listed more than 300 people.

I gave the talk for one of the round-3 submissions, NTRU Prime, on behalf of a team of 10 people. Please note that I'm speaking for myself in this complaint.

NIST has full power over what happens in NISTPQC, and can send messages to submitters or to pqc-forum at any moment. Dr. Apon has sent 88 messages to pqc-forum. But **Dr. Apon chose to issue his accusation during the NTRU Prime talk.**

The talk was scheduled to run from 15:25 to 15:40 D.C. time. However, this was the fourth talk in the session, and the session was running late. My best reconstruction based on the data available at this point is that the talk ran from 15:34 to 15:49 D.C. time. Dr. Apon published his accusation on the chat system at 15:38 D.C. time.

As noted above, Dr. Apon introduced his accusation as “a quick, gentle question”, followed by lengthy text. The typical reader would be captured by the clickbait; read further; see the accusation of misbehavior in Dr. Apon's first sentence after the introduction; find this interesting; continue reading, finding further text amplifying the accusation of misbehavior; and, eventually, find a “question” at the very end of Dr. Apon's text. Any such reader would have been

- distracted from listening to the NTRU Prime talk, and
- immediately prejudiced against the NTRU Prime talk, given these accusations against the speaker.

Note that NIST relies heavily on public analysis of submissions—for example, public work to make submissions perform well in various environments. The talk was not just for NIST but for the entire audience, explaining reasons to be interested in NTRU Prime. It's easy to predict that Dr. Apon's disruption will end up taking some public analysis away from NTRU Prime.
Presumably Dr. Apon will respond that this talk disruption was justified. Dr. Apon knew that my talk was going to mention the history of attack advances against cyclotomics and the possibility of further attack advances against cyclotomics; Dr. Apon's accusation is specifically that I had deceived NIST regarding the timing of an announcement regarding cyclotomics; Dr. Apon thought it was important for people listening to the talk to know this, and to distrust the talk accordingly.

However, sometimes accusations are false (as illustrated by Dr. Apon's accusation), which is why in all cases it's important to follow proper dispute-resolution procedures, including normal due-process safeguards. Did Dr. Apon follow these procedures before broadcasting his accusation at a conference attended by more than 300 people? No, he didn't. Did he tell Dr. Moody what he was planning to do? According to Dr. Moody, no, he didn't. Perhaps Dr. Apon will try to claim that his fabrications regarding my email (and regarding NIST's talk invitation and so on) were merely the result of an amazing series of memory failures rather than dishonesty; but did he check the email before issuing his accusation? No, he didn't.

Furthermore, anyone who looks at the talk slides or listens to the talk video (I've made the slides and video available at https://cr.yp.to/talks.html#2021.06.08) can see that the talk was covering many points other than cyclotomics. It appears that Dr. Apon posted his 216-word “Regarding cyclotomic-based attacks” text at the first moment cyclotomics were mentioned—but, before this, the talk had already covered

• the fact that public security reviewers are overloaded;
• a broad overview of recent advances in lattice attacks;
• the failure of “provable security” to stop small lattice systems from being broken;
• performance requirements sometimes forcing the use of small lattice systems;
• NTRU Prime's goal of, and success in, reducing the attack surface for small lattice systems;
• decryption failures as an example of a NISTPQC attack tool that NTRU Prime had eliminated from the outset; and
• the advantages of proactively reducing attack surface rather than merely reacting to breaks.

Cyclotomics then appeared as another example of a NISTPQC attack tool that NTRU Prime had eliminated from the outset—but, even if Dr. Apon objected to this example, how could this objection possibly have been so important as to justify disrupting a talk that was obviously broader than this? Why not allow the talk to finish, and calmly follow up with objections afterwards?

Subsequent events. The conference organizers at NIST had offered the option of sending a video in advance. I had taken this option, because of concerns regarding time zones and regarding difficulties connecting to NIST's video system. Like typical audience members, I was watching the chat system for questions while the video played.

I was, to put it mildly, surprised seeing Dr. Apon’s “question” on the chat system. I saw that the message was starting by deceiving readers regarding NIST's request for input, so I replied regarding that:

djb 9:39 PM please don't misrepresent the history. nist specifically asked to be informed regarding ongoing projects, and i answered.

Dr. Apon replied, repeating his “question” to avoid commenting on his misrepresentation of the history—a classic example of an ad-hominem attack:

Daniel Apon 9:39 PM So, no progress?
Reading further in Dr. Apon’s text, I found one outright fabrication after another, and responded accordingly:

djb 9:44 PM I'll post an apon fact check to pqc-forum in due time. In the meantime, happy to answer honest questions.

[emoji reactions: “eyes” from Daniel Apon; “hushed” from Yuji Suga]

The damage to the talk was already done. The only further questions at the conference regarding the talk were from NIST employees:

angela.robinson 9:51 PM I am curious to know if you are planning a follow-up talk to your talk given at the public NIST PQC seminar series. @djb

[emoji reaction: “+1” from Daniel Apon]

djb 9:54 PM @angela.robinson Thanks for your question! As I mentioned in the talk, there's a second part coming up. This is scheduled for August.

angela.robinson [reply in thread] Great! Sorry if I missed that part. The pace was a bit fast, but I look forward to it.

Daniel Apon [reply in thread] Looking forward to it!

djb 9:56 PM To clarify since there are multiple talks at issue: I mentioned in the January talk that a second talk was coming up on S-unit attacks; that talk is now scheduled for August; I didn't mention that talk in my talk today.

[emoji reactions: “+1” from Angela Robinson and Daniel Apon]

Daniel Apon [reply in thread] Where will the talk be?

Daniel Smith-Tone 10:04 PM @djb Did the parameters for sntrup4591761 and ntrulpr4591761 change between round 1 and round 2? I am asking because in round 1 the specification document claims NIST security level 5, but then level 3 is claimed in the round 2 spec and afterwards.

djb 10:14 PM @Daniel Smith-Tone I believe the submission document addresses everything, but let me try to answer your question, speaking for myself. There's no change in the parameter set. There have been worrisome advances in attacks against all small-lattice submissions. There are also massive ambiguities in NIST's definitions of security levels, as illustrated by NIST's SHA3-256 security evaluation jumping from 2^80 to 2^146 in 2016. Some ambiguities in NIST's definitions of security levels were partially resolved by NIST statements in round 1, so the NTRU Prime assignments were revised accordingly. Many problematic ambiguities remain; see generally https://cr.yp.to/papers.html#categories.

Daniel Smith-Tone 10:15 PM I think that the submission document does address this, but I thought I would ask directly since the source is available. I also agree with some of what you just said.

djb 10:15 PM Section 5.4 of that document identifies various specific definitional questions that NIST still hasn't answered.

Daniel Smith-Tone 10:16 PM I'm reading that right now.

djb 10:17 PM Please let me know if anything is unclear.

Meanwhile I wrote to Dr. Apon (email dated 8 Jun 2021 21:53:21 +0200) as follows:

I'm writing to request a retraction of the “question” that you issued during my talk. I expect the retraction to include a clear and specific acknowledgment that you
fabricated the “coming out in 2-3 months” part, and that this part plays a critical role in your “question”. I’ll give you 1 week before escalating.

Later I wrote to Dr. Apon (email dated 8 Jun 2021 23:54:44 +0200) as follows:

Appendix: I also expect the retraction to include the same clear and specific acknowledgment regarding your fabrication of the “month or months” part, which plays the same role in your “question”.

I wrote to Dr. Moody, cc’ing Dr. Apon and the NTRU Prime team, as follows (email dated 9 Jun 2021 00:03:20 +0200):

As you know, each round-3 submission team was given a 15-minute slot at the ongoing NIST conference to present updates for, and field questions from, an online audience of about 300 people, of course including NIST.

For NTRU Prime in particular, I gave the talk. I presume you saw that, early in the talk, Dr. Apon posted a “question” to the Slack channel, a “question” that typical audience members would understand as accusing me of misbehavior. A copy of his accusation appears below.

I will, needless to say, take appropriate action to respond to these accusations. I've already contacted Dr. Apon regarding the substance of the accusations, and have offered him a week before I escalate.

However, in the meantime, I believe it's appropriate to immediately address the following procedural question to you, since Dr. Apon is, if I understand correctly, a NIST PQC team member under your supervision. If I've misunderstood the management structure within NIST and should contact Dr. Chen instead, please let me know.

Dr. Apon is a member of the NIST PQC team. The NIST PQC team has full power over what happens in this competition, and can ask questions on pqc-forum at any moment. However, Dr. Apon chose to issue accusations during the NTRU Prime talk. Given the length, timing, and nature of his text, it seems reasonably clear that he prepared the text in advance and chose the timing to maximally disrupt the talk. Obviously the video kept playing, but many people

* watch the Slack channel for the occasional questions while listening to talks,
* would have been distracted from listening because of the obviously interesting nature of Dr. Apon's text, and
* would then have been prejudiced against the talk because of the accusations communicated by the text.

So here's the question for you: Did you know he was going to do this?

Since what happened here is an issue for the NTRU Prime team as a whole, I'm cc'ing the team.

Dr. Apon replied as follows (email dated 9 Jun 2021 00:10:48 +0000):

My question was asked honestly and in earnest (that is, as a person sincere and serious in behavior and convictions).

I think your question is bested addressed to my supervisors. I've included Lily Chen and Matt Scholl on the CC list. You're welcome to discuss with them.

Dr. Moody replied as follows (email dated 9 Jun 2021 12:51:39 +0000):

Thank you for your message and sharing your concern with me. As a quick re-
response to your question - no, I did not know in advance that Daniel Apon would ask you a question on slack during the NTRUprime update. Our PQC team members can certainly post questions without needing to ask me. I actually had to skip the last 30 minutes of the day (my son was running his last race of his high school career at a track meet), so I wasn't following live. I didn't check back into work things until this morning.

I am sorry if you felt his question disrupted your talk. I'll talk to Daniel, but from his response to you he says he wasn't intending to disrupt, but wanted to ask you an honest question.

**Concluding remarks.** I've reviewed this complaint, am confident in its accuracy, and see many reasons to have it online as soon as possible. Am I simply posting it?

No. I'm sending it to a limited audience: Dr. Apon (the subject of this complaint), Dr. Moody (in charge of NISTPQC), Dr. Chen (the supervisor that this complaint is addressed to), Dr. Matthew Scholl (Dr. Apon already brought Dr. Scholl into the discussion), and the NTRU Prime team (directly damaged by Dr. Apon's talk disruption, beyond the damage caused by the content of Dr. Apon's accusation).

Why am I not posting the complaint immediately? Because that wouldn't be the proper procedure. I am accusing Dr. Apon of misconduct, and he is entitled to an opportunity to defend himself. I can't imagine how he can justify his ludicrously unprofessional, clearly dishonest actions—but that's not the point. Sometimes people can successfully defend themselves, so civilized society sets up procedures that recognize this and that, as noted above, are to be followed in all cases.

Part of what I'm complaining about, obviously, is that Dr. Apon didn't follow such procedures: on the contrary, he simply went ahead and published his accusation. Given that the accusation is public, I'm certainly entitled to defend myself in public (while, for comparison, Dr. Apon has no such excuse for his procedural violations), so I could easily justify posting this complaint today. Delaying this posting means that Dr. Apon's fabrications will have more time to spread and will cause more damage. But delaying this posting—for a limited time—is still the right thing to do.

One week is ample time for NIST management to compare all relevant email to Dr. Apon's fabrications and to take appropriate action. Given the nature of Dr. Apon's action, I expect this matter to be given high priority. I will, of course, give due consideration to anything that Dr. Apon says now in his defense, and I will give due consideration to any explanation of why more time is requested.
Dan,

That there was an impolite exchange on a Slack thread does not mean the PQC standardization process is unfair or biased in any way. We all have individual perspectives, as researchers and scientists, and it is inevitable that some disagreements and misunderstandings will occur during this process. However, we work as a team to ensure that the final outcomes of this process are rigorous and fair. We take our responsibilities very seriously, and we will continue to be fair and impartial as we evaluate the different algorithms. We make our decisions scientifically based upon the technical results we see published or presented. The community is welcome to provide feedback if they feel this is not the case.

Also, as a reminder, we would like to keep the pqc-forum primarily for technical discussions. We will follow up with you directly on other issues.

Dustin
The NIST PQC team

From: D. J. Bernstein
Sent: Wednesday, September 8, 2021 10:16 PM
To: pqc-forum
Cc: pqc-comments
Subject: ROUND 3 OFFICIAL COMMENT: NTRU Prime

Each round-3 submission team was given a 15-minute slot at the NIST conference three months ago to present updates for, and field questions from, an online audience of about 300 people, of course including NIST.

During the NTRU Prime talk, Dr. Apon posted the text quoted below to the Slack channel for the conference, publicly accusing me of professional misconduct. Specifically, he accused me of initiating private contact with NIST so as to provide false information to NIST regarding the timing of an upcoming announcement relevant to NIST’s ongoing decisions. However:

* The contact was requested by NIST.

* The false information that Dr. Apon attributes to me is a fabrication by Dr. Apon.
Summary of this comment:

1. The NTRU Prime FAQ starts with an objectively false factual claim about competing submissions Kyber and SABER.
2. This false claim is central to the FAQ's misleading attempt to suggest that these systems infringe on a patent.
3. Requests to the NTRU Prime team to remove the false claim and insinuation were refused.
4. I therefore believe that this is not an honest mistake, but a deliberate attempt to smear competing proposals with false disparaging claims and FUD.
5. I request that NIST consider what to do about patterns of behavior like this.

The first answer of the NTRU Prime FAQ, which appears on the official project website [link] and was repeated by Dan Bernstein on the pqc-form on 11 December 2020 [link], says this (emphasis added):

"There are known patent threats against ... Kyber, SABER, and NTRU LPrime (ntrulpr). These proposals use ... a 2x ciphertext-compression mechanism that appears to be covered by U.S. patent 9246675 expiring 2033."

(The ellipses replace another claim of threat from a different patent, which is outside the scope of this message, but was also shown to be severely flawed; see, e.g., [link, link].)

As a matter of objective fact, the "2x" claim is false. While Kyber and SABER do perform some mild ciphertext compression, they do not, and could not, come close to 2x with the mechanism they use.

(I pointed out this false "2x" claim on the pqc-forum on 11 December 2020 [link], and again on 21 May 2021 [link], and in private correspondence with the NTRU Prime team, with an explicit request to correct it, but the team refused.)

Why does this matter?

The false "2x" claim is central to the FAQ's attempt to tie Kyber and SABER to the cited patent. Specifically, the "appears to be covered" claim implicitly conflates the patented mechanism, which does provide (near-)2x compression, with the unpatented prior-art method that Kyber/SABER use.

Kyber/SABER's compression mechanism is, informally: "drop some low bits of certain integers, keeping the several high bits needed for correct decryption." This method appears in at least four well known works of prior art to the cited patent, some of which are cited in every version of the Kyber submission. For details, see the last part of my pqc-forum message from 21 May 2021 [link].

The patent describes a different compression mechanism whose main benefit is that it can provide near-2x in certain contexts, by keeping just a single bit of certain integers. Kyber/SABER do not use this method, and the patent does not claim the above prior-art method that they do use. A detailed explanation of the prior art and the differences between the methods is given in my pqc-forum message from 22 May 2021 [link].

In private correspondence with the NTRU Prime team, based on the above reasoning I stated that the FAQ's "appears to be covered" claim is highly misleading, and requested that it be removed. The team refused.
The above summarizes, for the record, the history regarding the facts and analysis. The rest of this message contains my conclusions about the situation, and a discussion of how to proceed from here.

I believe that the FAQ entry is a deliberate attempt to smear competing proposals with false disparaging claims and FUD. Of course, the false "2x" claim could originally have been an unintentional error---albeit a sloppy one, showing unfamiliarity with basic properties of the schemes.

However, the team's refusal to fix even this elementary factual error leads me to conclude that the claim has been made intentionally to deceive, i.e., to conflate the unpatented prior art with the patent's near-2x method, and to misleadingly suggest that Kyber/SABER infringe on the patent. Without "2x," there's no link to the patent, and the FAQ entry falls apart (along with subsequent entries that are premised on it).

What next?

I hope the above material sets the record straight. But this example raises the broader issue of NIST PQC participants who exhibit a pattern of the following behavior:

1. Falsely disparage other submissions and/or the process itself.
2. Receive corrections showing these claims to be factually false or otherwise meritless.
3. Make no withdrawal of the false claims. Even worse, give no acknowledgment of the corrections. Even worse than that, persist in spreading the false claims.

(Some other examples of this pattern appear at the end of this message.)

This kind of behavior is outside the bounds of fair play. It sows confusion among non-experts who may only be able to see a "controversy," and it badly wastes the community's time that could be better spent on more productive matters. (Brandolini's law estimates the cost at 10x, but I think that's too low in this context.)

To be absolutely clear: I am not talking about honest mistakes or misunderstandings that are acknowledged and corrected. Indeed, this describes the vast majority of situations in the NIST PQC process, in which submitters and other participants have resolved matters without difficulty.

Procedurally, I think NIST should seriously consider this issue. I can think of a few options for how it could respond, such as:

1. Take no official action. Let people say whatever they want to, and hope that other (unspecified) mechanisms address such behavior. This has the big disadvantage that it does not offer any clarity to non-experts and the broader community.
2. Make an official statement on its findings of the relevant facts, and perhaps its analysis of the consequences. This has the advantage of offering clarity to the community.
3. Do 2, and also penalize submissions/submitters who show a pattern of this kind of behavior, perhaps after a warning and a failure to remedy matters. This has the additional advantage of providing a disincentive to wasting the community's time with FUD and nonsense.

As mentioned above, here are two more examples fitting the pattern of false disparagement, followed by debunking, with no withdrawal or even acknowledgment:

1. The false accusation that round-3 Kyber "switched from Core-SVP to a modified metric," which was conclusively shown [link] to be based on nothing but the accuser's severe misunderstanding (or worse, deliberate mischaracterization) of what Core-SVP means.
2. The striking accusation that "NIST started trying, with considerable success, to delay and deter public analysis of the patent threats" [link]. A follow-up message [link] requested evidence to support this accusation---which was never provided---and showed prior statements from NIST encouraging comments about patent issues.

Sincerely yours in cryptography,
Chris

--

You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "pqc-forum" group. To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it, send an email to pqc-forum+unsubscribe@list.nist.gov. To view this discussion on the web visit https://groups.google.com/a/list.nist.gov/d/msgid/pqc-forum/CACOo0QiT6fuopPFB3mUaH%3DArALy52vcDj8sjQSTQguaGXM-oqA%40mail.gmail.com.
Executive summary: The "OFFICIAL COMMENT" that I'm replying to is incorrect regarding every topic of dispute. The errors range from (1) obvious to (2) more subtle but already discussed in detail on pqc-forum. The "OFFICIAL COMMENT" also misrepresents its disputed arguments as undisputed, which is inappropriate.

Details follow, beginning with a review of ciphertext sizes and continuing with replies to the "OFFICIAL COMMENT".

Regarding 2x ciphertext compression, the numbers speak for themselves:

* 1568-byte ciphertext, including suboptimal encoding and CCA protection: Kyber-1024. This uses modulus q=3329.

* 2996-byte ciphertext, with optimal encoding, no CCA protection: LPR with the ring $\mathbb{Z}/3329[x]/(x^{1024}+1)$. An LPR ciphertext has 2 ring elements, and $\lceil 2 \cdot 1024 \log(3329)/\log(256) \rceil = 2996$.

1568 is 52% of 2996. Here's another example:

* 1472-byte ciphertext, with optimal encoding, including CCA protection: FireSABER. This uses modulus q=8192.

* 3328-byte ciphertext, with optimal encoding, no CCA protection: LPR with the ring $\mathbb{Z}/8192[x]/(x^{1024}+1)$.

1472 is 44% of 3328. Here's another example:

* 2208 bytes, including suboptimal encoding and CCA protection: submitted NewHope-1024. This uses modulus q=12289.

* 3478 bytes, with optimal encoding, no CCA protection: LPR ciphertexts for the ring $\mathbb{Z}/12289[x]/(x^{1024}+1)$.

2208 is 63% of 3478. Here's another example:

* 2048 bytes, including suboptimal encoding, no CCA protection: original NewHope-1024. This uses modulus q=12289.

* 3478 bytes, with optimal encoding, no CCA protection: LPR ciphertexts for the ring $\mathbb{Z}/12889[x]/(x^{1024}+1)$.

2048 is 59% of 3478. Original NewHope, in turn, was based on BCNS, which was based on https://eprint.iacr.org/2014/070, which highlighted smaller ciphertexts than LPR as something new---
As compared with the previous most efficient ring-LWE cryptosystems and KEMs, the new reconciliation mechanism reduces the ciphertext length by nearly a factor of two

---and correctly stated that an LPR ciphertext has "two R_q elements". Retroactive efforts at obfuscation do not have the power to stop a patent court from reaching clarity regarding the ciphertext sizes.

The quoted statement from https://eprint.iacr.org/2014/070 also has an important error that would be identified in a patent case. The statement isn't simply a claim to be 2x better than LPR, but rather a claim to be 2x better than the "previous most efficient ring-LWE cryptosystems and KEMs"---which isn't true. Ding's paper https://eprint.iacr.org/2012/688 was two years earlier, and was already 2x smaller than LPR.

The continued failure of https://eprint.iacr.org/2014/070 to give appropriate credit to Ding is in violation of basic ethics rules (see, e.g., https://ori.hhs.gov/plagiarism-ideas) and, as a historical matter, led directly to

* BCNS at first being unaware of Ding's contribution,
* NewHope at first being unaware of Ding's contribution, and
* Google at first being unaware of Ding's contribution.

Google rolled out a big experiment with NewHope in July 2016, saying that it wanted "to help ensure our users' data will remain secure long into the future" and that it would end the experiment "within two years, hopefully by replacing it with something better". Google suddenly ended the experiment a few _months_ later, after Ding reportedly contacted Google about his patent. Google then waited _three years_ before trying a new post-quantum experiment---and didn't select an LPR-type system.

Late-2016 awareness of Ding's patent prompted various efforts to build LPR-type systems that work around the patent without regressing to the original LPR ciphertext sizes. The most interesting idea is to build LPR-type systems without "reconciliation" and thus avoid Ding's patent.

This sounds great if it works. Unfortunately, a careful examination shows that this dividing line is ill-defined---which is a huge problem in a patent case, since the procedures used in patent courts force everything to be defined. See the analysis in my pqc-forum message dated 1 Jan 2021 13:19:26 +0100.

Christopher J Peikert writes:
> Summary of this comment:
> 1. The NTRU Prime FAQ starts with an objectively false factual claim
> 2. about competing submissions Kyber and SABER.

No, the FAQ (https://ntruprime.cr.yp.to/faq.html) is correct as stated.

> 2. This false claim

Again, the FAQ is correct as stated.

> is central to the FAQ's misleading attempt to
> suggest that these systems infringe on a patent.

The FAQ correctly warns people about patent _threats_. This is an important public service. Unlike some overconfident commentators, the FAQ also notes the uncertainties here:
Perhaps the appeal regarding 9094189, and subsequent litigation regarding both patents, will succeed in eliminating these patents or limiting their coverage. However, today it is far from clear that "Product NTRU"/"Ring-LWE"/"LPR" systems will be free to use before 2033.

The NISTPQC call for submissions says that it is "critical that this process leads to cryptographic standards that can be freely implemented in security technologies and products". NIST’s analyses of the patent threats should have been online years ago for public review.

> 3. Requests to the NTRU Prime team to remove the false claim and > insinuation were refused.

The FAQ is correct as stated. The recent email messages that Dr. Peikert characterizes as "requests" were inappropriate and triggered a complaint from the NTRU Prime team to NIST dated 28 Sep 2021 20:39:53 +0300, also sent to Dr. Peikert.

> 4. I therefore believe that this is not an honest mistake, but a > deliberate attempt to smear competing proposals with false disparaging > claims and FUD.

Once again, the FAQ is correct as stated.

> 5. I request that NIST consider what to do about patterns of behavior > like this.

See below.

> The first answer of the NTRU Prime FAQ, which appears on the official > project website [link <https://ntruprime.cr.yp.to/faq.html>] and was > repeated by Dan Bernstein on the pqc-form on 11 December 2020 [link > <https://groups.google.com/a/list.nist.gov/g/pqc-forum/c/NSe0wAzKJtA/m > /DJSMeEOcCAAJ>],
> says this (emphasis added):
> "There are known patent threats against ... Kyber, SABER, and NTRU > LPRime (ntrulpr). *These proposals use ... a 2x ciphertext-compression > mechanism* that *appears to be covered* by U.S. patent 9246675 expiring 2033."
> (The ellipses replace another claim of threat from a different patent,
That patent, U.S. patent 9094189, is another patent threatening the LPR-type systems. This is also why NIST tried to buy out the patent.

> which is outside the scope of this message, but was also shown to be > severely flawed; see, e.g., [link
> <https://groups.google.com/a/list.nist.gov/g/pqc-forum/c/NSe0wAzKJtA/m > /SDAwM_qtCAAJ>,
> link
> <https://groups.google.com/a/list.nist.gov/g/pqc-forum/c/NSe0wAzKJtA/m > /DxGrdfWHAgAJ>
> ).

> *As a matter of objective fact, the "2x" claim is false.*

The 2x claim is correct. See numbers above.

> While Kyber and SABER do perform some mild ciphertext compression,
> they do not, and could not, come close to 2x with the mechanism they
> use.

They certainly do come close to 2x. See numbers above. Also, the notion that the exact magnitude is important was addressed in my pqc-forum message dated 1 Jan 2021 13:19:26 +0100: "It's normal in patent cases for defendants to try to avoid a patented efficiency improvement by interpolating between the prior art and the efficiency improvement, and it's normal for the patentee to win."

> (I pointed out this false "2x" claim on the pqc-forum on 11 December
> 2020 [ link
> <https://groups.google.com/a/list.nist.gov/g/pqc-forum/c/NSe0wAzKjtA/m
> /MMdjZOq1CAAJ>],
> and again on 21 May 2021 [link
> <https://groups.google.com/a/list.nist.gov/g/pqc-forum/c/nblZhtICKWU/m
> /SOq7xQBbBQAJ>], and in private correspondence with the NTRU Prime
> team, with an explicit request to correct it, but the team refused.)
> Why does this matter?
> *The false "2x" claim is central to the FAQ's attempt to tie Kyber and
> SABER to the cited patent.*

The 2x claim is correct. See numbers above.

> Specifically, the "appears to be covered" claim implicitly conflates
> the patented mechanism, which does provide (near-)2x compression, with

No. Everything is explicit in various pqc-forum messages, notably my email dated 1 Jan 2021 13:19:26 +0100, which goes through the relevant systems in detail and certainly doesn't conflate anything.

> the unpatented prior-art method that Kyber/SABER use.

Now _this_ is an example of conflation, where a claimed _analogy_ between Kyber and prior-art systems is being misstated as an _equality_.
That's not how patent cases work.

> Kyber/SABER's compression mechanism is, informally: "drop some low
> bits of certain integers, keeping the several high bits needed for
> correct decryption."

The "mechanism" concept used here is divorced from patent law.

> This method appears in at least four well known works of prior art to
> the cited patent, some of which are cited in every version of the
> Kyber submission. For details, see the last part of my pqc-forum
> message from 21 May 2021 [ link
> <https://groups.google.com/a/list.nist.gov/g/pqc-forum/c/nblZhtICKWU/m
> /SqvzrtVOBQAJ>
How many of those publications presented compressed LPR? Zero. A lawyer would have to try to turn this into an obviousness argument, saying that compressed LPR was obvious from the prior art, but then the opposing lawyer pulls out a 2014 paper from an expert saying

One of our main technical innovations ... reduces the ciphertext length of prior (already compact) encryption schemes nearly twofold

... As compared with the previous most efficient ring-LWE cryptosystems and KEMs, the new reconciliation mechanism reduces the ciphertext length by nearly a factor of two, because it replaces one of the ciphertext’s two \( R_q \) elements with an \( R_2 \) element

which clearly states that no previous work had compressed the ciphertext below "two \( R_q \) elements". If an expert in 2014 was claiming this as new, the result of an "innovation", how can it have been obvious in 2012?

> The patent describes a *different* compression mechanism whose main benefit is that it can provide near-2x in certain contexts, by keeping just a single bit of certain integers. Kyber/SABER do not use this method, and the patent does not claim the above prior-art method that they do use. A detailed explanation of the prior art and the differences between the methods is given in my pqc-forum message from 22 May 2021 [link <https://groups.google.com/a/list.nist.gov/g/pqc-forum/c/NSe0wAzKJtA/m/uYJ3W-_RBQAJ>]

See above regarding (1) "mechanism", (2) the notion that exact magnitude is important here, and (3) the ill-defined claimed dividing line between Kyber/SABER and what’s patented.

> In private correspondence with the NTRU Prime team, based on the above reasoning I stated that *the FAQ's "appears to be covered" claim is highly misleading*, and requested that it be removed. The team refused.

See above regarding this "request".

> The above summarizes, for the record, the history regarding the facts and analysis.

"For the record"? The cited messages are already on the record, except for the recent "request".

> The rest of this message contains my conclusions about the situation, and a discussion of how to proceed from here.

* I believe that the FAQ entry is a deliberate attempt to smear competing proposals with false disparaging claims and FUD.* Of course, the false "2x"

Let's see here:

* On one side, compression of 2996 bytes to 1568 bytes, 52%, is being described as "some mild ciphertext compression" but nothing "close
* On the other side, compression of 2996 bytes to 1568 bytes, 52%, is being described as "2x" and "twofold".

I don't think any commentary is needed here for the reader to see which side is correct. I'll skip commenting on the endless personal attacks.

> However, the team's refusal to fix even this elementary factual error
> leads me to conclude that the claim has been made intentionally to
> deceive, i.e., to conflate the unpatented prior art with the patent's
> near-2x method, and to misleadingly suggest that Kyber/SABER infringe
> on the patent. Without "2x," there's no link to the patent, and the
> FAQ entry falls apart (along with subsequent entries that are premised on it).

This whole "refusal to fix" narrative, exploration of consequences, and so on tries to force the reader to imagine that there's something to fix in the first place. There isn't.

> *What next?*
> I hope the above material sets the record straight.

It doesn't. This "OFFICIAL COMMENT" is wasting everyone's time by repeating previous errors with marginally different wording.

> But this example raises the broader issue of NIST PQC participants who
> exhibit a pattern of the following behavior:
>  1. Falsely disparage other submissions and/or the process itself.
>  2. Receive corrections showing these claims to be factually false or
>     otherwise meritless.
>  3. Make no withdrawal of the false claims. Even worse, give no
>     acknowledgment of the corrections. Even worse than that, persist in
>     spreading the false claims.

Anyone who looks at the detailed analysis in my message dated 1 Jan 2021 13:19:26 +0100 can see that the above is not a defensible description of the history. It's disturbing to see this "OFFICIAL COMMENT" trying to add undeserved weight to its incorrect position by spreading outright misinformation regarding the status of the discussion.

The loaded word "disparagement" above seems likely to trigger emotional reactions, so let's take a moment to consider how the Frodo submission

* includes a worst-case-to-average-case reduction in its list of
  "reductions supporting the security of FrodoKEM" and

* highlights "several lattice-based proposals that lacked such reductions, and turned out to be insecure".

This is the obvious source of, e.g., NIST IR 8309 claiming that NTRU "lacks a formal worst-case-to-average-case reduction" and not saying the same regarding Frodo. However, the claim that Frodo has an advantage here---that it has reductions that, e.g., NTRU does not have---is wrong.

See, e.g.,
my pqc-forum email dated 21 Apr 2018 22:15:53 -0000,
my pqc-forum email dated 22 Apr 2018 21:04:33 -0000 (which described the security-failure mode that we then saw with MQDSS),
my pqc-forum email dated 23 Apr 2018 15:42:22 -0000, and
Section 9 of https://cr.yp.to/papers.html#latticeproofs.

It's now 3 years later, and the Frodo submission continues to spread the same claim. Note that the negative effect of the claim upon NTRU doesn't rely upon the Frodo submission identifying NTRU as an example.

> (Some other examples of this pattern appear at the end of this message.)

See below.

> This kind of behavior is outside the bounds of fair play. It sows confusion among non-experts who may only be able to see a "controversy," and it badly wastes the community's time that could be better spent on more productive matters. (Brandolini's law estimates the cost at 10x, but I think that's too low in this context.)

The above paragraph nicely captures why this time-wasting "OFFICIAL COMMENT" should not have been filed in the first place.

> To be absolutely clear: I am not talking about honest mistakes or misunderstandings that are acknowledged and corrected. Indeed, this describes the vast majority of situations in the NIST PQC process, in which submitters and other participants have resolved matters without difficulty.

This claim is hard to evaluate unless "without difficulty" is clarified.

As an example, when Frodo falsely claimed a "Theorem 5.1" assuming merely OW-CPA rather than IND-CPA, made a synchronized series of changes in support of this claim, didn't admit the error for a month and a half after it was pointed out, and then tried to downplay the error as a "typo", would this qualify as resolution "without difficulty"? See the discussion that started with my 24 May 2019 08:33:24 -0000 message, and see Section 6 of https://cr.yp.to/papers.html#latticeproofs.

> Procedurally, I think NIST should seriously consider this issue. I can think of a few options for how it could respond, such as:
> 1. Take no official action. Let people say whatever they want to, and hope that other (unspecified) mechanisms address such behavior. This has the big disadvantage that it does not offer any clarity to non-experts and the broader community.
> 2. Make an official statement on its findings of the relevant facts, and perhaps its analysis of the consequences. This has the advantage of offering clarity to the community.
> 3. Do 2, and also penalize submissions/submitters who show a pattern of this kind of behavior, perhaps after a warning and a failure to remedy matters. This has the additional advantage of providing a disincentive to wasting the community's time with FUD and nonsense.

Seems unnecessary to comment on this.

> As mentioned above, here are two more examples fitting the pattern of
false disparagement, followed by debunking, with no withdrawal or even acknowledgment:

1. The false accusation that round-3 Kyber "switched from Core-SVP to a modified metric," which was conclusively shown [link](https://groups.google.com/a/list.nist.gov/g/pqc-forum/c/NSe0wAzKjtA/m/JmAHc1GqCAAJ)
to be based on nothing but the accuser's severe misunderstanding (or worse, deliberate miscalculation) of what Core-SVP means.

   The switch of metric is documented in detail in my messages dated 4 Dec 2020 18:06:07 +0100, 17 Dec 2020 16:20:01 +0100, and 2 Jan 2021 18:24:27 +0100. See also the ten questions in my message dated 4 Jan 2021 14:39:45 +0100. I'll again skip commenting on the personal attacks.

2. The striking accusation that "NIST started trying, with considerable success, to delay and deter public analysis of the patent threats" [link](https://groups.google.com/a/list.nist.gov/g/pqc-forum/c/nbIZhtICKWU/m/ML7aYY71AgAJ).

   A follow-up message [link](https://groups.google.com/a/list.nist.gov/g/pqc-forum/c/nbIZhtICKWU/m/SqvzrtVOBQAJ) requested evidence to support this accusation---which was never provided---and showed prior statements from NIST *encouraging* comments about patent issues.

   Let's review. This "OFFICIAL COMMENT" is extracting the ending of the following note:

   NIST posted the IP statements three years ago. ... However---even though the call for proposals had described free usability as "critical"---NIST started trying, with considerable success, to delay and deter public analysis of the patent threats.

   The "OFFICIAL COMMENT" is characterizing this note as "false disparagement" of the "process". It's then pointing to email dated 21 May 2021 00:35:37 -0400 as "debunking" this "disparagement", where the "debunking" consists of showing "prior statements from NIST *encouraging* comments about patent issues."

   Now let's compare this to the facts:

   * NIST email dated 9 Jan 2018 18:18:08 +0000 says "We would also appreciate any comments from the community of course." This is quoted in the email dated 21 May 2021 00:35:37 -0400, which this "OFFICIAL COMMENT" characterizes as a "debunking" showing "prior statements from NIST *encouraging* comments about patent issues."

   * NIST email four months later, dated 8 May 2018 13:35:17 +0000, announced that NIST had posted the IP statements. The note quoted above refers to this posting and then says "NIST started trying, with considerable success, to delay and deter public analysis of the patent threats".

   Even if we imagine the January 2018 message as requesting public analysis of the patent threats, how is this supposed to be "debunking" a note referring to NIST's May 2018 posting of the IP statements and saying that NIST _started_ trying to delay/deter analysis? Note the word "started"; words have meanings.
Structurally, the timeline directly disproves the "debunking" narrative.
Of course, the "OFFICIAL COMMENT" omits "posted the IP statements", hides the timeline from the reader, and
indefensibly characterizes this irrelevant January 2018 reference as "debunking" a note about what happened later.
When this error is stripped away, we're left with "requested evidence to support this accusation---which was never
provided", which obviously also doesn't qualify as "debunking". The reader is being fed outright misinformation
regarding the status of the discussion; again, this is not appropriate.

Any reader who looks at the same NIST email dated 8 May 2018 13:35:17
+0000, the one where NIST announced the signed IP statements, sees that
NIST then said "For the 1\textsuperscript{st} round, all submissions should be evaluated and analyzed on their technical merits". That's a
delay all the way to 2019---for the only item labeled as "critical" in the call for submissions!

---Dan (speaking for myself, except that the ciphertext-size numbers are speaking for themselves)
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Dear all,

Dan wrote:

> Details follow, beginning with a review of ciphertext sizes and
> continuing with replies to the "OFFICIAL COMMENT".
>
> Regarding 2x ciphertext compression, the numbers speak for themselves:
>
> > * 1568-byte ciphertext, including suboptimal encoding and CCA
> >   protection: Kyber-1024. This uses modulus q=3329.
> >
> > * 2996-byte ciphertext, with optimal encoding, no CCA protection: LPR
> >   with the ring (\Z/3329)[x]/(x^{1024}+1). An LPR ciphertext has 2 ring
> >   elements, and ceil(2*1024*log(3329)/log(256)) = 2996.

Why is Kyber with compression being compared to a *different* scheme without compression? Without *any* compression, Kyber-1024 would have
256*12*5/8 =1920 bytes in the ciphertext. With the compression directly from [page 17 of https://web.eecs.umich.edu/~cpeikert/pubs/svpcrypto.pdf](https://web.eecs.umich.edu/~cpeikert/pubs/svpcrypto.pdf) where the entire ciphertext is rounded to the same precision, we can drop 2 bits from each coefficient of the ciphertext and end up with
256*10*5/8=1600 bytes. This precedes any patents. So the only question now is whether dropping a different number of bits from different parts of the ciphertext is something covered by Ding's patent or not. I already weighed in on this many times, so I won't repeat my argument again -- but just so it's clear to everyone, the argument pertaining the ciphertext size of Kyber-1024 and Ding's patent is an argument about 32 bytes (so 2% and not a factor of 2).

Best,
Vadim

> 1568 is 52% of 2996. Here's another example:
>
> > * 1472-byte ciphertext, with optimal encoding, including CCA
> >   protection: FireSABER. This uses modulus q=8192.
> >
> > * 3328-byte ciphertext, with optimal encoding, no CCA protection:
> >   LPR with the ring (\Z/8192)[x]/(x^{1024}+1).
On Thu, Oct 7, 2021 at 7:58 AM Vadim Lyubashevsky <vadim.lyubash@gmail.com> wrote:

Dear all,

Dan wrote:

> Details follow, beginning with a review of ciphertext sizes and
> continuing with replies to the "OFFICIAL COMMENT".
>
> Regarding 2x ciphertext compression, the numbers speak for themselves:
>
> * 1568-byte ciphertext, including suboptimal encoding and CCA
>   protection: Kyber-1024. This uses modulus q=3329.
>
> * 2996-byte ciphertext, with optimal encoding, no CCA protection: LPR
>   with the ring \((\mathbb{Z}/3329)[x]/(x^{1024}+1)\). An LPR ciphertext has 2 ring
>   elements, and \(\lceil 2 \times 1024 \times \log(3329)/\log(256) \rceil = 2996\).

Why is Kyber with compression being compared to a *different* scheme without compression? Without *any* compression, Kyber-1024 would have 256*12*5/8 = 1920 bytes in the ciphertext.

Vadim is of course correct. The actual difference between compressed and uncompressed Kyber-1024 is about 1.22x. The numbers do indeed speak for themselves: this is not even close to 2x (it’s less than a third of the way there).

That this is the first (and best?) attempted public justification ever offered for the FAQ's "2x" claim is extremely telling. But the claim is factually false, so it’s going to have a hard time.

More broadly, all of the offered comparisons between Kyber/SABER and LPR are nonsensical, because of the significant difference in size between Module-LWE/LWR-style (like Kyber/SABER) and Ring-LWE-style (like LPR) ciphertexts. The comparisons misleadingly suggest that this difference is due to the cited patent instead of to its actual source, the use of Module-LWE/LWR.

(For the record, the patent says nothing about Module-LWE-style constructions, and Module-LWE was first defined in prior art from 2011, under the name "General LWE": https://eprint.iacr.org/2011/277 .)

The easy calculation: ignoring the (small, generic) CCA overhead,

1. An uncompressed "LPR-1024" ciphertext is **two elements** of a 1024-dimensional ring mod q. This uses one full ring element to "carry" the encapsulated key.
2. An uncompressed Kyber-1024 ciphertext is **five elements** of a 256-dimensional ring mod q. This is due to Kyber’s use of Module-LWE over a 256-dimensional ring, with only one smaller ring element needed to carry the key.
Of course, 5*256 = 1280 is less than 2*1024=2048, by an 8/5 = 1.6x factor. This is much more than the 1.22x factor obtained from the drop-some-low-bits compression. (Similar comments apply to SABER as well.)

With the "2x" claim now conclusively refuted, I stand by my original comments.

Sincerely yours in cryptography,
Chris
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Chris Peikert asked about what NIST can do about behavior that is "outside the bounds of fair play," and offered some suggestions. We appreciate that. We will do our best to set a standard of good behavior by example. The goal of creating secure post-quantum standards for the future should remain the primary focus of the pqc-forum. We have always encouraged interested parties to ask questions, make comments on the submissions, share their relevant work, etc. in a civil and constructive way.

NIST appreciates the dialogue fostered on this forum, and understands that disagreements are a natural part of the process. However, unethical behavior can undermine the integrity of the PQC process. Politely and professionally addressing misleading or inaccurate statements is an appropriate part of maintaining high academic and ethical standards.

NIST’s four core values are perseverance, integrity, inclusivity, and excellence. Towards these values, NIST strongly discourages dishonesty, misrepresentations of science, personal attacks, and any form of hostility. The IEEE Code of Ethics [https://www.ieee.org/about/corporate/governance/p7-8.html](https://www.ieee.org/about/corporate/governance/p7-8.html) encapsulates the ethical standard we expect from ourselves and the community as we continue the PQC Standardization process.

NIST realizes there are limits to the time and energy that the community can realistically spend on "calling out" questionable behavior. There is also only so much that NIST can do. We respect people's right to share their work and opinions in a scientific way. When somebody is acting in a negative or malicious manner, it doesn’t strengthen their argument, and we think most of the community will discount what they are saying (and we tend to do the same).

In that spirit, the NIST PQC team disagrees with some of the statements in the NTRUprime FAQ. For example, as Chris noted, we have not been discouraging public discussion on patent issues that may be relevant to the PQC standardization process. Also, we disagree that we have been inconsistent in handling security categories, or any suggestion that we are favoring one submission more than another. Ultimately, NIST will need to select the most promising algorithms for standardization, but
we try to treat each submission in the same fashion. (These are just 2 examples - this doesn't mean we agree or disagree with everything else in the FAQ.)

Dustin Moody  
NIST

From: pqc-forum@list.nist.gov <pqc-forum@list.nist.gov> on behalf of Christopher J Peikert <cpeikert@alum.mit.edu>  
Sent: Thursday, October 7, 2021 11:16 AM  
To: Vadim Lyubashevsky <vadim.lyubash@gmail.com>  
Cc: pqc-forum <pqc-forum@list.nist.gov>; pqc-comments <pqc-comments@nist.gov>  
Subject: Re: [pqc-forum] ROUND 3 OFFICIAL COMMENT: NTRU Prime

On Thu, Oct 7, 2021 at 7:58 AM Vadim Lyubashevsky <vadim.lyubash@gmail.com> wrote:  
Dear all,

Dan wrote:  
> Details follow, beginning with a review of ciphertext sizes and  
> continuing with replies to the "OFFICIAL COMMENT".  
>  
> > Regarding 2x ciphertext compression, the numbers speak for themselves:  
> >  
> > * 1568-byte ciphertext, including suboptimal encoding and CCA  
> >   protection: Kyber-1024. This uses modulus q=3329.  
> >  
> > * 2996-byte ciphertext, with optimal encoding, no CCA protection: LPR  
> >   with the ring \((\mathbb{Z}/3329)[x]/(x^{1024}+1)\). An LPR ciphertext has 2 ring  
> >   elements, and ceil(2*1024*log(3329)/log(256)) = 2996.  

Why is Kyber with compression being compared to a *different* scheme  
without compression? Without *any* compression, Kyber-1024 would have  
256*12*5/8 = 1920 bytes in the ciphertext.

Vadim is of course correct. The actual difference between compressed and uncompressed Kyber-1024 is about 1.22x.  
The numbers do indeed speak for themselves: this is not even close to 2x (it’s less than a third of the way there).

That this is the first (and best?) attempted public justification ever offered for the FAQ's "2x" claim is extremely telling.  
But the claim is factually false, so it’s going to have a hard time.

More broadly, all of the offered comparisons between Kyber/SABER and LPR are nonsensical, because of the significant  
difference in size between Module-LWE/LWR-style (like Kyber/SABER) and Ring-LWE-style (like LPR) ciphertexts. The  
comparisons misleadingly suggest that this difference is due to the cited patent instead of to its actual source, the use of  
Module-LWE/LWR.

(For the record, the patent says nothing about Module-LWE-style constructions, and Module-LWE was first defined in  
prior art from 2011, under the name "General LWE": https://eprint.iacr.org/2011/277.)

The easy calculation: ignoring the (small, generic) CCA overhead,
'Moody, Dustin (Fed)' via pqc-forum writes:
> For example, as Chris noted, we have not been discouraging public
> discussion on patent issues that may be relevant to the PQC
> standardization process.

Moody, Dustin (Fed) writes:
> Subject: IP statements
> From: "Moody, Dustin (Fed)" <dustin.moody@nist.gov>
> Date: Mon, 7 Dec 2020 15:24:16 +0000
> To: "D. J. Bernstein" <djb@cr.yp.to>
> Message-ID:
> <BLAPR09MB60814E534E6A24BB88035129E5CE0@BLAPR09MB6081.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
> tlook.com>
> >
> > Dan,
> >
> > Regarding some of your comments on the forum regarding patents:
> >
> > We note that your submitted primitive NTRU-LPrime is a structured
> > lattice scheme that uses rounding and truncation during the encryption
> > process in a similar way to Kyber and Saber. We further note that the
> > owners of your submission, NTRUprime, which incorporates NTRU-LPrime,
> > are listed as the same as the submitters, and your latest signed IPR
> > statement does not list any patents covering your submission. Does any
> > of this need to be revised based on the statements you are making on the forum?
> >
> > We are working to clear up the IP situation, but it is a slow process.
> > We hope everyone will focus on the technical issues, rather than on
> > the patents right now.
> >
> > Dustin

--
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I must admit to being surprised that, after I sent the message below, the whole business day at NIST went by without NIST issuing apologies for the evident misinformation and the underlying pressure tactic. I understand that a few days might be needed for issuing a post-mortem.

---Dan

D. J. Bernstein writes:

> Subject: Re: [pqc-forum] ROUND 3 OFFICIAL COMMENT: NTRU Prime
> From: "D. J. Bernstein" <djb@cr.yp.to>
> Date: Fri, 8 Oct 2021 14:17:37 +0200
> To: pqc-forum@list.nist.gov
> Message-ID: <20211008121737.6212.qmail@cr.yp.to>
> 
> Moody, Dustin (Fed) writes:
> > Subject: IP statements
> > From: "Moody, Dustin (Fed)" <dustin.moody@nist.gov>
> > Date: Mon, 7 Dec 2020 15:24:16 +0000
> > To: "D. J. Bernstein" <djb@cr.yp.to>
> > Message-ID:
> > <BLAPR09MB60814E534E6A244B88035129E5CE0@BLAPR09MB6081.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
> > 
> > Dan,
> > 
> > Regarding some of your comments on the forum regarding patents:
> > 
> > We note that your submitted primitive NTRU-LPRime is a structured lattice scheme that uses rounding and truncation during the encryption process in a similar way to Kyber and Saber. We further note that the owners of your submission, NTRUprime, which incorporates NTRU-LPRime, are listed as the same as the submitters, and your latest signed IPR statement does not list any patents covering your submission. Does any of this need to be revised based on the statements you are making on the forum?
> > 
> > We are working to clear up the IP situation, but it is a slow
Email from NIST dated 7 Oct 2021 15:51:54 +0000 states, regarding the NISTPQC evaluation process, that NIST tends to discount input from people "acting in a negative or malicious manner". I have five clarification questions regarding this process, and I would appreciate having the answers numbered accordingly.

1. How does NIST evaluate which people are acting in a "negative" manner in the discounting context? For example, do the following personal attacks issued over the past year by Daniel Apon, "Kirk Fleming", Christopher J Peikert, Jacob Alperin-Sheriff, and Vadim Lyubashevsky qualify as "negative"? If no, why not?

* Daniel Apon (NIST employee), pqc-forum email dated 20 Jun 2021 16:04:49 -0700, personal attack without NIST speaking up to object: "Apparently everyone but you understands the state of the science, and is willing to accept new results as they happen. [new paragraph:] Stop propagandizing."


* Christopher J Peikert, pqc-forum email dated 21 May 2021 09:30:17 -0400, personal attack without NIST speaking up to object: "... you have ignored the correction and persist in repeating the error. (My guess is that this is because it's central to sowing FUD-y confusion, by conflating the prior art and NIST candidates with 2012 Ding.)"

* Jacob Alperin-Sheriff (former NIST employee), pqc-forum email dated 22 Sep 2021 23:45:09 -0400, personal attack[1] without NIST speaking up to object: "Finally vindication for Daniel Bernstein has been achieved!" [footnote 1:] Given the context, many readers will see the message as a sarcastic attack (founded, I should note, upon misinformation regarding the history), whether or not it was intended this way. Even without the context, the gratuitous personalization is clear.

* Vadim Lyubashevsky, pqc-forum email dated 21 May 2021 12:59:46 +0200, personal attack without NIST speaking up to object: "It's that you're applying your usual anti-lattice crypto spin on things" etc.
2. How does NIST evaluate which people are acting in a "malicious" manner in the discounting context? For example, given revelations of NSA working to undermine cryptographic standards, do NSA agents qualify as acting in a "malicious" manner? If no, why not?

3. When the discounting process is triggered, how does it work? What procedures are in place generally to protect against errors and abuse, and specifically to ensure that this process does not damage the NISTPQC evaluations mandated by 81 FR 92787 and by the call for submissions cited in 81 FR 92787?

4. When did this discounting process begin? Was it announced before October 2021? On what dates was it announced?

5. Where is this discounting approach to NISTPQC authorized in 81 FR 92787 or in the call for submissions cited in 81 FR 92787?

---Dan

--

You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "pqc-forum" group. To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it, send an email to pqc-forum+unsubscribe@list.nist.gov. To view this discussion on the web visit https://groups.google.com/a/list.nist.gov/d/msgid/pqc-forum/20211011072016.158161.qmail%40cr.yp.to.
On Mon, Oct 11, 2021 at 9:20 AM D. J. Bernstein <djb@cr.yp.to> wrote:

> 1. How does NIST evaluate which people are acting in a "negative"
> manner in the discounting context? For example, do the following
> personal attacks issued over the past year by Daniel Apon, "Kirk
> Fleming", Christopher J Peikert, Jacob Alperin-Sheriff, and Vadim
> Lyubashevsky qualify as "negative"? If no, why not?
> >
> > * Vadim Lyubashevsky, pqc-forum email dated 21 May 2021 12:59:46
> > +0200, personal attack without NIST speaking up to object: "It's
> > that you're applying your usual anti-lattice crypto spin on things"
> > etc.

That does not qualify as negative. Given how many outright false things you've stated on this list about Kyber and lattice crypto (let's just take the concretely false and continued claim that uncompressed kyber is 2x longer than compressed kyber as the most recent example), I think that describing you as just having an "anti-lattice spin" was actually acting in a very positive manner.

Vadim
Vadim Lyubashevsky writes:
> That does not qualify as negative.

I believe I was perfectly clear in asking questions about NIST's newly announced procedures. I would like authoritative answers from NIST regarding those procedures.

> Given how many outright false
> things you've stated on this list about Kyber and lattice crypto
> (let's just take the concretely false and continued claim that
> uncompressed kyber is 2x longer than compressed kyber as the most
> recent example),

Please either (1) quote where I said something about "uncompressed Kyber" or (2) withdraw this claim. Thanks in advance.

---Dan
On Mon, Oct 11, 2021 at 12:37 PM D. J. Bernstein <djb@cr.yp.to> wrote:

> Vadim Lyubashevsky writes:
> > That does not qualify as negative.
> >
> > I believe I was perfectly clear in asking questions about NIST's newly announced procedures. I would like authoritative answers from NIST regarding those procedures.
>
> Sorry, I wanted to defend myself before NIST renders it's decision. Promise not to interfere again.

> > Given how many outright false things you've stated on this list about Kyber and lattice crypto
> > (let's just take the concretely false and continued claim that uncompressed kyber is 2x longer than compressed kyber as the most recent example),
> >
> > Please either (1) quote where I said something about "uncompressed Kyber" or (2) withdraw this claim. Thanks in advance.

Fair enough - I can admit when I am wrong. When you wrote:

"There are known patent threats against ... Kyber, SABER, and NTRU LPrime (ntrulpr). These proposals use ... and a 2x ciphertext-compression mechanism that appears to be covered by U.S. patent 9246675 expiring 2033,"

you did not explicitly state that by using a 2x ciphertext-compression mechanism, kyber actually compresses its ciphertext 2x. And when Chris asked you about it in this thread, you replied with:

"Regarding 2x ciphertext compression, the numbers speak for themselves:

* 1568-byte ciphertext, including suboptimal encoding and CCA protection: Kyber-1024. This uses modulus q=3329.

* 2996-byte ciphertext, with optimal encoding, no CCA protection: LPR with the ring ([Z/3329][x]/(x^1024+1). An LPR ciphertext has 2 ring elements, and ceil(2*1024*log(3329)/log(256)) = 2996."

So there is a 2X ciphertext compression, but just not between compressed and uncompressed Kyber. So I withdraw my claim about you explicitly saying anything about uncompressed kyber and, based on the above examples, also relegate my statement about you "putting an anti-lattice crypto spin on things" from being positive to being merely accurate.
Vadim

> ---Dan

> --

> You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "pqc-forum" group.
> To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it, send an email to pqc-forum+unsubscribe@list.nist.gov.
> To view this discussion on the web visit https://groups.google.com/a/list.nist.gov/d/msgid/pqc-forum/20211011103709.179679.qmail%40cr.yp.to.
On Mon, Oct 11, 2021 at 3:20 AM D. J. Bernstein <djb@cr.yp.to> wrote:

* Christopher J Peikert, pqc-forum email dated 21 May 2021 09:30:17
-0400, personal attack without NIST speaking up to object: "... you
have ignored the correction and persist in repeating the error. (My
guess is that this is because it's central to sowing FUD-y
confusion, by conflating the prior art and NIST candidates with
2012 Ding.)"

This is not a "personal attack" [1], nor an "ad hominem attack" [2] (a term you recently used in another thread).

It is an evidence-based criticism of specific actions and statements (repeating factual errors after ignoring corrections, and conflating prior art with a patent, i.e., a form of FUD).

I would make the same criticism of anyone else who exhibited this behavior; you just happened to be the one to do it.

[1] "An abusive remark on or relating to somebody's person instead of providing evidence when examining another
person's claims or comments." https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/personal_attack

The above, however, is a good reminder about the original and central topic of this thread [link].

It has been more than 10 months since the official NTRU Prime FAQ alleged that Kyber and SABER use "a 2x ciphertext-compression mechanism that appears to be covered by" a patent.

For months, this "2x" claim was pointed out as being factually false on multiple occasions, and no attempt to substantiate it even emerged until a few days ago.

This attempted substantiation was based on a nonsensical comparison between compressed Kyber/SABER and a different cryptosystem over a different ring, rather than between Kyber/SABER with and without ciphertext compression.

(For Kyber, this compression is the use of Compress/Decompress on the ciphertext components \((u,v)\), whose main purpose "is to be able to discard some low-order bits in the ciphertext which do not have much effect on the correctness probability of decryption--thus reducing the size of ciphertext").

Very soon after, it was conclusively shown that the compression is only about 1.22x for the considered Kyber parameters---not even a third of the way to 2x.

At the time of this writing, the false "2x" claim remains on the NTRU Prime FAQ.

Sincerely yours in cryptography,
Chris
A 2010 LPR ciphertext has 2 ring elements, around 3 kilobytes for $2^{256}$ Core-SVP when parameters are chosen to optimize ciphertext size.

A patented 2012 Ding ciphertext has just 1+epsilon, around 1.5 kilobytes for $2^{256}$ Core-SVP. That's 2x compression compared to the relevant baseline, namely LPR.

2014 Peikert achieved the same 1+epsilon, and said that doing better than the LPR ciphertext size ("two R_q elements") was unobvious, the result of an "innovation". In court this is a slam-dunk against retroactive claims of obviousness for smaller ciphertexts than LPR.

Replacing rings with modules _in Ding's system_ makes negligible difference in ciphertext size and will be covered by the doctrine of equivalents. Avoiding "reconciliation" is ill-defined, so it won't even reach a doctrine-of-equivalents analysis. Trying to avoid Ding's patent by mixing Ding's technique with other techniques can only work if a Markman hearing ends up with a narrow interpretation of the claims, and I see nothing that can be used to justify such an interpretation.

The NTRU Prime FAQ correctly reports this:

There are known patent threats against the "Product NTRU"/"Ring-LWE"/"LPR" lattice proposals: Kyber, SABER, and NTRU LPPrime (ntrulpr). These proposals use a "noisy DH + reconciliation" structure that appears to be covered by U.S. patent 9094189 expiring 2032, and a 2x ciphertext-compression mechanism that appears to be covered by U.S. patent 9246675 expiring 2033. There are also international patents, sometimes with different wording.

The baseline for "2x" is, obviously, LPR. Kyber compresses its ciphertexts 2x compared to LPR. Recent references on pqc-forum to "uncompressed Kyber" are irrelevant to the history, irrelevant to a patent case, and irrelevant to the FAQ; the notion that the FAQ is comparing Kyber to "uncompressed Kyber" is obviously incorrect. The claim that there has been a "concretely false and continued claim that uncompressed kyber is 2x longer than compressed kyber" is incorrect and, unfortunately, not properly withdrawn.

---Dan
On Mon, Oct 11, 2021 at 8:53 AM D. J. Bernstein <djb@cr.yp.to> wrote:
Replacing rings with modules in Ding's system makes negligible difference in ciphertext size and will be covered by the doctrine of equivalents.

This is irrelevant to the present discussion, because it's not what Kyber/SABER do.

They replace rings with modules in the LPR system, and do ciphertext compression using a drop-low-bits technique which does not appear in the patent, and which was described in at least four well known works of prior art, including for rings and modules (see, e.g., https://eprint.iacr.org/2011/277 and search for "modulus switching"). I have pointed this out multiple times, and have yet to see your arguments acknowledge it.

Trying to avoid Ding's patent by mixing Ding's technique with other techniques

Also irrelevant, because it's not what Kyber/SABER do. They don't use Ding's technique at all, and it's wrong to imply that they do.

The NTRU Prime FAQ correctly reports this:

There are known patent threats against the "Product NTRU"/"Ring-LWE"/"LPR" lattice proposals: Kyber, SABER, and NTRU LPrime (ntrulpr). These proposals use a "noisy DH + reconciliation" structure that appears to be covered by U.S. patent 9094189 expiring 2032, and a 2x ciphertext-compression mechanism that appears to be covered by U.S. patent 9246675 expiring 2033. There are also international patents, sometimes with different wording.

The baseline for "2x" is, obviously, LPR.

It's not obvious; it's not even plausible. For Kyber, the reader will see "a 2x ciphertext-compression mechanism" as referring to Kyber's Compress/Decompress algorithms, which are correctly described in the spec as the mechanism for compressing ciphertexts.

(Section "Compression and Decompression": "The main reason for defining the Compress_q and Decompress_q functions is ... reducing the size of ciphertexts."

Sincerely yours in cryptography,
Chris
--
You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "pqc-forum" group.
To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it, send an email to pqc-forum+unsubscribe@list.nist.gov.
> Replacing rings with modules _in Ding's system_ makes negligible
difference in ciphertext size and will be covered by the doctrine of
equivalents. Avoiding "reconciliation" is ill-defined, so it won't
even reach a doctrine-of-equivalents analysis. Trying to avoid Ding's
patent by mixing Ding's technique with other techniques

No one is mixing Ding's technique with anything. The encapsulation (including compression) in Kyber is the Encaps algorithm from page 17 of
https://web.eecs.umich.edu/~cpeikert/pubs/svpcrypto.pdf,
with the only difference that q' does not have to be the same for b_1 and b_2. That's it. I don't see how anything could be closer to what Kyber does without actually being Kyber; and if the doctrine of equivalents applies to Kyber from
Ding's patent (who, as I mention again, did not compress the a public key encryption scheme in the same patent), then surely one should be able to apply it from the linked paper.

Vadim
Christopher J Peikert writes:
> using a drop-low-bits technique which does not appear in the patent

See my pqc-forum message dated 1 Jan 2021 13:19:26 +0100 for a detailed analysis of the specific claims of a dividing line here.

> The NTRU Prime FAQ correctly reports this:
> There are known patent threats against the "Product
> NTRU"/"Ring-LWE"/"LPR" lattice proposals: Kyber, SABER, and NTRU
> LPrime (ntrulpr). These proposals use a "noisy DH + reconciliation"
> structure that appears to be covered by U.S. patent 9094189 expiring
> 2032, and a 2x ciphertext-compression mechanism that appears to be
> covered by U.S. patent 9246675 expiring 2033. There are also
> international patents, sometimes with different wording.
> The baseline for "2x" is, obviously, LPR.
> It's not obvious; it's not even plausible.

The text is clear: there's noisy DH + reconciliation (i.e., LPR), and then there's ciphertexts shrinking 2x.

---Dan

--
You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "pqc-forum" group.
To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it, send an email to pqc-forum+unsubscribe@list.nist.gov.
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On Mon, Oct 11, 2021 at 10:26 AM D. J. Bernstein <djb@cr.yp.to> wrote:
Christopher J Peikert writes:
> using a drop-low-bits technique which does not appear in the patent

See my pqc-forum message dated 1 Jan 2021 13:19:26 +0100 for a detailed analysis of the specific claims of a dividing line here.

Then see my response [link] showing a clear dividing line between the drop-some-low-bits prior art (which Kyber/SABER use) and the technique from the patent (which they don't).

> The NTRU Prime FAQ correctly reports this:
> There are known patent threats against the "Product NTRU"/"Ring-LWE"/"LPR" lattice proposals: Kyber, SABER, and NTRU
> LPRime (ntrulpr). These proposals use a "noisy DH + reconciliation"
> structure that appears to be covered by U.S. patent 9094189 expiring 2032, and a 2x ciphertext-compression mechanism that appears to be covered by U.S. patent 9246675 expiring 2033. There are also international patents, sometimes with different wording.
> The baseline for "2x" is, obviously, LPR.
> It's not obvious; it's not even plausible.

The text is clear: there's noisy DH + reconciliation (i.e., LPR), and then there's ciphertexts shrinking 2x.

The text is indeed clear: the "2x" adjective is applied specifically to Kyber/SABER's "ciphertext-compression mechanism" of dropping some low bits.

Anyway, the facts have been laid out, and readers can judge for themselves whether this paragraph is an accurate characterization.

Sincerely yours in cryptography,
Chris
--
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[This is an official comment regarding all of the lattice KEMs, but to avoid repetition is being filed just once.]

The attached document "Risks of lattice KEMs" (also available from https://ntruprime.cr.yp.to/warnings.html)

* surveys recent attack advances;
* classifies ongoing risks, fully defining the risk table shown in https://ntruprime.cr.yp.to/warnings.html;
* reviews incorrect claims that proofs control these risks;
* analyzes performance, since performance issues can exacerbate security risks; and
* compares the KEMs according to the official NISTPQC evaluation criteria.

The document is authored by the NTRU Prime Risk-Management Team and is hereby added to the NTRU Prime submission. The document has the following abstract:

Lattice-based KEMs under consideration within the NIST Post-Quantum Cryptography Standardization Project (NISTPQC) are much more risky than commonly acknowledged. In applications where performance constraints force the use of a lattice-based KEM, the least risky option available is NTRU Prime, specifically Streamlined NTRU Prime (sntrup) at the largest size that fits those performance constraints.

---Dan

--
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Risks of lattice KEMs

NTRU Prime Risk-Management Team

Abstract. Lattice-based KEMs under consideration within the NIST Post-Quantum Cryptography Standardization Project (NISTPQC) are much more risky than commonly acknowledged. In applications where performance constraints force the use of a lattice-based KEM, the least risky option available is NTRU Prime, specifically Streamlined NTRU Prime (sntrup) at the largest size that fits those performance constraints.

1 Introduction: Cryptanalytic overload

Years from now, when we’re all looking back at today’s NIST Post-Quantum Cryptography Standardization Project (NISTPQC) and asking “How did the U.S. government manage to standardize a post-quantum KEM that was then shown to be broken?”, surely a large part of the answer is going to be that, even though we have some people publicly looking for attacks, the post-quantum attack surface is so much bigger than this that we ran out of time.

The broken standard is still a hypothetical scenario at this point. There is, however, already ample evidence of the cryptanalytic overload. Consider the following two examples:

• Round2, a “provably secure” lattice system submitted to round 1 of NIST-PQC in 2017, was broken by a very fast attack [39] from 2020 Bellare–Davis–Günther. The attack exploits the pattern of hash inputs inside the FO transform used inside Round2 to try to achieve CCA security; a mistake in these details can easily destroy all security.

• The official Frodo software from 2017—software that the submission [15, Section 3.1] claimed was “protected against timing and cache attacks”—was broken by a feasible timing attack [169] from 2020 Guo–Johansson–Nilsson. The attack exploits the fact that the software used memcmp, a subroutine well known to take variable time.

Why were these vulnerabilities not announced in 2017? 2018? 2019? These are not subtle mistakes. Presumably a large-scale attacker, having already hired and trained thousands of people to look for attacks, would have found these mistakes immediately after the submissions were posted in 2017—but there are far fewer people publicly working on attacks, and the attack surface is massive, so easy attacks took years to discover.

Some people will tell you something like this: “These two attacks are nothing to worry about. We’re working on formal verification, which any day now is
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going to magically eliminate all of the CCA problems and all of the software problems. This means that the security of the software will follow from the core mathematical security of the lattice PKEs inside these KEMs. What matters is that we understand this core mathematical security: we know how hard it is to break SVP, how hard it is to break Approximate-SVP, and how hard it is to break these lattice PKEs.”

Unfortunately, no, we don’t know how hard it is to break these core lattice problems. The following list of attacks published after the NISTPQC submission deadline shows how unstable the attack picture is for SVP, and for Approximate-SVP, and for these lattice PKEs:
• 2018 Laarhoven–Mariano [218] saved “between a factor 20 to 40 in the time complexity for SVP”.
• 2018 Bai–Stehlé–Wen [31] introduced a new variant of BKZ producing “bases of better quality” for the “same cost” of SVP.
• 2018 Aono–Nguyen–Shen [18] adapted “recent quantum tree algorithms” to enumeration.¹
• 2018 D’Anvers–Vercauteren–Verbauwhede showed [126] that “an attacker can significantly reduce the security of (Ring/Module)-LWE/LWR based schemes that have a relatively high failure rate” and [127] that for LAC-128 “the failure rate is 2^{48} times bigger than estimated”.
• 2018 Hamburg [174] pointed out that the first published “provably secure” Round5 design had disastrously high decryption-failure rate, 2\(^{-55}\).
• 2019 Pellet-Mary–Hanrot–Stehlé [311] broke through the previously claimed \(\exp(n^{1/2+o(1)})\) approximation-factor “barrier” for number-theoretic attacks against Ideal-SVP.
• 2019 Guo–Johansson–Yang [170] presented faster attacks against some systems that use error correction to (try to) reduce decryption failures. This paper violated the security claims of LAC.
• 2020 Albrecht–Bai–Fouque–Kirchner–Stehlé–Wen [9] reduced the exponent of enumeration from \(\approx 0.187 \beta \log_2 \beta\) to \(\approx 0.125 \beta \log_2 \beta\). This improvement, in combination with [18], reduces the post-quantum security levels of a wide range of proposed lattice-based systems.²
• 2020 Albrecht–Bai–Li–Rowell [10] introduced a “practical and faster” enumeration algorithm “for reaching the same RHF in practical and cryptographic parameter ranges”. This further reduces the post-quantum security levels of proposed lattice-based systems.
• 2020 Bernard–Roux-Langlois [40] improved the algorithm from [311], and showed experimentally that in small dimensions the improved algorithm reaches much better approximation factors.

¹ There is a misconception that enumeration is superseded by sieving for cryptographic sizes. In fact, because of [18], [9], and [10], the fastest quantum attacks known today use enumeration for all dimensions up to a cutoff larger than many of the KEMs proposed for deployment. The cutoff becomes even higher in metrics that account for communication cost, since sieving is much more memory-intensive than enumeration. See Appendix B.4.
² NIST’s low-precision “categories” (see Appendix B) hide this security loss: they say that there is no change in “category” since known quantum speedups against lattice systems are still not as dramatic as the Grover speedup against AES. However, what matters for understanding the instability of the lattice attack picture is that lattice systems now have quantitatively lower post-quantum security levels than they did before, as a direct result of a dramatic improvement in enumeration speed.
- 2021 Bi–Lu–Luo–Wang–Zhang [76] introduced a hybrid dual attack that improves “the state-of-the-art cryptanalysis results by 2–14 bits, under the BKZ-core-SVP model”.
- 2021 D’Anvers–Batsleer [125] improved the “state-of-the-art multitarget failure boosting attacks”, showing that “the quantum security of Saber can theoretically be reduced from 172 bits to 145 bits in specific circumstances”.
- 2021 May [257] improved combinatorial attacks from exponent $0.5 + o(1)$ to exponent $0.25 + o(1)$ in the case of ternary keys; 2021 van Hoof–Kirshanova–May [180] improved the exponents of quantum combinatorial attacks; 2021 Kirshanova–May [208] improved the $o(1)$. These combinatorial attacks are now the state-of-the-art attacks against some pre-NISTPQC proposals of lattice-based PKEs, including a proposal standardized by IEEE.
- 2021 Chailloux–Loyer [99] improved quantum sieving exponents by 3%, from $0.2653 \ldots + o(1)$ to $0.257 \ldots + o(1)$. Previously $0.2653 \ldots + o(1)$ was believed to be optimal.3
- 2021 Heiser [176] introduced another quantum-sieving speedup that “affects the security of lattice-based encryption schemes, including NIST PQC Round 3 finalists”, and conjectured that this speedup can be combined with [99].

1.2. Overconfidence. The impressive history of advances in lattice attacks is accompanied by an equally impressive history of displays of confidence that the advances had already reached their limits. For example, let’s look at more of the history of number-theoretic attacks, specifically unit attacks against Ideal-SVP and their generalization to $S$-unit attacks:

- A breakthrough unit attack, combining a fast cyclotomic reduction algorithm by 2014 Campbell–Groves–Shepherd [96] with a fast quantum algorithm by Biasse–Song [78], extracts secret keys from the cyclotomic case (assuming “$h^+ = 1$”) of well-known cryptosystems introduced by Gentry [161], Smart–Vercauteren [339], Gentry–Halevi [162], and Garg–Gentry–Halevi [157].
- [123], Section 1 stated that “the above-described algorithms ... apply only to principal ideals” and described this as a “barrier”. However, 2017 Cramer–Ducas–Wesolowski [124] showed, for cyclotomics, how to reach approximation factor $\exp(n^{1/2+o(1)})$ in polynomial time for arbitrary ideals.
- This approximation factor $\exp(n^{1/2+o(1)})$ was described in (for example) [307, PDF page 84], [306, minutes 61–62], [304, PDF page 75], and [309, minute 45] as a “barrier”, a “natural barrier”, and an “inherent barrier” for this line of work. However, as mentioned above, 2019 Pellet-Mary–Hanrot–Stehlé [311] broke through this “barrier”. The algorithm of [311] reaches, for example, approximation factor just $\exp(n^{1/4+o(1)})$ in time $\exp(n^{1/2+o(1)})$, although it uses $\exp(n^{1+o(1)})$ precomputation.

3 Consider [207] saying that “one can view our lower bounds on sieving with nearest neighbor searching as a further motivation for most concrete parameter selection methods currently used in practice, which assume that the leading time complexity exponents 0.292 and 0.265 are the best an attacker can do”.
A model of concrete sizes of these attacks was presented in [138] and claimed to be “somewhat reassuring for NIST candidates”; [138] dismissed [311] as using “an exponential amount of precomputation”. However, a recent talk given by Bernstein [60] introduced a variety of advances in $S$-unit attacks, including much faster precomputation; presented publicly verifiable ($\pi$-digit) experiments in various sizes that had been presented in [138], showing these attacks finding much shorter vectors than indicated in [138]; and conjectured subexponential scalability.

The conjecture of subexponential scalability was disputed in [137], which explained that applying a “standard heuristic” to $S$-unit lattices produced the conclusion that the probability of success of the attack in [60] “would be *ridiculously* small”, certainly no better than [311]. It’s correct that this is a standard heuristic in the literature on lattice-based cryptography, but applying this heuristic to $S$-unit lattices is an error, and the conclusion of [137] is wrong. See [72].

Given how many “barriers” (and “lower bounds” and so on) have been broken, one is forced to conclude that the risk-assessment mechanisms used in lattice-based cryptography are deeply flawed.

### 1.3. Consequences for NIST PQC

NIST’s official evaluation criteria—see Appendix A for (1) the full criteria and (2) comparison of KEMs under those criteria—state that “The security provided by a cryptographic scheme is the most important factor in the evaluation”. The criteria recognize that a complicated, unstable, inadequately understood area of cryptography is a security risk:

As public-key cryptography tends to contain subtle mathematical structure, it is very important that the mathematical structure be well understood in order to have confidence in the security of a cryptosystem. To assess this, NIST will consider a variety of factors. All other things being equal, simple schemes tend to be better understood than complex ones. Likewise, schemes whose design principles can be related to an established body of relevant research tend to be better understood than schemes that are completely new, or schemes that were designed by repeatedly patching older schemes that were shown vulnerable to cryptanalysis.

Modern lattice-based cryptography is the result of many years of patching older schemes shown vulnerable to cryptanalysis. The most obvious patches are continued increases in lattice dimensions, reacting to demonstrations that older dimensions were too small to resist attack. Consider, e.g., the original NTRU proposal by 1996 Hoffstein–Pipher–Silverman estimating $2^{80}$ security for 104-byte public keys using lattice dimension 83 (see [177], Table 2, last column). As another example, consider 2011 Lindner–Peikert [232, Section 1.1] stating that its system using key sizes of “400 kilobits” (with a public randomness source—see Section 3.16) appeared to be “at least as secure as AES-128”, and that using rings “we can immediately shrink the above key sizes by a factor of at least 200”.
Today it is well known that a 2-kilobit (256-byte) key in the ring version of the Lindner–Peikert system is not secure.

The NISTPQC submission deadline was in 2017, just six years after [232]—not very long from a cryptanalyst’s perspective, especially for a complex topic. Various submissions claimed that lattice attacks were “well studied”, and tried to use the switch from original NTRU to Ring-LWE/Module-LWE to separate themselves from the break-and-patch history of the area. In fact, this switch had very little effect on the attacks in the literature; for a unified survey see [65, Section 6]. What had much more of an effect was the switch to much larger lattice dimensions—but lattice attacks then continued to advance, reducing security levels of all lattice submissions and breaking some lattice submissions outright.

The Kyber submission portrayed its security analysis as “conservative” [24, pages 20–21] and gave a five-step argument [24, Section 4.4] concluding that it “seems clear” that breaking kyber512, Core-SVP $2^{112}$, is harder than brute-force AES-128 key search. In 2020, [54] disproved part of the argument and showed that recent attack advances had undermined the rest of the argument. The round-3 Kyber submission then presented new kyber512 security claims relying on

- replacing kyber512 with a patched cryptosystem [25, page 2] and
- presenting a new analysis [25, pages 25–27] estimating that attacks against the new round-3 kyber512 would use $2^{151.5}$ “gates”, more than the estimated $2^{143}$ “gates” for AES-128 key search.

The Kyber presentation at the Third PQC Standardization Conference [26, video, 1:29–1:30] described the new $2^{151.5}$ estimate as “tentative”, stating that we “need more research into this” and that there are “foreseeable improvements”. A much broader range, from $2^{135.5}$ “gates” to $2^{165.5}$ “gates”, appeared in [26] without the “tentative” label—but $2^{135.5}$ is not good enough if NIST requires at least $2^{143}$ “gates”. “Conservative” in 2017; bleeding-edge patches in 2020.

When one asks for evidence that the security of the proposed lattice KEMs is “well studied”, the typical response is to say that there is a long history of papers studying lattice security. For example, 2006 Silverman [337] claimed that SVP had already been “intensively studied for more than 100 years”. Unfortunately, the papers on attack algorithms keep showing losses of lattice security. Lattice security is “well studied” in the same sense that RC4 is “well studied”: yes, all of the papers [163], [210], [264], [151], [164], [150], [250], [263], [300], [301], [248], [249], [297], [295], [348], [6], [35], [79], [165], [202], [209], [243], [244], [255], [288], [298], [36], [254], [266], [296], [107], [108], [109], [267], [334], [358], [110], [111], [130], [172], [245], [274], [335], [344], [14], [112], [183], [234], [246], [242], [286], [173], [171], [184], [185], [276], [293], [326], [158], [186], [287], [327], [329], [347], [187], [188], [193], [328], [330], [353], [92],

NIST made the surprising and unexplained claim in December 2020 [269] that if the round-3 Kyber analysis is correct “then Kyber clearly meets the security categories defined in the CFP”. Clarification questions [57] were ignored. NIST appears to be tweaking the boundaries of its “categories” to favor Kyber; see generally [53].
are studying the security of RC4, but this is fully explained by the fact that RC4 has many complicated weaknesses. Lattices also have many complicated weaknesses, and the list of recent attacks shows that the lattice attack picture has not stabilized.

1.4. Arguments to consider lattices despite the risks. Why are lattice-based cryptosystems being considered for standardization?

Answer #1 is pervasive advertising of the “provable security” of these systems. The reality, however, is that what has been proven by “provable security” is not security; it is something much weaker, controlling only certain corner risks and fundamentally not addressing the central risks in lattice-based cryptography. “Provable security” didn’t stop any of the post-2017 advances in attacks, didn’t save the broken systems, and won’t stop further advances. See Section 5.

Answer #2 points to the ability of lattice-based cryptography to support fully homomorphic encryption, multilinear maps, etc. However:

- The concrete lattice-based KEMs proposed for standardization don’t support any of these extra features.
- The recent attack literature shows that the security of systems with these features is even more poorly understood than the security of KEMs designed purely for IND-CCA2 security.

NIST says that being able to modify a scheme for extra functionality is good; however, users of broken lattice KEMs will not appreciate hearing that ample evidence of risks was submerged under advertisements of extra functionality of different lattice systems with even higher risks.

A better answer is that some applications seem to be saying things like this: “I can only give you one kilobyte in my protocol for a ciphertext and one kilobyte for a public key. That’s it.” Frodo doesn’t fit into 1KB. Classic McEliece ciphertexts fit very easily into 1KB, but the public keys are much larger. SIKE ciphertexts and public keys fit easily into 1KB, but Google refused to deploy SIKE because of SIKE’s consumption of CPU time. For applications with such performance constraints, one has to use a small lattice-based KEM. This creates a challenging question of how to manage the risks.

2 NTRU Prime: reducing attack surface at low cost

Let’s assume that the application’s performance requirements force the use of a small lattice system. Subject to this requirement, NTRU Prime is the only

---

5 For example, Google [225] reported TLS interoperability problems with 4KB keys, although it’s far from clear that this is a long-term issue. Experiments with 3300-byte keys were successful.

6 This was reported in [217, page 26], regarding a joint Cloudflare-Google experiment with post-quantum cryptography: “Note: SIKE not cleared for Google servers due to DoS risk.”
Design decisions didn’t prioritize minimizing the attack surface

Careful security review was much more complicated than necessary

Community didn’t have enough time to carefully review everything

Nobody studied the relevant weakness in the attack surface

Deployed post-quantum system turns out to be breakable

Fig. 2.1. Predicting post-quantum disasters. See Section 1 for a review of evidence that lattice-based cryptography is on this path, including examples of broken “provably secure” lattice submissions.

submission systematically designed to **eliminate unnecessary complications in security review**: eliminate decryption failures, eliminate cyclotomics, etc.

Does this help? At this point there is ample evidence that the answer is yes. Subsequent advances in lattice attacks fall into two classes: attacks that work against *all* small lattice systems, including NTRU Prime; and attacks that work against *only some* lattice systems, *not* including NTRU Prime—because NTRU Prime had already eliminated the tools used in those attacks. The path to disaster in Figure 2.1 is clear, and NTRU Prime has already demonstrated success at stopping this path at its first step.

2.2. Case study: decryption failures. There have been many advances in decryption-failure attacks, including recent advances listed in Section 1 that have broken the security claims for various NISTPQC submissions. For the schemes that haven’t (yet?) been broken by decryption failures, there are more and more pages of increasingly complicated analysis. Consider, e.g., [125] saying “We first improve the state-of-the-art multitarget decryption failure attack using a levelled approach”, pointing out “three inaccuracies in the directional failure boosting calculation for the simplified scheme of [11]”, having to do more work because “this traditional approach of calculating the directional failure boosting cost is not directly applicable to practical schemes such as Kyber and Saber due to compression of the ciphertexts”, etc.

Note that compression making an attack analysis difficult does not imply that it makes the attack difficult. One is reminded of a famous quote from Hoare:

> There are two ways of constructing a software design: One way is to make it so simple that there are obviously no deficiencies, and the other way is to make it so complicated that there are no obvious deficiencies.

Hoare’s first way prioritizes minimizing the complexity of a thorough review.

The introduction of NTRU Prime in 2014 [44] had already noted that the problem of “figuring out whether an attacker can trigger decryption failures” was
a “mess”—so it simply eliminated decryption failures. The proof that there are no failures takes just a few lines. A thorough review of the impact of decryption failures is vastly easier for NTRU Prime than for most lattice-based KEMs.

The introduction of ntruhrss in 2017 [181], like NTRU Prime, eliminated decryption failures; ntruhps switched to eliminating decryption failures when it merged with ntruhrss to form the round-2 NTRU submission. Kyber, SABER, and Frodo still have decryption failures, and this could damage their security; see Section 3.9.

2.3. Proactive vs. reactive. More broadly, the NTRU Prime approach is proactively looking at the attack surface, identifying attack tools that can be eliminated at the design stage, and eliminating them.

The alternative is reacting to systems getting broken: “That was broken, stop doing that”. See Figure 2.4. History shows that this reactive approach is often triggered many years after the system was designed, because that’s how long the public attack development took; see the next paragraph for an illustration of cryptanalytic time scales. It is important to realize that the system was not secure in the meantime: the public simply didn’t know that it was insecure.

Consider the problem of key recovery for the DH cryptosystem using the group $F_{2^n}^*$. Discrete-logarithm techniques that were already standard in the 1960s [355] take time $\exp(n^{1/2+o(1)})$; these are based on techniques introduced in the 1920s by Kraitchik [213], relying on how frequently integers are “smooth”. A sudden breakthrough by 1984 Coppersmith [120] reduced $1/2$ to $1/3$. The cryptosystem can survive the attack of [120] by moving to somewhat larger $n$, but decades later this discrete-logarithm problem was publicly smashed by a new wave of papers, culminating in a devastating quasi-polynomial-time attack by 2014 Barbulescu–Gaudry–Joux–Thomé [33]. See the recent survey [167] for further history and a review of the attack tools, notably subfields and automorphisms.

Was the system secure before it was publicly shown to be insecure? No. Is it reasonable to extrapolate from the lengthy public development that attackers didn’t know the attack until 2014? No. Consider the fact that the Institute for Defense Analyses, an NSA consulting company, many years ago hired Buhler, one of the original developers of the number-field sieve [94] for integer factorization; Gordon, the first developer of a discrete-logarithm version [166] of the number-field sieve; Miller, who as part of introducing ECC [261] was one of the first authors to probe the limits of discrete-logarithm algorithms; and Coppersmith. Much less data is available regarding the cryptanalytic capabilities of, e.g., the Chinese government. Surely large-scale attackers know many more attacks than this public does. A reactive approach is inherently incapable of protecting against these attacks, whereas a proactive approach has a chance.

2.5. Case study: cyclotomics. As a historical matter, most proposals of small lattice-based KEMs have used cyclotomic fields. These fields provide tools to the attacker that most number fields do not provide, such as subfields and automorphisms. 2013 Bernstein [43] noted the potential value of these subfields and automorphisms for finding, among other things, “short generators of ideals”
and attacking “NTRU, Ring-LWE, FHE”, and concluded that NTRU “should switch to random prime-degree extensions with big Galois groups”.

Prime-degree fields are guaranteed to have no proper subfields other than $\mathbb{Q}$. Fields with “big Galois groups” are far from having automorphisms. Notice the proactive approach, taking tools away from the attacker without waiting for attacks to be developed. As an analogy, very similar recommendations to avoid subfields and automorphisms in discrete-log cryptography were published in [29] and [42] several years before quasi-polynomial-time discrete-log attacks were published using these attack tools.

A complete NTRU Prime cryptosystem was introduced in 2014 [44], as noted above. This cryptosystem uses specifically the field $\mathbb{Q}[x]/(x^p - x - 1)$. This might seem similar at first glance to the cyclotomic field $\mathbb{Q}[x]/((x^p - 1)/(x - 1))$ used in NTRU, but two centuries of development of algebraic number theory—see Section 2.6—have established vast mathematical gaps between these fields. For example:

- The Galois group of $\mathbb{Q}[x]/(x^p - x - 1)$ has size $p! \approx (p/e)^p$, the maximum possible size for a field of degree $p$.
- The Galois group of $\mathbb{Q}[x]/((x^p - 1)/(x - 1))$ has size $p - 1$, the minimum possible size for a field of degree $p - 1$.

Along with this cryptosystem, [44] introduced a “subfield-logarithm attack”, improving on previous attacks in some cases. Later in 2014, Campbell–Groves–Shepherd [96] introduced a much faster attack in the case of cyclotomic fields. Followups broke various “barriers” claimed for this line of work; see Section 1.2. These breaks have taken more and more advantage of subfields, automorphisms, and further cyclotomic structure. See also the papers [37], [229], and [77] further developing subfield-logarithm attacks for various fields.
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**Fig. 2.4.** Proactively handling advances in attacks vs. reactively handling advances in attacks.
NIST has repeatedly\footnote{Examples: \cite{8} incorrectly claims that NTRU Prime’s “abandonment” of cyclotomics was “motivated by recent progress in quantum algorithms for finding short vectors in principal ideal lattices with a guaranteed short generator”; and \cite{20}, “Algebraic attacks on cyclotomics?” states a “Long history” incorrectly claiming that, after discussions in 2015 of \cite{96}, NTRU Prime’s field was proposed “as a defense against certain conjectured advances in this line of quantum algebraic cryptanalysis”.
} misstated the history here, in particular by describing NTRU Prime as a reaction to the attack of \cite{96}. This description doesn’t just get the order of events wrong; it actively hides (1) the cryptographer’s ability to \textit{proactively} protect against risks and (2) NTRU Prime’s demonstrated success in doing this.

The situation since 2014 has been that some lattice-based cryptosystems are known to be broken for cyclotomic fields and \textit{not} known to be broken for the NTRU Prime field, while there is nothing the other way around. (There are, of course, also some lattice-based cryptosystems known to be broken independently of the field choice, and some lattice-based cryptosystems not known to be broken either way.) The broken cyclotomic systems are clear evidence of a cyclotomic risk, and the tools used in the known attacks provide a clear explanation of where this risk is coming from. The risk-management conclusion is also clear: Stay away from cyclotomics.

\subsection*{2.6. Algorithms in algebraic number theory.} Further notes are required on the mathematical context for NTRU Prime.

Algebraic number theory, the study of number fields, has been one of the primary research areas in number theory over the past two centuries. “A course in computational algebraic number theory”, a well-known 1993 textbook \cite{118} from Cohen (see also \cite{119}), identifies five “main computational tasks of algebraic number theory”, where three of them are computing the “unit group”, computing the “class group”, and computing generators of principal ideals. The book spends many pages describing sophisticated algorithms to compute unit groups, class groups, and generators; these topics are related to each other, and to the $S$-unit attacks listed in Section 1.2.

These computations have a long history before \cite{118}: see, e.g., the systematic tables of number fields surveyed in \cite[Appendix B]{118}. Almost all of the number fields covered by these tables, and by the book, are non-cyclotomic. This does not mean that cyclotomic fields play such a minuscule part in the literature as a whole: on the contrary, there is an equally long history of algebraic number theorists exploring the special structure of cyclotomic fields (see, e.g., \cite{352}) and exploiting this structure to efficiently carry out useful computations that nobody knows how to perform efficiently for general number fields.

An example of cyclotomic structure is the ability to instantaneously write down generators for the group of “cyclotomic units”. These generators have two properties that are important for known attacks:

- The generators are \textit{short}. See \cite[Section 8]{72} for quantification.
The group of cyclotomic units is a finite-index subgroup of the unit group. Computations show that the index is generally very small, making the full unit group easy to compute via the known technique of “saturation”.

For example, the cyclotomic-unit lattice is the entire unit lattice for the 512th and 701st cyclotomic fields, and has index just 3 for the 1229th cyclotomic field. See [352, page 421].

Efficiently finding short generators of a finite-index subgroup of the unit group for general number fields is an unsolved problem. The sophisticated unit-group algorithms in, e.g., [118] have much worse than polynomial scaling. At first glance a quantum computer might seem to help, since the Eisenträger–Hallgren–Kitaev–Song quantum algorithm [144] computes unit groups in polynomial time, but the resulting generators are not short.

For number theorists, it is not surprising that the extensive literature on faster computations for cyclotomic fields is reflected in recent literature demonstrating faster attacks against various cryptographic problems using cyclotomic fields. This is not because other fields have been ignored; it is because cyclotomics provide tremendously helpful tools for the algorithm designer.

Some people will tell you that these speedups for cyclotomics are a reason to use cyclotomics, rather than a reason to avoid cyclotomics. This is like

- saying that for a stream cipher one should select RC4 rather than ChaCha20 since, as noted above, there are many years of papers doing more and more damage to RC4’s security; or
- saying that within discrete-logarithm cryptography one should use small-characteristic multiplicative groups rather than large-characteristic elliptic-curve groups.

History shows how dangerous it is to assume that every insecure cryptographic system will be immediately identified as insecure. Sometimes a security failure is recognized only as the culmination of a long series of papers on attack speedups. Proactive risk management requires recognizing the attack speedups as an alarm bell, not treating these speedups as something to be embraced.

3 The risk table

Table 1.1 summarizes the risks in the NISTPQC lattice KEMs. This section defines each row in the table.

3.1. Basics, part 1: “pk+ct bytes” and “ct bytes”. The “ct” row states the number of bytes used by a ciphertext, while the “pk+ct” row states the total number of bytes used by a public key and a ciphertext.

The motivation for considering “pk+ct” is that this is the data communicated if a key is sent to one user, used for one ciphertext, and then discarded. The motivation for considering “ct” is that this is the data communicated if a key is sent to many users through a lower-cost broadcast channel and then used for many ciphertexts.
For reasons to think that “ct” is more important than “pk+ct”, see [258] and [50, Section 2.3]. It is, for example, not difficult for a server to broadcast keys through the Internet’s Domain Name System, which has automatic local caching of data by Internet service providers. A client then retrieves keys locally, but still has to send a ciphertext all the way back to the server. See [51].

As noted in the table caption, each column takes the largest specified KEM size that fits pk+ct into 4KB, except that the frodo column allows 20KB. The “pk+ct” and “ct” rows for frodo are marked in red. The reason for this exception is that no specified frodo size fits into 4KB.

3.2. Basics, part 2: “errors” and “Q or P”. This refers to the top-level classification of NTRU variants given in [69] and [49, Section 8].

A public key reveals a “multiplier” G and an approximation $A = aG + e$ to the multiple aG. The “Quotient” NTRU systems take $A = 0$, so G is the quotient $-e/a$. The “Product” NTRU systems instead take random G (or something that one hopes looks sufficiently random; see Section 3.16). A ciphertext reveals an approximation $B = Gb + d$ to Gb, and for the Product NTRU systems also reveals an approximation $C = Ab + M + c$ to Ab + M.

“Errors” refers to how the small secrets a, b, c, d, e are chosen. In all cases a, b are chosen randomly. “Noisy” NTRU means that c, d, e are also chosen randomly. “Rounded” NTRU obtains approximations, except for the $A = 0$ approximation in Quotient NTRU, by rounding: d is determined by rounding Gb to B; e for Product NTRU is determined by rounding aG to A; c for Product NTRU is determined by rounding Ab + M to C.

3.3. Basics, part 3: “modulus”, “dimension”, first 2-norm”, “second 2-norm”. These are some quantitative features of the lattice problems that appear, meant solely to give a flavor of the variations. See [49, pages 48–52] for five tables stating the full problems for all round-2 lattice submissions. Beware that those do not all match the problems in round-3 lattice submissions.

The set of multipliers G can always be written in the form $((\mathbb{Z}/q)[x]/F)^{k\times k}$ for a monic polynomial $F \in \mathbb{Z}[x]$. “Modulus” refers to q, and “dimension” refers to $k \deg F$. For NTRU, some computations are carried out modulo $x^p - 1$ while others are carried out modulo $(x^p - 1)/(x - 1)$; for purposes of this document, F is $(x^p - 1)/(x - 1)$.

Security analyses of the difficulty of determining b, d from G and $B = Gb + d$ are influenced not just by the modulus and dimension but also by the size of the secrets b and d. Similar comments apply to other secrets. The secrets are sometimes drawn from two different distributions: e.g., an explicit distribution of b and an implicit distribution of d from rounding. “First 2-norm” and “second 2-norm” refer to the typical Euclidean norms of the two secrets, sorted into non-decreasing order.

The numbers in the table show that submissions vary in the balance that they choose between these parameters. Some submissions take somewhat larger dimensions, for example, while others take somewhat larger secrets. Quantitative attack improvements could change the optimal balance in either direction.
3.4. Basics, part 4: “$\log_2(\text{Core-SVP})$”, “$\text{ct}/\log_2$ ratio”. “Core-SVP” is a particular mechanism of assigning a (pre-quantum) “security level” to each lattice system, specifically the “0.292β” column defined in [12]. The motivation for using Core-SVP is that NIST has made comments such as “we feel that the CoreSVP metric does indicate which lattice schemes are being more and less aggressive in setting their parameters” and has repeatedly criticized submissions that used other metrics.\(^8\)

It is important to realize that Core-SVP is a combination of underestimates, overestimates, possible underestimates, and possible overestimates, making its relationship to the actual cost of attacks highly unclear—even within the limited scope of attacks that it considers, ignoring the fact that attacks are advancing. See [65, Section 6] for a detailed review of (1) the attacks covered, (2) how Core-SVP estimates the cost of those attacks, and (3) many open questions regarding the actual costs of those attacks.

The “$\text{ct}/\log_2$ ratio” column divides the number of ciphertext bytes by the $\log_2$ of Core-SVP. The motivation for computing this quotient is that sizes of optimized lattice systems are roughly linear in $\log_2(\text{Core-SVP})$.

The Core-SVP column is marked in red when it is below $2^{256}$. The ratio column is marked in red when it is above 16, corresponding to Core-SVP $2^{256}$ requiring ciphertext size (without key size) above 4KB.

3.5. What qualifies as a “known attack avenue”? NIST has stated [271] that it is “open to the possibility” that there is an attack against cyclotomics, and that it is also “open to the possibility” that there is an attack against $x^p - x - 1$. Why, then, does Table 1.1 have a row for “cyclotomics” and not a row for “$x^p - x - 1$”? More generally, if there’s a split of systems, some systems having feature X and some systems having feature Y, then shouldn’t there be a row for the possibility of X being a problem, and a separate row for the possibility of Y being a problem?

To see that this is not the right rule, consider the following special case of the rule: an analysis of SARS-CoV-2 transmission risks via different systems for faculty meetings should consider

- the possibility of transmission via aerosols and
- the possibility of transmission via Zoom.

\(^8\) However, NIST has not criticized the round-3 Kyber submission for switching to a different definition. The metric in [12] measures the LWE problem for KEMs that are based on LWE, Ring-LWE, and Module-LWE, while it measures the LWR problem for KEMs that are based on LWR, Ring-LWR, and Module-LWR. The new metric in [25, Table 4] measures a mixed LWE/LWR problem, even though the Kyber submission continues to state [25, Sections 1 and 4.4] that it is “based on the hardness of . . . MLWE” and that its security claims are “based on the cost estimates of the best known attacks against the MLWE problem underlying Kyber”. For clarity, this document uses “Core-SVP” for the metric in [12] and “revised-Core-SVP” for the metric in [25]. The new round-3 version of Kyber-512 has Core-SVP $2^{112}$ and revised-Core-SVP $2^{118}$. 
The first possibility is a legitimate subject of risk analysis: there is an explanation of a mechanism by which SARS-CoV-2 could transmit via aerosols (see, e.g., [351]), and one can scientifically study this mechanism to understand the risk better. There is no explanation of any such mechanism for Zoom.

There has been a long history of attacks damaging the security of lattice-based cryptography; see, e.g., many examples listed in Section 1. The tools used in these attacks are mechanisms that could enable further attacks doing even more damage. The attack avenues listed in Table 1.1 are a categorization of known attack tools. Every tool known for attacking $x^p - x - 1$ also applies to cyclotomics, while the opposite is not true; this is why there is a “cyclotomic” row and not an “$x^p - x - 1$” row. (Some literature claims that cyclotomics are “uniquely protected” against a particular attack strategy, but this claim is false; see Section 5.6.)

As an example unrelated to cyclotomics, one could consider the possibility of “Noisy” being broken while “Rounded” survives, and the possibility of “Rounded” being broken while “Noisy” survives. (Theorems stating that a “Rounded” attack implies a “Noisy” attack are too weak to apply to these KEMs; see Section 5.3.) But what’s the mechanism that threatens one and not the other? The lack of an answer to this question is why “Noisy” and “Rounded” are not listed as attack avenues separately from “lattices”.

Similarly, one could consider the rank-2/3/4 module systems being broken while the ring-based systems survive, or vice versa. (Theorems stating that a ring attack implies a module attack are too weak to apply to these KEMs; see Section 5.3. Theorems stating that a module attack implies a ring attack are also too weak to apply to these KEMs; see Section 5.4.) But there’s again no explanation of the mechanism that threatens one and not the other. This is why “rings” and “modules” are not listed as attack avenues separately from “structured lattices”.

One can also generically view any attack that quantitatively benefits from lower dimensions as a reason to prefer higher dimensions, or generically view any attack that quantitatively benefits from smaller secrets as a reason to prefer larger secrets. However, these attacks do not have sharp cutoffs at any particular dimension or any particular size of secret, and there is no explanation of a mechanism that could create such cutoffs. (Some literature, notably [16], claims that hybrid combinatorial-lattice attacks are “induced by the fact that secrets are ternary”, but this is another false claim; see [55].) This is why “lower dimension” and “smaller secret” are not listed as attack avenues separately from “structured lattices”.

3.6. Implementation attacks are not included. Table 1.1 does not cover attacks that depend on the implementation being attacked: for example, timing attacks, and attacks exploiting bugs. This exclusion should not be taken as a statement that these attacks are unimportant. On the contrary:

- The timing attack from [169] was a disaster for the Frodo software. Other submissions, such as NTRU Prime, already have software written within frameworks that verify immunity to timing attacks; this is a clear advantage.
• Other NISTPQC software implementations have been broken because of incorrect generation of random objects. See, e.g., [235] and [316]. The use of rounding in NTRU Prime and in SABER eliminates some (not all!) of these random objects.
• Optimizations are a major driver of cryptographic software complexity and bugs. Many vectorized subroutines in the NTRU Prime software have already been computer-verified to match the reference subroutines on all inputs. See [61].

The reason for this exclusion is that merely assessing implementation risks is a major research project that has not been completed. The risks in Table 1.1 are thus limited to risks that are intrinsic in the KEM specifications, risks that cannot be addressed by changes in implementations.

One can argue that implementation risks are less important than specification risks in the long run. It is clearly feasible to eliminate timing attacks with current technology. One hopes that research into high-assurance cryptographic software will eliminate KEM bugs within a few years. It is more difficult to stop other side-channel attacks such as electromagnetic attacks (see Section 7.10), but one can still hope for safe deployments on devices kept far enough away from attackers.

3.7. Known attack avenue: “lattices”. All of these KEMs are broken if one finds a sufficiently short nonzero vector in a given lattice. Note that “short” does not mean specifically “shortest”. This row is for attack tools that seem to apply to all lattices. Half of the recent attacks listed in Section 1, such as the sieving advances, are of this type. The risk is that lattices in general continue to lose security.

3.8. Known attack avenue: “derandomization”. This row marks systems where the underlying PKE is randomized: PKE decryption recovers only part of the randomness used to produce a ciphertext. As part of the “CCA transform” used to try to protect against chosen-ciphertext attacks, the KEM derandomizes the PKE, choosing the random coins in the PKE as deterministic functions of the PKE input. Incorrectly ignoring proof looseness (see Section 5.8) leads to the unjustified conclusion that derandomization cannot lose security. Fixing this error shows that there is a possibility of losing security. This, by itself, would still not qualify derandomization for listing in Table 1.1. However, Bernstein [59] recently found examples of randomized PKEs that have attacks exploiting derandomization: the KEM is approximately $q$ times easier to break than the PKE. Here $q$ is the number of hash queries, around $2^{100}$ for a large-scale attacker today.

These attacks rely on a partial information leak from the PKEs. The core risk here is that algorithms can similarly extract partial information from lattice PKEs. This risk is structurally avoided by the KEMs using deterministic PKEs.

3.9. Known attack avenue: “decryption failures”. This row marks KEMs where the underlying PKE does not always succeed in decrypting the ciphertexts that it produced. The number listed in the row is $\lambda$ when decryption is claimed
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There is a common perception that decryption failures are not an issue if they are rare enough that legitimate users will not encounter them. However, as noted in [49, Section 5], attackers can search offline for decryption failures. The core algorithmic question is how reliably attackers can recognize decryption failures offline (based on, e.g., the magnitude and pattern of errors in each ciphertext), not sending most of the ciphertexts to the legitimate user. Proofs do not address this risk; see Section 5.7.

Some of the recent attacks listed in Section 1 are decryption-failure attacks, arising in some cases from λ having been calculated incorrectly (which is not listed here as a separate risk) and in some cases from the impact of decryption failures having been underestimated. The risk is that these attacks continue to advance. This risk is structurally avoided by systems without decryption failures.

3.10. Known attack avenue: “structured lattices”. Recall that the set of multipliers $G$ can always be written in the form $((\mathbb{Z}/q)[x]/F)^{k \times k}$ for a monic polynomial $F \in \mathbb{Z}[x]$. This row marks systems where $\deg F > 1$.

Section 1.2 listed various claimed “barriers” broken by S-unit attacks. These attacks exploit structured lattices. There is a risk that the latest “barriers” claimed between these attacks and Ring-LWE/Module-LWE will also fall. The general risk of structured lattices is highlighted in the Frodo submission [15, Section 1.2.1]:

Given the unpredictable long-term outlook for algebraically structured lattices, and because any post-quantum standard should remain secure for decades into the future—including against new quantum attacks—we have based our proposal on the algebraically unstructured, plain LWE problem with conservative parameterizations (see Section 1.2.2).

The risk is structurally avoided by the Frodo design.

3.11. Known attack avenue: “cyclotomics”. Within “structured lattices”, this row marks lattices where the underlying number field is a cyclotomic field. In the case of SABER and Kyber, the field is defined by the cyclotomic polynomial $x^{256} + 1$. In the case of NTRU, the field is defined by the cyclotomic polynomial $(x^p - 1)/(x - 1)$ where $p$ is, e.g., 701 or 1229.

Cyclotomic structure is exploited in some of the number-theoretic attacks listed above; see Section 2.6. The risk is that cyclotomic structure enables further attacks. This risk is structurally avoided by Frodo, which does not use number fields in the first place, and by NTRU Prime, which uses non-cyclotomic fields.

3.12. Known attack avenue: “reducibility”. This row is marked when $(\mathbb{Z}/q)[x]/F$ is not a field; in other words, when there are ring morphisms from $(\mathbb{Z}/q)[x]/F$ to smaller nonzero rings. There is, for example, a ring morphism from $(\mathbb{Z}/8192)[x]/((x^{701} - 1)/(x - 1))$ to $(\mathbb{Z}/2)[x]/((x^{701} - 1)/(x - 1))$, and there is a ring morphism from $(\mathbb{Z}/3329)[x]/(x^{256} + 1)$ to $(\mathbb{Z}/3329)[x]/(x^2 + 17)$.
Such morphisms are exploited in the attacks of [338], [145], [146], [105], and [106]; the attacker applies the ring morphisms to public ring elements. Some of the attacks are on cases known to be breakable in other ways, but [106] breaks some prime-cyclotomic cases with larger error distributions than have been attacked in any other way. So far the attacks have not affected any NISTPQC KEMs, but the risk here is that the attacks are further extended. Note that this is not the same as the cyclotomic risk, although it is incurred by the same KEMs in Table 1.1.

“Modulus switching” relates some problems in \((\mathbb{Z}/q)[x]/F\) to problems in \((\mathbb{Z}/r)[x]/F\) for a replacement modulus \(r\) (although it adds considerable noise, as noted in [69, page 37]). Every polynomial \(F\) is reducible modulo various \(r\), so attacks of this type are included under the general “structured lattices” risk.

3.13. Known attack avenue: “quotients”. The problem of finding \(a, e\) given \(G\) and \(A = aG + e\) could be easier in the homogeneous case that \(A = 0\), the problem of recovering \(a, e\) given the quotient \(G = -e/a\).

The analyses of [206] and [139] conclude that standard BKZ attacks for the homogeneous case do better than the standard analysis indicates if the modulus \(q\) is large, specifically above \(0.004n^{2.484}\) where \(n\) is the dimension. Both papers also claimed that attacks of this type exist only for the homogeneous case,

3.14. Known attack avenue: “extra samples”. This row is marked for systems that release more than \(n\) “samples”, in the terminology typically used for dimension-
\(n\) \(LWE\). These are exactly the Product NTRU KEMs.

For each error distribution, known attacks suddenly break all of the lattice problems considered here once enough samples are released to the attacker. See, e.g., [134], [22], and [11]. This row covers the risk of attack advances reducing the cutoff for the required number of samples.

One can also consider the risk that an attack already starts working at \(n\) samples, affecting all of the KEMs in the table. This is already covered by the general “lattices” risk and is not covered in this row. As an analogy, one can

---

Footnote:

9 For example, [206, Section 7] claimed that an “important difference between NTRU and Ring-LWE instances is the fact that in NTRU lattices, there exists many short vectors”. NIST [7] then stated a confused version of the same claim, namely that “the NTRU construction produces a lattice that has somewhat more structure than in similarly efficient RLWE and MLWE cryptosystems (due to having shorter than expected vectors)” and similarly that sntrup uses “a lattice with unusually short vectors”. Note the difference between “many short vectors”—something that [206] emphasizes as critical—and “shorter than expected vectors”—which is simply false.
also consider ways that an improved attack against Quotient NTRU could be accompanied by an improved attack against Product NTRU; this is covered in the general “lattices” row, not the “quotients” row.

3.15. Known attack avenue: “non-QROM FO”. All of these KEMs use variants of the Fujisaki–Okamoto transformation [153] as CCA conversions. These variants use a hash function. It’s trivial to write down hash functions that eliminate all KEM security even if everything else is unbroken; the risk in this row is that the selected hash function also loses security.

There is a misconception that hash-function weaknesses are outside the scope of KEM evaluation as long as KEMs use standard hash functions. The problem here is that there is a gap between

- the security properties for which standard hash functions were reviewed (e.g., preimage resistance) and
- the security properties that these KEMs require from the hash functions (this is more difficult to write down—essentially, one has to state what security means for the specific KEM at hand).

This gap needs to be addressed by further security analysis. Claims that standard hash functions are “indistinguishable from random” are ill-defined and are not a substitute for security analysis.

3.16. Known attack avenue: “non-QROM 2”. The Product NTRU KEMs use, inside their PKEs, another hashing layer. The motivation for this layer is that a random multiplier $G$ takes space in public keys, and having one standard $G$ shared by everyone raises security concerns. These PKEs eliminate the sharing and almost all of the space issue by sending a short seed that is hashed to obtain a “random” $G$.

It’s again trivial to write down hash functions that eliminate all security here. The risk in this row is that the selected hash function loses security. This is analogous to the previous row but requires a different security analysis.

NIST [8, page 17] criticized two of the three options for this hashing layer in the Round5 submission. NIST stated that “there is no proof of security” for those options. However, as in Section 3.15, there is also no proof of security for the use of standard hash functions in this context. Each combination of hash function and KEM raises a different security question.

3.17. Known patent threats: “patent 9094189” and “patent 9246675”. Patent risks and attack risks involve different mechanisms, but patent risks are like attack risks in that they can easily trigger the worst-case scenario that the cryptographic user ends up being unprotected.

Another feature shared between patent risks and attack risks is that properly evaluating them requires expertise. For example, non-experts tend to think that a patent covers only what is literally included in the patent’s claims; but the “doctrine of equivalents” states [346, page 732] that a patent “is not limited to its literal terms but instead embraces all equivalents to the claims described”. The patent holder can show infringement of a patent claim under this doctrine.
by showing for each element of the claim that “the accused product performs substantially the same function in substantially the same way with substantially the same result” [345, page 1312].

U.S. patent 9094189, expiring 2032, is on essentially the LPR cryptosystem, and was filed before the LPR cryptosystem was published. It was filed after unstructured lattice systems were published, so it cannot cover those systems. Given the doctrine of equivalents and other procedures used by patent courts, all efficient LPR derivatives using structured lattices are threatened; there is no reason to think that one can escape the doctrine of equivalents by switching from Ring-LWE to Ring-LWR or by switching to low-rank modules. The “patent 9094189” row in the table is marked for the Product NTRU systems that use structured lattices.

U.S. patent 9246675, expiring 2033, is on a variant of the LPR cryptosystem with compressed ciphertexts, and was filed years before a 2014 paper [302] that claimed novelty for compressing LPR ciphertexts. Given court procedures, all LPR variants using shorter ciphertexts than LPR are threatened, even if the compression mechanisms are not identical. The “patent 9246675” row in the table is marked for the Product NTRU systems that use structured lattices and have smaller ciphertexts than LPR.

For unclear reasons, NIST has discouraged public analysis of NISTPQC patent threats; see, e.g., [268] and [62]. NIST has not released its own patent analysis. In response to a FOIA request regarding NISTPQC patents, NIST refused to provide 3 documents totaling 31 pages; see [58]. For years NIST also carried out patent-buyout negotiations; the details are secret and appear to have failed.\(^\text{10}\)

There has nevertheless been some public analysis, including a paper [241] claiming “non-applicability” of the first patent “to Kyber and Saber”, and an accompanying summary [240] claiming that Kyber/SABER patent risks “should be ignored”. The paper fails to recognize the definitions and procedures used in patent courts, such as Markman hearings and the doctrine of equivalents.

There was also some litigation, starting in 2017, against the European version of the first patent. The first round of litigation failed to kill the patent. An appeal also failed to kill the patent, and ended on 20 October 2021. See [147] for the list of litigation documents. For comparison, [310] claimed in 2020 that the patent was “likely” to be invalidated by prior art.

3.18. Systemic risks: “PKE instability” and “instability”. These rows look at the history of the family of KEMs, rather than any specific KEM size. The “PKE instability” date is the publication date of the most recent change

\(^{10}\) See, e.g., [93] (another patent holder stating in June 2019 that “discussions started Friday”); [62] (quoting NIST email in December 2020 stating “We are working to clear up the IP situation, but it is a slow process”); [58] (quoting NIST document in January 2021 stating “We’re still mostly waiting for them to give us a number”); and [270, video, minute 1:08-1:09] (NIST statement in June 2021 that “just the ballpark figures that were being mentioned made it clear that this wasn’t something NIST was gonna be able to do. It was definitely more than our overall budget for our crypto group. We’re continuing to talk to them”).
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in the family of underlying mathematical PKEs. The “instability” date is the
publication date of the most recent change in the family of KEMs, including the
PKEs, CCA conversions, and encoding details.

Instability contributes to attack risks because a moving target (1) adds to
the overall reviewer load, (2) discourages researchers whose work on a previous
version no longer applies to the current version, and (3) leaves a shorter period
for analysis. “PKE instability” is separated from “instability” because most of
the attack analysis has focused on the underlying PKEs.

Instability also contributes to general patent risks because a change could
bring a system within scope of a patent filed in the meantime. Normally each
patent application is published 18 months after filing (for the full picture see,
e.g., [252]), so patent applications filed by April 2019 would normally have
been online by October 2020; serious effort by NIST to organize labor-intensive
searches and public analyses of patent applications might have completed within
a year; but no such effort has been announced. Separating “PKE instability” from
“instability” also makes sense in this context, since it allows separate analyses of
PKE-related patents and CCA/encoding-related patents.

4 Conclusions from the risk table

Let’s now use Table 1.1 to rationally select the least risky lattice KEM. Of course,
if new events—for example, sudden success in patent buyouts—warrant updates
in the table then the selection process should be revisited.

4.1. The size decision. Within each KEM family (for example, ntruhps), all
available evidence is that the larger KEMs are harder to break. Perhaps a larger
KEM also protects against future advances. One can construct arguments that a
smaller KEM might do better; but a larger KEM is less risky. Consequently, the
application should select the largest KEM that fits its performance constraints.
The remaining question is simply which of the seven families to take.

4.2. The structured-lattice decision: frodo vs. everything else. The
“ratio” row shows that frodo requires an order of magnitude more space to
achieve any particular Core-SVP level than the other lattice KEMs. If the goal
is to handle applications that require a small lattice system, as in the Google
example from Section 1.4, then frodo simply isn’t an option.

What happens if the importance of these applications has been overstated,
and the applications of interest can actually afford 10KB ciphertexts?

These applications reach Core-SVP only $2^{150}$ with frodo, and much higher
security margins with the other submissions. This includes ntruhrrss, which has
an ntruhrrss1373 option that wasn’t listed in the table because the ciphertexts
are 2401 bytes. The structured-lattice submissions could specify parameter sets
at much higher Core-SVP levels using 5KB or even 10KB ciphertexts. A closer
look suggests that this would be problematic for kyber without some tweaks to
the kyber structure (see Appendix A.3), but higher Core-SVP levels would be
straightforward for, e.g., ntruhps.
Perhaps much larger security margins from other KEMs will be destroyed by advances in structured-lattice attacks. For comparison, the $\mathbb{F}_{2^n}$ discrete-logarithm catastrophe mentioned in Section 2.3 was a quantitatively larger loss of security levels for that problem. On the other hand, selecting frodo would

- exacerbate the general lattice risks—half of the recent attack advances listed in Section 1—exactly because of the much lower security margin and
- incur a separate risk of losing all security if we’re wrong about applications being able to afford 10KB.

Even if the devastating-structured-lattice-attack risk is assigned higher weight than the general-lattice-attack risk, it’s hard to see how it can also be assigned higher weight than the application-can’t-afford-this risk. This eliminates frodo.

Note that the decision-making process in this section is assuming that the goal is to select one of the lattice-KEM families. Selecting multiple families would reduce the application risk, although it would also increase systemic risks: for example, the risk of error increases when effort is spread across multiple families.

On the other hand, this risk is lower for the two NTRU Prime families, sntrup and ntrulpr: there is extensive sharing of the work across these NTRU Prime options, notably in the parameter choices, security analysis, software, testing, and verification. Providing both options via NTRU Prime is simpler and less error-prone than gluing together two non-unified submissions. There is also some sharing of work between ntruhps and ntruhrss, and some of the software work has been shared between NTRU and NTRU Prime.

### 4.3. The Quotient-vs.-Product decision: ntruhrss and ntruhps vs. saber and kyber.

These four systems share some risks. Beyond the shared risks, ntruhrss and ntruhps also incur the “quotients” risk, while saber and kyber also incur the “derandomization”, “decryption failures”, “extra samples”, “non-QROM 2”, “patent 9094189”, and “patent 9246675” risks.

There is a myth that Product NTRU systems such as saber and kyber have been proven to be as secure as Quotient NTRU systems such as ntruhrss and ntruhps. Any such theorem would logically imply that the “derandomization”, “decryption failures”, “extra samples”, and “non-QROM 2” risks cannot favor the Quotient NTRU systems. But there is no such theorem; the myth arises from an indefensible misrepresentation of known theorems. See Section 5.

There are generic arguments that attacks keep improving so the “quotients” risk should be taken seriously. For the same reasons, the “derandomization”, “decryption failures”, “extra samples”, and “non-QROM 2” risks should be taken seriously. There are no obvious risk-management principles that would justify saying that the “quotients” risk outweighs the other four risks.

More importantly, the “quotients” risk does not outweigh the patent risks. As NIST put it in the call for NISTPQC submissions [279], it is “critical that this process leads to cryptographic standards that can be freely implemented in security technologies and products”. A patent threat doesn’t need to be

\[\text{For comparison, [323] says “I fully trust that NISTPQC does exactly what it set out to do in 2016 and selects post-quantum cryptography algorithms primarily based} \]
a guaranteed disaster to interfere with free implementability. This eliminates \text{saber} and \text{kyber}; it also eliminates \text{ntrulpr}, even though \text{ntrulpr} avoids some of the cryptanalytic risks.

4.4. The number-theoretic decision: \text{ntruhrss} and \text{ntruhps} vs. \text{sntrup}. Within the remaining three systems, there are four shared risks; \text{ntruhrss} and \text{ntruhps} also have the “cyclotomics” risk and the “reducibility” risk; \text{sntrup} has no extra risks. This eliminates \text{ntruhrss} and \text{ntruhps}, leaving \text{sntrup} as the least risky system.

This analysis did not account for the systemic risks of instability, but these are also in favor of \text{sntrup}. The PKE family inside \text{sntrup} was already published in 2016, years before the other submissions made changes to their PKE families. Looking beyond the PKE family at the entire KEM family shows changes in \text{sntrup} in 2019, but other submissions also changed their KEM families at that point. In short, \text{sntrup} provides the maximum stability of any of these KEM families.

4.5. Why did NIST downgrade NTRU Prime to alternate? NIST’s procedures are not transparent, but a FOIA request led to the publication of [20], including the following statements:

\begin{itemize}
  \item Among the remaining, structured lattice schemes, our assessment was that cyclotomics (esp power-of-2 cyclotomics) are the clear “community standard”
  \item So, we moved Kyber, Saber, NTRU on as Finalists, but kept NTRUprime too
\end{itemize}

NIST appears to have made its decision regarding NTRU Prime entirely upon this basis, never mind any of the other NTRU Prime features.

Procedurally, NIST appears to be requiring Kyber to be broken outright as a prerequisite for considering NTRU Prime, whereas it certainly isn’t requiring NTRU Prime to be broken outright as a prerequisite for considering Kyber. There’s extensive literature carrying out efficient computations for cyclotomics where the best known algorithms for most number fields are much slower; NIST doesn’t treat this as an alarm bell regarding cyclotomics. This literature includes, much more recently, efficient breaks of famous cryptosystems using cyclotomics; NIST still doesn’t treat this as an alarm bell regarding cyclotomics. Cyclotomic KEMs win by default because they’re supposedly the “community standard”.

Back in 2016, Google’s NewHope experiment [224] triggered development and then submission of many NewHope variants to NISTPQC, all using cyclotomics by default. However, 41% of the round-1 lattice submissions provided options on their technical and security merits (while of course also considering the advice from their own legal professionals.) This is what the security industry, other U.S. government departments, various military branches, international standardization bodies, etc expects it to do.” The claim regarding NISTPQC is contradicted by [279], and the claim regarding expectations by “the security industry” etc. is contradicted by [256].
that do not use cyclotomics. This includes submissions from submission teams with many years of lattice publications, such as Frodo and Titanium. Most of these submissions paid heavily in performance for this choice. Most of these submissions expressed concerns regarding security. Most of these submissions provided no cyclotomic options. This is not the story of a community confident in the security of cyclotomics.

With this background in mind, let’s think through what NIST’s “community standard” statement from [20] is saying:

- The word “remaining” means that this statement isn’t about, e.g., Titanium; NIST had already thrown Titanium away on the basis of performance.
- The word “structured” means that this statement isn’t about Frodo.

The statement, by its own terms, is limited to a selection of just four submissions: NTRU, NTRU Prime, SABER, and Kyber. Yes, three of those use cyclotomics, but this is selection bias, not a “community standard”. One could just as easily exclude any other targeted submission by selecting a distinguishing feature of that submission and claiming that the feature is not the “community standard”. This is a completely unprincipled way to be making decisions. What we should all be doing instead is proactively minimizing risks.

5 No, theorems have not ruled out these risks

Let’s look more closely at the pervasive advertising of the “provable security” of lattice KEMs. The main function of the advertisements is to make the reader believe that various lattice risks have been mathematically proven not to exist.

This section summarizes what has actually been proven regarding each topic. The main conclusion is that, because of important limitations in the theorems, the theorems do not rule out any of the risks listed in Table 1.1.

5.1. There is no proof that breaking newhope1024 or kyber768 is as hard as breaking ntruhrss701. Typical advertisement [140] making the reader think that there is a proof: “The preference for using Ring/Module-LWE is due to the fact that this problem is at least as hard as NTRU”.

The reader is led to believe that KEMs based on Ring-LWE or Module-LWE, meaning Product NTRU KEMs such as newhope or kyber, have been proven to be at least as secure as KEMs based on NTRU, meaning Quotient NTRU KEMs such as ntruhrss. Perhaps there’s an exception if the NTRU dimensions are larger than the Ring-LWE/Module-LWE dimensions, but surely the advertising means that newhope1024 and kyber1024 and kyber768 have been proven to be at least as secure as ntruhrss701. This, in turn, means that there cannot be a security reason to take ntruhrss701 rather than kyber1024; ergo, the extra risks of kyber1024 in Table 1.1 cannot exist.

However, what was actually proven (in [305, page 33]) is vastly weaker than this; is useless for comparing the KEMs submitted to NISTPQC; and does not rule out any of the risks in Table 1.1. Section 5.2 looks more closely at the proof.
5.2. What the “Ring-LWE is at least as hard as NTRU” proof actually says. Say one has an algorithm $A$ that with high probability, say probability $1 - \epsilon$, solves the search Ring-LWE problem with $n$ samples and error distribution $\chi$ for the ring $R = \mathbb{Z}/q[x]/F$, where $F$ has degree $n$. This means that one can find $\chi$-distributed secrets $b, d$ given a uniform random $G \in R$ and $B = Gb + d$, with $b, d, G$ being chosen independently.

Let’s use this algorithm to solve the problem of distinguishing a quotient $e/a$ from uniform, where $e, a$ are $\chi'$-distributed elements of $R^*$, the set of invertible elements of $R$. The distinguisher works as follows: choose $b, d$ randomly from distribution $\chi$, apply the algorithm $A$ to inputs $G = e/a$ and $B = Gb + d$, and see whether $A$ returns $(b, d)$. Notice that $B = G(b + a) + d - e$, so if there’s a big overlap between the distributions of $(b, d)$ and $(b + a, d - e)$ then $A$ can’t tell whether it should be returning $(b, d)$ or $(b + a, d - e)$ in the overlap, so it will frequently fail, say with probability $\geq \delta$, where one can calculate $\delta$ from seeing how small $\chi'$ is related to $\chi$. (One can also consider $(b + ma, d - me)$ for other small ring elements $m$.) If, however, $e/a$ is replaced by something uniform then, by assumption, $A$ returns $(b, d)$ with probability $1 - \epsilon$. If $\delta > \epsilon$ then this guarantees a distinguisher with probability at least $\delta - \epsilon$.

But what does this have to do with KEM security? The advertisement abuses naming to sweep this critical question under the rug. The reader is invited to confuse the first problem with the security of Ring-LWE-based KEMs, and to confuse the second problem with the security of NTRU-based KEMs. Instead of skipping the question, let’s look at how little these problems have to do with the security of, say, newhope1024 and a hypothetical ntru1024 using the same ring $R = \mathbb{Z}/12289[x]/(x^{1024} + 1)$.

Starting from the distribution $\chi$ in newhope1024 and the distribution $\chi'$ in ntru1024, the proof calculates some $\delta < 1$; the exact value of $\delta$ won’t matter for the following analysis. The proof concludes that a solution to the search Ring-LWE problem with $n$ samples and with success probability $1 - \epsilon > 1 - \delta$ implies a distinguisher between $e/a$ and uniform with distinguishing probability at least $\delta - \epsilon$.

But where’s the proof that a distinguisher for $e/a$, even a high-probability distinguisher, breaks Quotient NTRU? Sure, $e/a$ is (modulo irrelevant details) the public key; so what? One of the useful features of Quotient NTRU is that the KEM ROM IND-CCA2 security analyses boil down to the simple question of whether the underlying PKE is one-way, meaning that a random plaintext is hard to find from a ciphertext and public key; one doesn’t have to analyze the more subtle problems of ciphertext distinguishers or public-key distinguishers. See [49, Sections 6 and 7].

Furthermore, the proof that “Ring-LWE is at least as hard as NTRU” does not convert any of the following disaster possibilities for NewHope, Kyber, etc. into a distinguisher:

- There could be an $n$-sample search Ring-LWE attack that succeeds with probability $1 - \epsilon$ for some $\epsilon \geq \delta$. The proof says nothing in this case. This wouldn’t be an issue if $\delta$ were extremely close to 1, but the newhope1024
distribution isn’t wide enough to achieve that; also, Kyber uses narrower distributions than NewHope does, very close to NTRU’s traditional ternary distributions.

- There could be a high-probability search Ring-LWE attack exploiting the extra samples released by NewHope, Kyber, etc. This is covered by the “extra samples” risk in Table 1.1. The proof says nothing about this—it assumes specifically an \( n \)-sample attack.

- There could be a KEM attack that uses a distinguisher for the underlying PKE to exploit the derandomization in NewHope, Kyber, etc. This is covered by the “derandomization” risk in Table 1.1, a risk that doesn’t apply to Quotient NTRU; see also Section 5.8 below. The proof says nothing about this—it assumes a search Ring-LWE attack.

- There could be a KEM attack finding outputs of encapsulation that don’t decrypt correctly in NewHope, Kyber, etc. This is the “decryption failures” risk in Table 1.1. The proof says nothing about this.

- There could be a loss of security from the hash function that’s actually used to compute \( G \) in NewHope, Kyber, etc. This is the “QROM 2” risk in Table 1.1. The proof says nothing about this.

Structurally, the proof hypothesis considers just one type of attack, ignoring all of the above attack avenues. Meanwhile the proof conclusion isn’t a successful attack against the Quotient NTRU KEMs. The advertising nevertheless leads readers to believe that the proof says that any attack against NewHope or Kyber implies an attack against Quotient NTRU KEMs.

5.3. Weaponization of selective proof exaggeration. If it is acceptable to disregard proof limitations then one can argue exactly the opposite position—namely, that one should prefer Quotient NTRU since Quotient NTRU has been proven to be at least as hard as Ring-LWE—by saying that the Stehlé–Steinfeld cryptosystem [341] is a Quotient NTRU cryptosystem having a proof that an attack implies a Ring-LWE attack. However, the limitations of this proof have been prominently advertised: most importantly, the \( e, a \) distributions in that cryptosystem are much bigger than in the Quotient NTRU KEMs in NISTPQC.

One can similarly argue that one should prefer rounding to noise as follows: disregard the proof limitations of [32, Theorem 3.2], claim that LWR has been proven to be at least as hard as LWE, claim that Ring-LWR has been proven to be at least as hard as Ring-LWE, etc. (Even better for fans of rounding, there don’t seem to be any proofs pointing in the opposite direction.) But this proof is another case where the limitations have been prominently advertised.

Why, within lattice-based cryptography, does common proof advertising

12 As an example of limitations being ignored in some logically inapplicable proofs, consider [20], which claims that “security proofs generally assume Gaussian noise” as a reason for expressing concern regarding the security of fixed-weight noise, but does not point to the LWR-vs.-LWE proofs as a reason for expressing concern regarding the security of LWE. On the contrary, [20] says “No known reduction from LWE to LWR, but no known attacks on normal parameter ranges for LWR KEMs”, so the reader is thinking about whether there are unknown attacks against LWR. Why
• exaggerate most of the proofs considered in this section, such as the “Ring-LWE is at least as hard as NTRU” proof reviewed above, but
• highlight the limitations of other proofs, such as the proofs from [341] and [32]?

Perhaps this inconsistency is related to the fact that the proof exaggerations all make Kyber look better, while ignoring the limitations of [341] and [32] would make Kyber look worse. In any case, whatever the intent might be, exaggeration of security proofs damages the risk-assessment process, and defenses need to be put into place to protect against this damage.

5.4. There is no proof that breaking kyber1024 is as hard as breaking newhope1024. Here [227] says that “Mod-SIVP can trivially be shown to be no easier than Id-SIVP” and that “M-LWE and M-SIS are obviously no easier than R-LWE and R-SIS”. These refer to proofs that one can solve various dimension-1024 lattice problems for the ring $R = (\mathbb{Z}/q[x]/(x^{1024} + 1)$ if one can solve, e.g., dimension-4096 lattice problems for the module $R^4$. But if another cryptosystem uses the module $S^4$ over the \textit{vastly smaller} ring $S = (\mathbb{Z}/q[x]/(x^{256} + 1)$, then these proofs say merely that an $S^4$ attack implies an $S$ attack—which

• is useless, since $S$ is too small to be secure, and
• does not say that an $S^4$ attack implies an $R$ attack.

Meanwhile proofs pointing in the opposite direction, such as “large modulus Ring-LWE $\geq$ Module-LWE”, have the “large modulus” limitation prominently displayed and are (correctly) not treated as reasons to prefer NewHope to Kyber.

A different proof works around the $S$-vs.-$R$ size gap as follows: $S$ is isomorphic to the subring $(\mathbb{Z}/q[x]/(x^{1024} + 1)$ of $R$. Then $R$ is an $S$-module isomorphic to $S^4$, and multiplication by an element of $R$ is a restricted case of multiplication by a $4 \times 4$ matrix over $S$. However, [56] lists reasons that this still doesn’t give a proof that kyber1024 is as hard to break as newhope1024. For example, the newhope1024 error distribution is much wider, adding up 16 bits modulo 12289 where kyber1024 adds up 4 bits modulo 3329. “Modulus switching” is too noisy to compensate for this.

5.5. There is no proof that breaking kyber1024 is as hard as breaking ntrulpr953. One can object to the newhope1024 comparison in Section 5.4 as a distraction from the comparisons that remain in NISTPQC. Surely what the proofs must mean is that module KEMs are at least as secure as ring KEMs \textit{if} the error rate is at least as large, the dimension is at least as large, etc.: for example, the proofs must say that the module KEM kyber1024 is as hard to break as the ring KEM ntrulpr953.

But, no, there’s no hope of any such proof, even if the moduli are equalized. The proof mentioned above, exploiting a subring of $(\mathbb{Z}/q[x]/(x^{1024} + 1)$ that is isomorphic to $(\mathbb{Z}/q[x]/(x^{256} + 1)$, obviously doesn’t apply to the ntrulpr953 ring $(\mathbb{Z}/q[x]/(x^{953} - x - 1)$, which is chosen to be a field.

\textit{does [20] not say “No known reduction from LWR to LWE, but no known attacks on normal parameter ranges for LWE KEMs”?}
For a number theorist, the subrings of \((\mathbb{Z}/q)[x]/(x^{1024} + 1)\) are interesting attack tools to explore. As noted in Section 2.6, there is already a long literature on related computations exploiting these tools. It would be unsurprising for \((\mathbb{Z}/q)[x]/(x^{1024} + 1)\) to turn out to be weaker than \((\mathbb{Z}/q)[x]/(x^{953} - x - 1)\); and there certainly isn’t a proof to the contrary.

As a direct result of this gap, a full proof that attacks against a rank-4 \((\mathbb{Z}/q)[x]/(x^{256} + 1)\) KEM imply attacks against a \((\mathbb{Z}/q)[x]/(x^{953} - x - 1)\) KEM wouldn’t be able to draw any conclusions regarding a \((\mathbb{Z}/q)[x]/(x^{1024} + 1)\) KEM. Furthermore, the structure enabling such a proof, namely the relatively small ring \((\mathbb{Z}/q)[x]/(x^{256} + 1)\) (with even smaller subrings), raises a variety of security questions that the proof is incapable of addressing. This is reminiscent of the situation described in [44]: “The structures used in the ‘proofs of security’, such as automorphisms, are also some of the structures exploited in this attack.”

Is it clear at this point that these attack tools will damage the security of kyber1024? No. But readers should not be deceived into believing that the use of modules in kyber1024 has been proven to not lose security.

5.6. Cyclotomics are not uniquely protected against reductions. The typical advertising here [303, page 15] claims that “cyclotomic fields, used for Ring-LWE, are uniquely protected” against a particular class of attacks. The reader is led to believe that this attack avenue threatens \(x^p - x - 1\) and that it does not threaten cyclotomics, contradicting what Section 3.5 said and implying that Table 1.1 should have an \(x^p - x - 1\) row.

However, checking the proof shows that the proof is limited to saying that cyclotomic fields are protected against certain attacks. The proof never showed that cyclotomic fields are unique in being protected. It is straightforward to see that the NTRU Prime fields are protected too.

The class of attacks is as follows:

- Starting from the polynomial \(F\), find a modulus \(q\) and a root \(\alpha\) of \(F\) modulo \(q\) where \(\alpha\) has very low order. As a concrete illustration, let’s assume \(\alpha\) has order 4.
- Consider the ring morphism \((\mathbb{Z}/q)[x]/F \to \mathbb{Z}/q\) that maps \(x\) to \(\alpha\). This maps the powers of \(x\) to the powers of \(\alpha\), namely \(\pm 1\) and \(\pm \alpha\) since \(\alpha\) has order 4, so small linear combinations of powers of \(x\) map to small linear combinations of 1 and \(\alpha\).
- Apply this map to \(G\) and \(B = Gb + d\). The objective of the attack is to distinguish \(B\) from uniform. (One can similarly consider more samples.)
- The usual distributions of \(b\) and \(d\) are small combinations of powers of \(x\), so \(b\) and \(d\) map to small linear combinations of 1 and \(\alpha\), constraining the relationship between \(G\) and \(B\). If \(q\) is sufficiently large then this distinguishes \(B\) from uniform.

One can convert this into a distinguishing attack for other moduli by “modulus switching”, although this adds noise, requiring \(q\) to be larger.

This attack fails against the polynomial \(F = x^p - x - 1\) used in NTRU Prime. Indeed, if \(\alpha \in \mathbb{Z}/q\) has order 4 then it is a root of \(x^2 + 1\). If it is also a root of
x^p - x - 1 then q must divide the resultant of x^p - x - 1 and x^2 + 1 in \( \mathbb{Z}[x] \). This resultant is either 1 or 5, depending on \( p \) mod 4, so q \leq 5, which is far too small for the attack to work: the images of b, d are very well distributed across the integers modulo 5. The attack similarly fails against power-of-2 cyclotomics, since the resultant is 4.

The above calculations were only for order 4, but replacing \( x^2 + 1 \) with further cyclotomic polynomials shows that the attack fails against all of the NTRU Prime fields for the entire range of orders of interest. These calculations are explained in [52]. So, no, cyclotomics are not uniquely protected against this class of attacks. It is also interesting to note that attacks in this class do work against prime cyclotomics in some cases; see Section 3.12.

See also [52] for a survey of known extensions to this class of attacks. The extended class of attacks has a huge parameter space, and it is not clear how to find optimal parameters; there is no proof that cyclotomics—or any other fields—are immune to the extended attacks. There is also no proof ruling out further attacks. The risks here are covered in Section 3.12.

5.7. There is no proof that the decryption failures in kyber1024 are safe. Typical advertisement [25, Section 4.3.1] on this topic: “Tight reduction from MLWE in the ROM ... The following concrete security statement proves Kyber.CCAKEM’s IND-CCA2-security ... the security bound is tight”. The reader understands this to mean that the KEM has been proven to reach its target ROM IND-CCA2 security level, under the stated assumption regarding the underlying mathematical problem, in this case Module-LWE.

This, however, has not been proven for the KEMs where “decryption failures” is listed in red in Table 1.1. See [49, Section 5] for a detailed analysis of what has been proven.

For example, for kyber1024, the ROM proof allows an attacker to succeed with probability \( q/2^{172} \) where \( q \) is the number of hash computations carried out by the attacker. The proof thus does not guarantee any security against an attacker carrying out \( 2^{172} \) computations. This is a very large number of computations, but it is not the claimed \( 2^{256} \) security level.

A useful way to understand the risk here comes from the proof modularization in [80]. For the PKEs under discussion, it is reasonable to expect that plaintexts do not collide under encryption, so there exists an oracle that, unlike the actual decryption algorithm, always decrypts correctly. If the attacker cannot find a failing ciphertext then, for this attacker, the actual decryption algorithm behaves the same way as the oracle. The risk is that a ROM attack can find a failing ciphertext. Similar comments, with quantitative differences, apply to QROM attacks; see [80]. Non-QROM attacks are covered separately in Table 1.1.

5.8. There is no proof that derandomization in kyber1024 is safe. The derandomization risk is the most deeply hidden risk considered in this section: the risk where the first attacks (against any KEMs, never mind lattice KEMs) were developed most recently, and the risk that takes the most work to see from the previous literature. General awareness of the risk is low enough that there
has been little motivation for advertisements specifically mentioning this risk. However, more general advertisements such as

- “Ring-LWE is at least as hard as NTRU” (as mentioned above) and
- “there is no security . . . reason to prefer an NTRU NewHope [Quotient NTRU using the NewHope ring] to NewHope” [240]

lead readers to believe that Product NTRU KEMs are provably as hard to break as Quotient NTRU KEMs. This belief forces, among other things, denial of the “derandomization” row in Table 1.1: Quotient NTRU KEMs do not have a derandomization risk, so the belief logically implies the belief that Product NTRU KEMs do not have a derandomization risk. Given these advertisements, it seems necessary to emphasize that this specific belief is incorrect.

For the Quotient NTRU KEMs under consideration, the underlying PKEs are deterministic: decapsulation naturally recovers all randomness that was used to generate a ciphertext. Deterministic PKEs have a proof that any ROM IND-CCA2 attack against the most popular KEM construction implies an attack with essentially the same speed and success probability against the one-wayness of the PKE. For a careful proof, see [73], which also presents counterexamples to some previously claimed “theorems” regarding other PKEs.

The Product NTRU KEMs do not have a proof that a ROM IND-CCA2 attack implies an attack with essentially the same speed and success probability against the one-wayness of the underlying PKE. What has been proven is more limited:

- There is a proof that loses a factor $q$ in success probability, where $q$ is the number of hash computations carried out by the attacker. This limitation is important: a current large-scale attack can reach $q \approx 2^{100}$, and NISTPQC KEMs are supposed to look ahead to a future of even larger attacks.
- There is a tight proof under the assumption that the PKE provides IND-CPA security, indistinguishability against chosen-plaintext attacks. This change of assumption is important: algorithm designers study IND-CPA attacks less often than they study one-wayness, the occasional studies have found much faster attacks in some cases, and there are more IND-CPA attack avenues than one-wayness attack avenues. See generally [49, Section 6].
- There is a tight proof starting from the newly formulated assumption that the PKE provides “$q$-OW-CPA security”. This is implied by IND-CPA security, and perhaps it is satisfied even when IND-CPA is not, but it has received essentially no study from algorithm designers. The new attacks from [59] show that $q$-OW-CPA security can be approximately $q$ times easier to break than one-wayness.

The underlying issue is that the original PKE is unable to recover all randomness that was used to generate a ciphertext. These KEMs begin by derandomizing the underlying PKE to obtain a deterministic PKE—but there is no proof that derandomization preserves security; [59] gives examples where it loses security.
5.9. There is no proof that breaking \texttt{kyber1024} is as hard as breaking worst-case Ideal-SVP. Common advertising: “Attractive features of lattice cryptography include … security under worst-case intractability assumptions” \cite{305}; in particular, there is a “very strong hardness guarantee” \cite{238} for Ring-LWE, assuming the hardness of worst-case Ideal-SVP.

The reader, easily putting everything together, is led to believe that breaking \texttt{kyber1024} is provably as hard as breaking the underlying Module-LWE problem for \((\mathbb{Z}/q)[x]/(x^{2^56} + 1)^4\), which in turn is provably as hard as breaking a Ring-LWE problem for \((\mathbb{Z}/q)[x]/(x^{1024} + 1)^4\), which in turn is provably as hard as breaking a worst-case Ideal-SVP problem.\footnote{Sometimes the chain of exaggerations extends another step, for example with the wording of \cite{308}: “the underlying worst-case problems—e.g., approximating short vectors in lattices—have been deeply studied by some of the great mathematicians and computer scientists going back at least to Gauss, and appear to be very hard.”}

See \cite{72, Appendix A} for examples of how the last step in this chain, the Ideal-SVP guarantee, has been highlighted in a series of proposals of lattice KEMs leading into NISTPQC. The Ideal-SVP guarantee plays several roles in influencing decision-making processes: in promoting the notion that changing moduli is guaranteed safe,\footnote{For example, \cite{236} stated that “we have a line of research that states that avoiding a modulus \(q\) that supports NTT is (at least asymptotically) unnecessary—the worst-case to average-case reductions don’t care about the ring modulus (assuming that worst-case lattice problems are actually hard)”} for example, and in discrediting Quotient NTRU.\footnote{For example, NIST \cite{8} stated that NTRU “lacks a formal worst-case-to-average-case reduction”}
(Meanwhile, for some reason, the importance of Ideal-SVP is downplayed in response to advances in attacks against Ideal-SVP.\footnote{For example, in \cite{21}, NIST claimed that there was a “barrier” between Ideal-SVP and Ring-LWE, as one of two reasons for judging that \cite{60} “does not impact the ongoing standardization process as-is”. (The other reason relied on the incorrect conclusions of \cite{137}; see Section 1.2.) If Ideal-SVP attacks don’t matter, then why is it a negative feature for NTRU to supposedly not have an Ideal-SVP guarantee?})

A closer look shows that, in fact, these proofs do not apply to \texttt{kyber1024} or any of the other KEMs under consideration for deployment, even if one considers only the underlying problems such as Ring-LWE. What the theorems say, in a nutshell, is that one can extract a vastly less efficient worst-case Ideal-SVP attack from an attack against a related Ring-LWE problem. The efficiency gap is polynomially bounded but so large as to make the theorems logically inapplicable to NISTPQC. See generally \cite{49}.

This issue was buried for many years inside theorem statements that said “polynomial” without saying what the polynomial was. Applying such theorems to any specific size was never logically justified: the theorem statements did not rule out the possibility of a gigantic polynomial. Micciancio–Regev \cite{259} characterized taking the polynomial into account as “overly conservative” but did not indicate how large the polynomial was.
The shocking magnitude of the polynomial in these proofs finally came to light when Chatterjee–Koblitz–Menezes–Sarkar [104] “analyzed Regev’s worst-case-to-average-case reduction for a cryptosystem that Regev had proposed, took lattice dimension 1024 with security target $2^{128}$ as a case study, and found an astonishing $2^{504}$ tightness gap in the proof”, in the words of [49, Section 9]. The more recent proof in [159] has a somewhat smaller polynomial but is similarly inapplicable to NISTPQC.

6 The importance of proper benchmarking

Performance problems can create security risks when they lead users to reduce security levels or to disable cryptography entirely. A thorough risk analysis needs to include a performance analysis. Frodo’s much lower Core-SVP level at each size, compared to the other KEMs, already appeared in Table 1.1 and played a decisive role in Section 4.2, but smaller performance differences among the other KEMs could also influence risks.

This section and Section 7 study performance in much more detail. Given the conclusion of Section 4 that sntrup is the least risky lattice KEM, Section 7 looks in particular at the NTRU Prime performance numbers. This section looks at the general question of how to evaluate costs.

This section and Section 7 study performance in much more detail. Given the conclusion of Section 4 that sntrup is the least risky lattice KEM, Section 7 looks in particular at the NTRU Prime performance numbers. This section looks at the general question of how to evaluate costs. There are many traps and pitfalls in cost evaluation, as illustrated by [212] analyzing many different types of “benchmarking crimes”. The cryptographic case studies in this section illustrate that careful attention to benchmarking procedures is required to protect evaluations and comparisons against errors and sabotage.

6.1. Do benchmarks reflect the performance that the cryptographic user will see? Many years ago, “optimal extension fields” in elliptic-curve cryptography were advertised as allowing “faster multiplication and much faster inversion”, in the words of [42]. However, a closer look at performance in [42] showed that these extension fields damaged overall performance:

- The big inversion speedup didn’t make much difference in context, since inversions weren’t actually a serious bottleneck.
- These fields “have a huge disadvantage: even if they are slightly faster on some CPUs, they are much slower on other CPUs”.

Presenting inversion microbenchmarks as if these represented total costs is an example of “benchmarking crime” B1 from [212], “microbenchmarks representing overall performance”. Optimizing a design for one platform, and then presenting

---

17 One can criticize the word “crime” as implying mens rea that is not necessarily present, even when the source obviously benefits from the crime. What matters for this document is the damage that these “crimes” do to comparisons, whether or not the damage was intentional.

18 This is separate from the point made in the same paper that prime fields “have the virtue of minimizing the number of security concerns” for ECC.
results for that platform as if these represented performance across platforms, is an example of “benchmarking crime” A3, “selective data set hiding deficiencies”.

Unfortunately, the same “benchmarking crimes” are a recurring problem in NISTPQC. Microbenchmarks selected to favor specific submissions are often presented as if they were overall performance, while other benchmarks showing deficiencies are suppressed.

6.2. Case study: ntruhrss vs. kyber. Consider recent claims that ntruhrss is “15X behind in speed” [240] compared to a lattice system proposed in 2021, which in turn was portrayed in [140] as having similar speed to “Ring/Module-LWE” systems. Readers can easily fall into the trap of believing that ntruhrss is 15× less efficient than kyber.

More broadly, readers can easily fall into the trap of believing that ntruhrss is poorly designed—for example, that it ignores “the huge research efforts that have been made in this area in the last 25 years” [240] and could easily be replaced by “a (much) better” variant in “6 months”—and therefore shouldn’t be standardized. Such perceptions are influential: consider, e.g., [82] expressing concern that standardizing NTRU would be standardizing a “less-optimal” KEM.

But are the claims correct? Let’s check encapsulation speed on an ARM Cortex-M4 microcontroller. This is not an obscure scenario: NIST said [19] that microcontroller comparisons should use ARM Cortex-M4, and common sense suggests that people sending encrypted messages from such lightweight platforms are more likely to encounter speed bottlenecks than people sending encrypted messages from Intel chips. The benchmarks of M4-optimized software collected by the ongoing pqm4 project [201] show

- kyber512 taking 551681 cycles,
- kyber512-90s taking 445609 cycles, and
- ntruhrss701, with higher Core-SVP, taking 375948 cycles.

This looks like a solid win for NTRU over Kyber. How is this possible, if NTRU is “15X behind”?

6.3. Does key-generation time matter? Let’s look more closely at where the “15X behind” claim comes from. The underlying paper [140, Table 3] shows the following Intel Skylake cycle counts:

- “319.9K” for “NTRU-HRSS-701”,
- “20.4K” for the new “NTTRU”,
- “23.3K” for “Kyber-512”, and
- “38.9K” for “Kyber-768”.

The ratio between 319.9K and 20.4K is 15.7; more to the point, the ratio between 319.9K and 23.3K is 13.7.

All of these are totals of keygen+enc+dec time. The 319.9K is, according to [140, Table 3], dominated by keygen time. But wait a minute: where’s the evidence that the user cares about keygen time in any of these systems? There is a long history of user annoyance at the latency of RSA key generation, but this does not justify drawing any conclusions regarding much faster lattice KEMs.
All of these KEMs are designed so that keys can be freely reused. Eliminating key-generation time immediately drops the \texttt{ntruhrss701} cost below 100K cycles. Declaring that keys have to be ephemeral has negligible effect on this speedup: a dual-core 2GHz Skylake laptop generating a new \texttt{ntruhrss701} key each minute is spending under 1/1000000 of its cycles on key generation.

Note that \textit{ephemeral} and \textit{one-time} are different concepts. The security goal of “forward secrecy” means \textit{promptly} erasing secret keys, so that an attacker later stealing the device doesn’t have a copy of those keys. This is exactly what \textit{ephemeral} keys—keys “lasting for a very short time”—accomplish. Having keys be \textit{one-time} is neither necessary nor sufficient for this. Compared to a protocol properly designed to erase each secret within a specified number of minutes (see, e.g., \cite{48}), a protocol using one-time keys

- is less efficient—because it generates a new key for each ciphertext—and
- fails to achieve the security goal—see, e.g., \cite{223}.

Erroneously equating one-time keys with ephemeral keys plays a prominent role in arguments to assign a high weight to key-generation time.

Furthermore, even if an application really wants one-time keys, inversions can be made much faster via “Montgomery’s trick”. See \cite{66}, which estimates a 2× speedup for \texttt{ntruhrss701} keygen and demonstrates a much larger speedup for \texttt{sntrup761} keygen—including demonstrating web browsing on top of TLS 1.3 using \texttt{sntrup761} with fast key generation.

All of these points are covered in the literature: see, e.g., \cite[Section 5.3, “Does key-generation time matter?”]{65}. All of these points are ignored in the presentation of “319.9K” as overall performance.

6.4. Are benchmarks reproducible and properly labeled? Anyone who checks the SUPERCOP benchmarks \cite{71} for Skylake (\texttt{samba}) sees that

- \texttt{kyber512} takes 37336 cycles for enc and 28629 cycles for dec, total 65965 cycles, while
- \texttt{ntruhrss701} takes 25740 cycles for enc and 61530 cycles for dec, total 87270 cycles.

These numbers show 32% more cycles for \texttt{ntruhrss701} than for \texttt{kyber512}, but \texttt{ntruhrss701} also has 15% higher $\log_2$(Core-SVP) than \texttt{kyber512} does. Also, \texttt{ntruhrss701} wins in pure enc time, and it is easy to argue that this is what matters if the sender (for example, a server doing enc) is busy while the receiver (for example, a laptop doing dec) is not.

For comparison, \cite[Table 3]{140} reports “34.6K” cycles for “NTRU-HRSS-701” enc and “65K” cycles for dec. The total of these cycle counts is 14% higher than what one sees for \texttt{ntruhrss701} in SUPERCOP. Why is a claim of a speedup over \texttt{ntruhrss701} comparing to \texttt{ntruhrss701} timings that are slower than previously published, publicly verifiable timings for \texttt{ntruhrss701} on the same platform?

A more striking gap, 4× rather than 14%, is between

- \cite[Table 3]{140} claiming that “Kyber-512” takes “23.3K” cycles for the total of keygen+enc+dec and
• SUPERCOP showing 89,657 cycles for kyber512: 23,692 for keygen, and the 37,336 and 28,629 mentioned above for enc and dec.

This 4× gap comes from the fact that the “Kyber-512” in [140, Table 3] is not the Kyber-512 KEM submitted to NISTPQC. One might guess that it’s the Kyber-512-90s KEM—but, no, it isn’t that KEM either. Compared to Kyber-512-90s, this KEM is further modified to perform less hashing. To avoid confusion, let’s refer to this KEM as Kyber-512-90s-PartialHash.

The Kyber presentation at the Third PQC Standardization Conference [26, video, 1:23:00, text on slide] advertised Kyber as being “conservative” in four ways. These four ways included

• “all symmetric crypto based on Keccak”—which is exactly what the “90s” version of Kyber abandons—and

• “shared key depends on full transcript”—which is abandoned by the further modification from 90s to 90s-PartialHash.

The mislabeling of Kyber-512-90s-PartialHash as “Kyber-512” in [140] will make many readers believe that Kyber-512, with its advertised features, achieves the speeds displayed in [140]; in fact, it is 4× slower.

Now that we’ve seen the actual Kyber performance figures, let’s look again at the idea that, since ntruhrss701 is supposedly “15X behind” the new “NTTRU”, NTRU is poorly designed and shouldn’t be standardized. Even if we accept the questionable idea that Skylake keygen+enc+dec is the sole metric of interest, a more reasonable estimate is 9×, given the keygen speedups from [66] and the faster enc+dec in SUPERCOP. Meanwhile Kyber-512 is 4× slower in this metric than the new Kyber-512-90s-PartialHash. Does this 4× slowdown mean that Kyber-512 was poorly designed and shouldn’t be standardized?

The Kyber submission [25, Section 2] tells a very different story:

As also mentioned in Section 1.5, hashing the public key and the ciphertext is not required for CCA security, but is instead done to make the function more robust and directly usable in applications that require the shared key to depend on the entire transcript. Our rationale is that because the basic operations comprising Kyber are extremely fast, we can afford to pay a time penalty and make the default version of Kyber as robust and misuse-resilient as possible.

One can similarly find the NTRU submission stating design goals other than performance. So, no, the fact that new designs use many fewer cycles doesn’t mean that these submissions were poorly designed.

6.5. Does faster on some CPUs mean faster across platforms? There’s extensive literature studying performance variations across platforms, including many examples where speedups on one platform are slowdowns on another. Chip designers make different decisions regarding which packages of bit operations to bundle into CPU “instructions” (and into “coprocessors”, and into FPGA “slices”, and so on); these decisions interact in many ways with algorithm optimization.
Kyber was designed from the outset to streamline a particular NTT-based multiplication strategy for Intel CPUs. The Kyber presentation at the round-3 NISTPQC conference claimed [26, video, 1:22–1:23] that

the fastest way to perform arithmetic in the polynomial rings you find in, well, structured lattice-based cryptography is to use NTT-based multiplication. Now, by now I think all candidates use NTT-based arithmetic but Kyber was built to make this particularly efficient, which, well, makes it particularly efficient.

These blanket statements were promptly contradicted by the next presentation at the same conference: SABER does use NTTs on some platforms, but on other platforms it (1) is implemented without NTTs and (2) achieves speeds that Kyber still has not matched and perhaps cannot match. Perhaps most importantly, all available evidence is that Kyber hardware is less efficient than SABER hardware, primarily because Kyber uses more bit operations than SABER for arithmetic.

What about NTRU? The literature does not seem to contain the necessary bit-operation analysis, but the best bet from current knowledge is that—outside key generation—NTRU will use even fewer bit operations than SABER.

The main arithmetic bottleneck in NTRU is multiplying elements of, e.g., the ring $(\mathbb{Z}/8192)[x]/(x^n − 1)$. One element is small, having $n$ coefficients in $\{-1, 0, 1\}$, while the other looks random, having $n$ 13-bit coefficients. Schoolbook polynomial multiplication performs $n^2$ multiplications of 13-bit coefficients by small coefficients and accumulates the results; one is free at any moment to replace $x^n$ with 1 and to replace 8192 with 0. For a full analysis one needs to not just count bit operations in this process but also see what speedups are possible with fancier multiplication methods: Karatsuba, Toom, and NTTs. See generally [41].

In SABER, an $n$-coefficient ring is replaced by (e.g.) 3 elements of an $n/3$-coefficient ring, which one has to multiply by a $3 \times 3$ matrix. The $3 \times$ smaller ring makes schoolbook multiplication 9× faster, but there are 9 multiplications—no obvious difference in speed, and no obvious reason that fancier multiplication methods would favor SABER. However, the small coefficients in SABER are larger, requiring considerably more bit operations for each coefficient operation. Furthermore, the high-level structure of Product NTRU, used in the SABER submission, uses more arithmetic for enc+dec than the high-level structure of Quotient NTRU, used in the NTRU submission. Operations beyond arithmetic, such as hashing, do not obviously favor SABER.

If one thinks of a multiplication of two 16-bit integers—this means hundreds of bit operations—as one “instruction” then it becomes difficult to see the bit-operation advantage of smaller inputs. The NTTs in Kyber take advantage of these instructions. However, people building ASICs, cryptographic coprocessors, etc. see the intrinsic hardware cost of each operation, and can build much more efficient hardware that takes advantage of how small the inputs are. SABER does better than Kyber on ASICs by using non-NTT multipliers (see [320]), and one would expect an NTRU ASIC to do even better. There are no good choices for a Kyber ASIC:
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- An ASIC using NTTs is bottlenecked by full-size multiplications, which are much more expensive than multiplications with small inputs.
- An ASIC trying to avoid using NTTs faces serious problems since various objects communicated by Kyber are in the NTT domain.

Kyber’s cross-platform difficulties go beyond ASICs. Consider the paper [13] targeting a “commercially available smart card chip (SLE 78)” with an RSA coprocessor, stating that Kyber “requires the usage of the Number Theoretic Transform (NTT), which we cannot realise efficiently with our approach”, and achieving much better speeds by introducing a new design—labeled as a “Kyber variant” but actually much closer to Saber. The same approach works even more efficiently for NTRU and NTRU Prime, not requiring any modifications.

In short, Kyber’s NTT-related design decisions look good in some benchmarks but look bad in others. It is critical to take a wide enough range of benchmarks to be able to see the full performance picture.

6.6. The dominance of communication costs for lattice KEMs. The total costs of a cryptographic system go beyond the costs of computation, such as the cost of encapsulation; they also include the costs of communication, such as the cost of sending the ciphertext produced by encapsulation.

These costs are naturally measured in different units, such as cycles and bytes. How does one put these on the same scale? One answer—used in [65, Section 5.4] and the earlier documents cited there—is to consider a quad-core 3GHz CPU handling a 100Mbps Internet connection. In one millisecond, the CPU runs 12 million cycles, while the Internet connection transmits only 12500 bytes. Let’s model the CPU and the Internet connection as having similar costs; more precisely, let’s model each byte on the Internet connection as having the same cost as 1000 cycles on the CPU.

This model provides a way to quantify the idea that communication costs are much more important for lattice KEMs than they are for ECC:

- If an ECDH system uses 200000 cycles and sends 64 bytes, the total cost in this model is 264000 cycles, about 3/4 from computation. If another system saves half the bytes, 32 bytes, the total cost drops to 232000 cycles, 88% of the first cost. If a third system then saves half the cycles, the total cost drops to 132000 cycles, 56% of the second cost.
- If a lattice system uses 100000 cycles and sends 1000 bytes, the total cost in this model is 1100000 cycles, about 90% from communication. If another system saves half the cycles, the total cost is 1050000 cycles, 95% of what it was a moment ago. Because so much of the cost is from communication, the cycle-count improvements make far less of a difference than they did in the ECDH example.

As a real example, let’s consider ntruhs4096821 (Core-SVP 2^{179}). The sender spends 44119 cycles on enc, and sends a 1230-byte ciphertext, costing 1230000 cycles; the total cost is 1274119 cycles, 97% from communication. The receiver receives the 1230-byte ciphertext, costing 1230000 cycles, and spends
81114 cycles on dec; the total cost is 1311114 cycles, 94% from communication. If the costs of a new key are included then there’s a more noticeable 414070 cycles for keygen, but also another 1230 bytes to send the key and another 1230 bytes to receive the key; the total cost across both sides is 5459303 cycles, with 90% from communication. Making keygen 2× faster might sound dramatic if keygen microbenchmarks are considered in isolation, but saves only 4% of the total cost.

It is hard to see how emphasizing the cycle counts of ntruhs4096821, rather than the sizes, can be justified in this context. Even if the costs of a new key are included, saying that 539303 cycles are as expensive as 4920 bytes means saying that a quad-core 3GHz CPU is as expensive as a 1Gbps Internet connection. This seems hard to explain, given that a $500 computer with a quad-core 3GHz CPU will typically last for several years while Google Fiber 1Gbps will accumulate $500 in charges within several months.

See [50, Section 2.3] for more evidence backing the idea that “communication volume is by far the most serious performance problem with lattice systems”. For example, the Google–Cloudflare experiments with lattice systems (see [224] and [217]), including a variant of ntruhrss701, have consistently seen much more impact of bytes transmitted than of cycles. See also [168, page 6], which describes a smartcard with a “100 MHz” Cortex-M3 CPU and “< 100 kB/s” communication—i.e., communicating a byte takes more time than 1000 cycles.

6.7. Performance loss #256. Consider the following competition between NTRU and Kyber. What’s the smallest ciphertext size provided by the KEMs specified in each submission, subject to requiring Core-SVP to be at least $2^{128}$?

Answer: NTRU’s ntruhps2048677 fits into 931 bytes. Kyber’s kyber768 is noticeably worse: 1088 bytes, 17% larger. This is another solid win for NTRU over Kyber.

If one changes from requiring Core-SVP $2^{128}$ to requiring Core-SVP $2^{118}$, exactly the Core-SVP level of kyber512, then suddenly Kyber wins instead: kyber512 fits into 768 bytes, 18% smaller than ntruhps2048677. But why should these comparisons be carried out at the levels that Kyber happened to select?

One might think that, well, NTRU happened to pick some examples of sizes, and Kyber happened to pick some examples of sizes, and if there’s a request for an intermediate size then NTRU and Kyber can simply specify intermediate sizes meeting the request. This is true for NTRU, but it’s not true for Kyber.

Structurally, Kyber uses a rank-$k$ module over $(\mathbb{Z}/q)[x]/(x^{256} + 1)$, so the dimension is $256k$. There are no Kyber options between kyber512 and kyber768 and kyber1024: those are $k = 2$ and $k = 3$ and $k = 4$. If kyber512’s Core-
SVP $2^{118}$ isn’t acceptable\(^{21}\) then one has to jump all the way up to kyber768, a remarkable 42% increase in ciphertext size. SABER has the same problem. The NTRU structure is different, supporting a much more tightly packed list of dimensions.

See Figure 7.3 below for a comparison across all security levels. After the 42% jump from kyber512 to kyber768 in the volume of data communicated, there is another 44% jump from kyber768 to kyber1024. One can draw a superficial analogy to the jumps in key sizes between, e.g., AES-128, AES-192, and AES-256, but (1) AES keys are much smaller than Kyber ciphertexts, (2) AES keys are rarely sent over the wire, and (3) setting some AES key bits to constants allows smooth tradeoffs between key size and security, whereas the only way that Kyber can save ciphertext size is by jumping far down in security level.

The importance of this performance issue in lattice-based cryptography is not a new observation. This issue was, for example, motivation #1 stated for Lyubashevsky–Peikert–Regev [239], a paper that generalized previous work for power-of-2 cyclotomics to provide an arbitrary-cyclotomic “toolkit for Ring-LWE cryptography”:

While power-of-two cyclotomic rings are very convenient to use, there are several reasons why it is essential to consider other cyclotomics as well. The most obvious, practical reason is that powers of two are sparsely distributed, and the desired concrete security level for an application may call for a ring dimension much smaller than the next-largest power of two. So restricting to powers of two could lead to key sizes and runtimes that are at least twice as large as necessary.

Kyber’s 768/512 is just 1.5 rather than 2, but this doesn’t eliminate the problem, as illustrated by the 17% Kyber loss described above.

6.8. Consequences of performance loss #256 for NISTPQC. The call for NISTPQC submissions states that each submission should—if possible—“specify several parameter sets that allow the selection of a range of possible security/performance tradeoffs” (emphasis added). NIST proposed five broad security “categories” (see Appendix B) and said that submitters could specify even more than five parameter sets to demonstrate flexibility:

Submitters may also provide more than one parameter set in the same category, in order to demonstrate how parameters can be tuned to offer better performance or higher security margins.

The evaluation criteria (see Appendix A) state “security” as the top evaluation factor, then “cost”, then “algorithm and implementation characteristics”. The third-factor criteria say that

Assuming good overall security and performance, schemes with greater flexibility will meet the needs of more users than less flexible schemes, and therefore, are preferable

\(^{21}\) This again gives kyber512 the benefit of switching from Core-SVP to revised-Core-SVP.
and list “It is straightforward to customize the scheme’s parameters to meet a range of security targets and performance goals” as an example of “flexibility”.

Consequently, according to the NISTPQC rules, NTRU’s amply documented flexibility to provide a full spectrum of dimensions is a positive feature, compared to Kyber’s enforced leaps from dimension 512 to dimension 768 to dimension 1024. The size competition in Section 6.7 illustrates how this flexibility lets NTRU reach combinations of security targets and performance goals that Kyber cannot reach.

The same comments apply to SABER: Kyber and SABER share the design decision to require modules over a 256-coefficient ring, a big step backwards from the traditional flexibility of NTRU. Note also that these performance losses turn into quantitative security losses if the application has, e.g., ciphertext-size limits that don’t happen to match what’s favorable to Kyber and SABER.

The problem is even more extreme for NewHope, which leaps from dimension 512 to dimension 1024. NIST’s round-2 report [8] pointed out Kyber’s advantage in exactly this respect over NewHope, as part of explaining why NIST eliminated NewHope:

KYBER naturally supports a category 3 security strength parameter set, whereas NewHope does not.

This is also an advantage for NTRU over Kyber: NTRU “naturally supports” more “categories” than Kyber does. Also recall that the call for submissions valued “better performance or higher security margins” even within “the same category”.

Surprisingly, the same NIST report [8] fails to recognize this advantage of NTRU over Kyber, and even issues a blanket statement that NTRU is less efficient than Kyber:

While NTRU is very efficient, it is not quite at the level of the highest-performing lattice schemes . . . NTRU has a small performance gap in comparison to KYBER and SABER . . .

See [53] for a detailed analysis of how a pro-Kyber “discretization attack” would limit comparisons to security levels favorable to Kyber, producing the incorrect conclusion that Kyber consistently outperforms NTRU. In fact, the performance winner between Kyber and NTRU depends on the application requirements.

7 Performance of NTRU Prime

The NTRU Prime design process has a clear priority order. First, within the design space of lattice systems, eliminate unstructured lattices, because the goal is to handle applications that require something small. Second, within small lattice systems, eliminate unnecessary complications in security review, because these complications exacerbate lattice security risks. Third, within the systems that remain, optimize the tradeoff between
• size and
• security against known attacks.

One would guess that this produces much worse performance than submissions that give performance optimization a higher priority, balancing performance with other concerns. A key insight—this is not something obvious; it is the result of detailed performance analysis—is that this guess is incorrect. NTRU Prime reduces the attack surface at surprisingly low cost. Sometimes NTRU Prime outperforms all of the other submissions.

7.1. A simple example where NTRU Prime has the best performance.
As in Section 6.7, let’s ask for the smallest ciphertext size provided by the KEMs specified in each lattice submission, subject to requiring Core-SVP to be at least $2^{128}$, but now let’s look at all five submissions, not just NTRU and Kyber. NTRU Prime is the winner:

- NTRU Prime (sntrup653): 897 bytes.
- NTRU (ntruhps2048677): 931 bytes.
- Kyber (kyber768): 1088 bytes.
- SABER (saber): 1088 bytes.
- Frodo (frodo640): 9720 bytes.

Obviously NTRU isn’t far behind. Kyber and SABER are noticeably worse, with 21% larger ciphertexts than NTRU Prime, as a direct result of the module-related performance loss explained in Section 6.7.

7.2. Competitive size-security tradeoffs. Let’s vary the example from Section 7.1 by asking, for each $b$, what ciphertext sizes are available when Core-SVP is required to be at least $2^b$. The results are plotted in Figure 7.3. This is an update of [50, Figure 3.5] to account for

- extra parameter sets specified for NTRU,
- extra parameter sets specified for NTRU Prime,
- a modified version of kyber512,\(^{22}\) and
- the SABER submission’s announcement that, because of an error in [12], pre-round-3 versions of the SABER submission had reported incorrect (too high) Core-SVP results.

See [50, Section 2.3] for reasons to use size metrics, specifically ciphertext-size metrics; and see [50, Section 3] for visualization principles.

Each $b$ corresponds to a horizontal line, and better submissions are farther left on that line. The smallest ciphertexts are achieved by sntrup for $118 < b \leq 129$, ntruhps for $129 < b \leq 145$, sntrup for $145 < b \leq 153$, saber/kyber for $153 < b \leq 181$, saber for $181 < b \leq 189$, sntrup for $189 < b \leq 209$, saber for $209 < b \leq 260$, etc. Both sntrup and ntruhps can easily improve their position in the graph by adding further parameter sets, whereas kyber and saber cannot; see Section 6.7.

\(^{22}\) This figure, and the subsequent figures in this section, permits kyber512 to substitute revised-Core-SVP for Core-SVP.
One can also use the same graph to see how size constraints limit Core-SVP levels, exacerbating security risks. Each size limit corresponds to a vertical line, and better submissions are farther up on that line. For example, if an application is limited to 1024 bytes then it obtains Core-SVP $2^{145}$ with NTRU ($\text{ntruhps}$), Core-SVP $2^{129}$ with NTRU Prime ($\text{sntrup}$), and bleeding-edge Core-SVP with $\text{saber}$ and $\text{kyber}$. Other size limits obtain the best Core-SVP with $\text{saber}$, in some cases tied with $\text{kyber}$, so this is not a clear argument against any particular KEM except for $\text{frodo}$.

Beware that lumping security levels into “categories” would (1) hide most of the information in Figure 7.3 and (2) let attackers manipulate the category boundaries so as to favor particular submissions. See [53] and Appendix B.

7.4. Competitive speeds. Section 6.6 explained the rationale for considering size, specifically ciphertext size, as the primary performance metric. But what if you have a slow ARM Cortex-M4 microcontroller—again, the ARM Cortex-M4 is NIST’s designated microcontroller for comparisons [19]—and you really want to know how many cycles are used for computation?

One scenario is that the microcontroller is encrypting messages, typically to send to a larger device. Figure 7.5 shows the time for encapsulation. This graph
Fig. 7.5. Core-SVP (vertical axis, log scale) vs. ARM Cortex-M4 time for encapsulation (horizontal axis, cycles, log scale). Better security-performance tradeoffs are farther up and to the left.

shows that sntrup is competitive, including various security requirements (e.g., Core-SVP 2^{128}) for which it is the most efficient option.

Another scenario is that the microcontroller is decrypting messages. Figure 7.6 shows the time for decapsulation. In this graph, sntrup is the most efficient option at every security level—except for Core-SVP 2^{118} (and below), which, for security reasons, the NTRU Prime submission refuses to support.

All of these measurements are average cycle counts reported by the pqm4 benchmarking project as of 17 October 2021 for M4-optimized software. The new ntruhrss1373 and ntruhps40961229 are not included since they do not yet have M4-optimized software.

Beware that neither graph includes the costs of communicating the ciphertext being handled. Including such costs would narrow the gaps between the systems, as in Figure 7.3, and would reduce sntrup’s overall advantage, but in any case sntrup is an attractive option for microcontrollers.

7.7. How is it possible for sntrup to be outperforming kyber? As noted above, NTRU Prime has a rule of not allowing performance improvements that would complicate security review. Kyber has no such rule: it emphasized speed from the outset and built a narrative of being the most efficient lattice KEM.
Fig. 7.6. Core-SVP (vertical axis, log scale) vs. ARM Cortex-M4 time for decapsulation (horizontal axis, cycles, log scale). Better security-performance tradeoffs are farther up and to the left.

However, Figures 7.3, 7.5, and 7.6 show sntrup outperforming kyber at many security levels in size, in encapsulation speed, and in decapsulation speed.

These numbers show that sntrup is doing something positive for performance that kyber failed to do. There are actually several differences contributing to sntrup’s performance wins. It’s helpful to look at the details, to understand why sntrup can be expected to provide competitive cross-platform performance.

First, kyber is structurally limited to dimensions 256, 512, etc., while sntrup provides many more choices. See Section 6.7. The losses are easily visible from the big jumps of kyber90s/kyber costs in each of the figures; same for saber. On the other hand, this obviously can’t be the whole story, given how consistently sntrup wins in Figure 7.6.

Second, as noted in [65, Section 5.5], all NTRU Prime operations take time $b^{1+o(1)}$ where $b$ is the number of key bits. This is not true for kyber: the design decision to use modules over a 256-coefficient ring forces kyber to spend time handling $256k^2$ coefficients for lattice dimension $256k$. The cost per coefficient is small on Intel CPUs, but the cross-platform slowdown is more significant.

Note that modules do nothing to eliminate complications in security review: on the contrary, they add complications to security review. See [65, Section
4.8. Consequently, modules have never been candidates for the NTRU Prime design. Fortunately for NTRU Prime’s performance, modules also don’t help performance. Regarding the idea that modules make optimized implementations easier, see Appendix A.3.

Third, by selecting a Product NTRU structure rather than a Quotient NTRU structure, Kyber sacrificed enc speed and dec speed in favor of keygen speed. From a performance perspective, this is making a highly questionable bet; see Section 6.3 and Section 7.11. Of course, if one simply declares that the metric of interest is keygen+enc+dec, rather than investigating the needs of applications, then the bet looks good.

For comparison, the NTRU Prime submissions in every round of NISTPQC have equally supported Product NTRU and Quotient NTRU. (This starts from the fact that each option avoids some security-review complications created by the other option. See, e.g., [59], and see generally Table 1.1.) From a performance perspective, under the reasonable assumption that enc speed and dec speed are much more important than keygen speed, NTRU Prime benefits from the Quotient NTRU option, \texttt{sntrup}.

Fourth, the way that Kyber bakes NTTs into its specification effectively ties implementors to a particular NTT-based multiplication strategy. This works well on Intel CPUs but turns out to damage cross-platform performance. See Section 6.5.

Fifth, even though the polynomial $x^p - x - 1$ used in NTRU Prime is slightly larger (in relevant metrics) than competing polynomials such as $x^p - 1$, the resulting performance loss turns out to be small, not dominating the performance picture. Similar comments apply to eliminating decryption failures.

7.8. Secret-key storage. Consider again a microcontroller using a KEM to decrypt messages. If the microcontroller is cycling through $N$ secret KEM keys for, e.g., kyber768, then it needs to store $2400N$ bytes, since each KEM key uses 2400 bytes. This can be a problem, depending on

- how big $N$ is,
- the total storage available in the microcontroller, and
- what else is competing for space in the microcontroller.

Figure 7.9 shows the number of bytes per secret key for all of the KEMS. Kyber and Saber consume the most space of all of the small KEMS; \texttt{ntru1pr} and \texttt{ntru1ps} consume the least; \texttt{sntrup} and \texttt{ntruhrs} are in the middle.

A closer look at the KEM designs shows that each design has some natural flexibility regarding how much data is precomputed during key generation and stored in the secret key, rather than being recomputed during decapsulation. KEM designers make judgment calls regarding the best tradeoffs here. None of the KEMS opted to store only a short seed and regenerate keys from that seed during decapsulation; and none of the KEMS selected the opposite extreme, such as precomputing all possible transforms of multiplication inputs.

Secret-key holders can vary this decision while retaining interoperability, at the expense of a more complicated implementation ecosystem. A full graph of
Fig. 7.9. Core-SVP (vertical axis, log scale) vs. secret-key size (horizontal axis, bytes, log scale). Better security-performance tradeoffs are farther up and to the left.

all of these options would require merging Figures 7.6 and 7.9 into a three-dimensional picture showing the tradeoffs between size, decapsulation cycles, and security, after implementation work to measure those tradeoffs.

Given that Kyber, with its own selection of secret-key size, is consistently outperformed by `sntrup` in Figure 7.6 (decapsulation time) and in Figure 7.9 (secret-key size), it is reasonable to guess that implementing more options for both Kyber and `sntrup` will show a three-dimensional picture favorable to `sntrup`.

Beware that the extra dimension here makes it even more important than usual to be on alert regarding improper benchmarking. This is illustrated by the range of benchmarking errors that appeared in response to [63], a recent message correctly disputing the idea “that Kyber is the most efficient lattice KEM in NISTPQC”. Concretely, [63] observed that “if I want an ARM Cortex-M4 to decrypt messages, specifically with Core-SVP $\geq 2^{128}$” then Kyber uses 50% more cycles than NTRU Prime, according to `pqm4`, and also receives 20% more bytes than NTRU Prime. The conclusion of [63] was as follows:

There are other benchmarks where Kyber does better, but cherry-picking pro-Kyber benchmarks and pretending that Kyber always wins is highly
inappropriate. The actual situation is that the performance winner depends on the application.

There were three directions of responses. First, there were various responses saying that Kyber does better on other benchmarks—shifting to Kyber’s favorite security levels, highlighting key-generation time, and ignoring communication costs. Structurally, these responses were not addressing the point of dispute.

Second, there were objections to the RAM consumption and code size of the sntru software. See [23] and [322] (“clearly not practical for use in embedded engineering”). A closer look shows, however, that

- the reported code-size numbers were dominated by key generation, which has no relevance to the scenario under discussion; and, furthermore,
- memory usage wasn’t an optimization target for this code (see Section 7.10).

Experience suggests that NTRU Prime code fitting into much less memory will not lose much speed. As an analogy, compare the Saber results in [116], fast but not space-optimized, to the followup Saber results in [2], space-optimized without much loss of speed.

Third, there were responses such as [237] saying that Kyber can save time in decapsulation by spending more RAM per secret key. Quantitatively, increasing Kyber’s secret key in this scenario from 2400 bytes to 5856 bytes was estimated to reduce Kyber from 839000 cycles to 445000 cycles and the “90s” version from 749000 cycles to 431000 cycles, while NTRU Prime uses 486707 cycles. The conclusion of [237] is that this makes Kyber “faster” than NTRU Prime. This conclusion ignores all of the following facts:

- In a reasonable scenario of a 100MHz CPU with 100kBps communication (see Section 6.6 and [168]), Kyber is still slower: it would need to decapsulate in 295000 cycles to catch up.
- 5856N bytes of RAM for N secret keys for Kyber (assuming keys are stored in RAM) are much larger than 1518N bytes for the competition. To put these numbers into perspective, consider [23] highlighting “16,088 bytes of RAM” used by (not RAM-optimized) NTRU Prime software vs. “3,520 bytes of RAM” used by (RAM-optimized) Kyber software. This refers to RAM used during a computation and reused for the next computation, not per-key RAM; this is outweighed by the difference between 5856N and 1518N as soon as N ≥ 3.
- NTRU Prime, like Kyber, has the flexibility to precompute transforms of multiplication inputs, so if enough RAM is available for expanded keys then NTRU Prime will save time too.

In short, Kyber starts out using more RAM (assuming N is not very small), more communication, and more cycles than NTRU Prime. The argument that Kyber should be able to use fewer cycles than NTRU Prime relies on (1) using even more RAM and (2) ignoring the flexibility of NTRU Prime to also exploit extra RAM. Furthermore, even if Kyber is allowed to use much more RAM while NTRU Prime is not, Kyber uses so much more communication that it will still be slower than NTRU Prime.
7.10. More platforms. There are many more platforms of interest, and many variations in cost metrics of interest. The ecosystem of optimized NTRU Prime implementations is expanding to include more and more targets. Here are some examples.

FPGAs: When an application needs to fit many different processing units into the space available on an FPGA, the space consumed by each unit is critical. Speed matters only for units that are bottlenecks in the application. Marotzke [251] presented a complete constant-time sntrup761 implementation that fits into a small corner of an Artix-7 FPGA (the FPGA designated by NIST for comparisons) with better throughput than needed for any known application of FPGAs. In case applications do need better speeds, very recent results in [312] show that NTRU Prime supports a wide range of area-throughput tradeoffs on the same Artix-7 FPGA:

- keygen fits into 629367 cycles in 7579 LUTs or 64026 cycles in 39200 LUTs,
- enc fits into 29245 cycles in 6379 LUTs or 5007 cycles in 40879 LUTs, and
- dec fits into 85628 cycles in 6279 LUTs or 10989 cycles in 36789 LUTs,

in all cases running at $\geq$131MHz. The combined keygen-enc-dec units in [312] are not much larger than single units. On a Zynq Ultrascale+, LUT counts are smaller and frequencies are higher, competitive with recent ntruhps Ultrascale+ results [129] for that FPGA. It is interesting to note that the current FPGA speed records for ntruhps, sntrup, and saber do not use NTTs, even though these FPGAs include multipliers.

ASICs: Central predictors of hardware efficiency, such as energy consumption, include bit operations—weighted by the cost of each bit operation in hardware—and communication costs. Investigations are underway regarding the number of bit operations required for all sizes of sntrup and ntrulpr. See Section 6.5.

Smartphones: There are many different smartphone CPUs. The main targets are 32-bit ARMv7-A and 64-bit ARMv8-A. Each of these targets includes many variations in microarchitectures. Work is in progress to optimize NTRU Prime software for these targets: for example, sntrup761 decapsulation currently runs in 212981 Cortex-A72 cycles.

Software memory usage: Given how little space NTRU Prime uses on an FPGA, it is safe to extrapolate that NTRU Prime can also be squeezed into very little space in software, including code size, stack usage, etc. Work is underway to construct such software, both for the single-parameter-set scenario and for the multiple-parameter-set scenario. This may be useful for some applications on small devices.

Side-channel protection: All supported NTRU Prime implementations are protected against timing attacks, but many applications also need protection against power attacks, electromagnetic attacks, etc. A twist in the story here is 2021 Ngo–Dubrova–Guo–Johansson [280], an attack very efficiently breaking the masked implementation of SABER from [38]: the attack recovers the user’s secret key from just 16 decapsulation traces. This attack, together with other recent side-channel attacks, has called into question the entire idea that these KEMs can be protected by low-order masking; see generally [28]. Investigations
are underway regarding automated conversions of sequences of bit operations for NTRU Prime into high-order masked implementations.

7.11. Key generation, part 1: speedups. It’s far from clear that keygen time matters in these systems (see Section 6.3), so optimizing keygen hasn’t been the top priority—but there has nevertheless been some work. This work has dramatically sped up sntrup keygen, so any concerns that might have been raised at the beginning regarding keygen time are now obsolete even if the application is bottlenecked by keygen time.

To see the speedups, let’s focus specifically on

• Intel Haswell (NIST’s designated large CPU for comparison) and
• dimension 761 (the dimension that has always been recommended in the NTRU Prime submission)

since this is where the longest history of performance data is available.

The round-1 submission reported key generation taking more than 6 million cycles; see Table 7.12. The round-2 update talk reported key generation more than 6 times faster. The round-3 update talk reported key generation another 6 times faster. See [66], including a web-browsing demo on top of TLS 1.3 using sntrup761 with fast key generation.

Table 7.12 also covers ntrulpr761, the Product NTRU option in the NTRU Prime submission. This has faster keygen than sntrup761 and smaller key sizes, but slower enc, slower dec, and larger ciphertexts. The round-3 cycle counts in the table allow a direct speed comparison between Product NTRU and Quotient NTRU: the ring is the same, there is extensive sharing of optimized software between the options, and the subroutines specific to each option have also been rewritten for performance.

The numbers show that, as soon as a key is used for 3 ciphertexts, sntrup761 uses fewer cycles than ntrulpr761. It also sends fewer bytes, since its ciphertexts are smaller. A popular server broadcasting a key for clients around the Internet to use for the next few minutes is going to have the key used for many more than 3 ciphertexts.

7.13. Key generation, part 2: comparison to Kyber. Let’s take Kyber’s favorite scenario: N keys are used for only N ciphertexts; the sender and receiver
each have an Intel CPU; also, let’s ignore ntru1pr. Here are the full costs of two options, accounting for the latest benchmarks for publicly available software.

For kyber768, the receiver spends

- 1184$N$ bytes sending keys plus 1088$N$ bytes receiving ciphertexts, and
- 44178$N$ cycles on key generation plus 47766$N$ cycles on decapsulation;

total cost 2360944$N$ cycles in the model of Section 6.6. The sender spends

- 1184$N$ bytes receiving keys plus 1088$N$ bytes sending ciphertexts, and
- 60258$N$ cycles on encapsulation;

total cost 2332258$N$ cycles. The sender and receiver together spend 4693202$N$ cycles.

For sntrup653, the receiver spends

- 994$N$ bytes sending keys plus 897$N$ bytes receiving ciphertexts, and
- 164260$N$ cycles on key generation plus 55778$N$ bytes on decapsulation;

total cost 2111038$N$ cycles. The sender spends

- 994$N$ bytes receiving keys plus 897$N$ bytes sending ciphertexts, and
- 44155$N$ cycles on encapsulation;

total cost 1935155$N$ cycles. The sender and receiver together spend 4046193$N$ cycles. Notice that keygen is only 4% of this cost.

If the sender and receiver cannot afford the 16% extra cost of kyber768 then for Kyber they have to jump down to kyber512, which has$^{23}$ Core-SVP only $2^{118}$, exacerbating risks compared to sntrup653’s Core-SVP $2^{129}$.

By taking a different cost limit one can construct an argument in the opposite direction, where the limit forces sntrup to a lower Core-SVP level than kyber. Keygen has negligible impact on these total-cost comparisons: the comparisons boil down to the sizes favoring sntrup at some security levels and favoring kyber at others, as in Figure 7.3.

7.14. Key generation, part 3: TLS. Typical pro-Kyber speed narratives select the new-key-for-every-ciphertext scenario as above, select an Intel CPU as above, implicitly select target security levels favorable to Kyber, and ignore communication costs. What is benchmarked is thus keygen+enc+dec on, e.g., Intel Haswell.

Kyber outperforms all the other small lattice KEMs in this benchmark, and advertises this as TLS performance. However, there is also ample evidence that this Kyber speedup doesn’t matter, because all of the small lattice KEMs are much faster than necessary for this scenario. In other words, this scenario should be given very low weight in comparing the performance of these KEMs.

Let’s look at the numbers. In 2017, Cloudflare$^{214}$ reported that 73% of its connections were TLS connections, and that 68% of its TLS key exchanges

$^{23}$ This once again gives kyber512 the benefit of switching from Core-SVP to revised-Core-SVP.
Fig. 7.15. Copy of [66, Figure 5]. Each curve in the figure shows, for one cryptosystem, the cumulative distribution of TLS 1.3 handshake speed observed in 100 experiments between two consumer-grade workstations over a fast local network. Each experiment measures the elapsed wall-clock time on the client side for 8192 sequentially established TLS 1.3 connections. The P-256 and X25519 experiments use the most optimized implementations available in OpenSSL 1.1.1 for pre-quantum ECC key exchange. The sntrup761 and sntrup857 experiments use the software from [66]. CPUs are Intel Core i7-6700 (client) and AMD Ryzen 7 2700X (server).

used the NIST P-256 elliptic curve. OpenSSL 1.1.1 (which is newer than [214]) takes 48000 Haswell cycles for NIST P-256 key generation and 235000 Haswell cycles for NIST P-256 scalar multiplication, in total 283000 cycles for Alice, and similarly 283000 cycles for Bob.

For comparison, the sntrup761 Haswell software in [66] takes 259472 cycles for keygen+enc+dec. This is the total of Alice’s time (212558 cycles) and Bob’s time (46914 cycles), so sntrup761 is more than twice as fast as NIST P-256. Beware that this comparison ignores the much higher communication costs of lattice systems compared to ECC, as noted in [66].

Macrobenchmarks of TLS connections easily see this speedup if one uses a fast local network, masking the communication costs. Figure 7.15, copied from [66], shows the results of an end-to-end experiment examining fully established TLS connections, including a new key for each connection on the client side, enc
on the server side, dec on the client side, validation against a traditional RSA certificate, and communication over a local network. In this experiment, NIST P-256 completed 520 TLS connections/second, and sntrup761 completed 600 TLS connections/second.

Does this speedup matter for the application? Cloudflare reported in [214] that only 1.8% of its CPU cycles were spent on TLS and concluded that “Using TLS is very cheap, even at the scale of Cloudflare”. Most of the public-key cycles were spent on RSA. NIST P-256, handling not just 68% of the key exchanges but also 75% of the signatures, used just 8% of the cryptographic time, i.e., 0.15% of the total CPU cycles. Evidently handling every connection with TLS using NIST P-256 would have consumed only 0.22% of the total CPU cycles. A hybrid deployment, protecting each connection with sntrup761 and NIST P-256, would still have consumed a negligible percentage of the total CPU cycles.

Does it matter that, in the same Haswell keygen+enc+dec benchmark, saber uses 286511 cycles, ntruhrss701 uses 359076 cycles (here one should expect speedups using the techniques of [66]), and kyber768 uses 152202 cycles? No. Again, all of these small lattice KEMs are much faster than necessary for this scenario. Increasing security levels would increase the KEM costs, but runs into communication bottlenecks long before running into computation bottlenecks; see Section 6.6.

Today most web browsing uses X25519, which is faster than NIST P-256. Does this mean that NIST P-256 is a bottleneck on Intel CPUs? No. The move to X25519 has been driven much more by other factors, such as the speed of X25519 in constrained environments (Apple deployed X25519 for ARM devices starting in 2010), the advanced X25519 software ecosystem (see, e.g., [332]), and security concerns regarding NSA-generated elliptic curves (see, e.g., [68]).

7.16. Performance overview and outlook. Ultimately what matters is whether users around the world can upgrade to post-quantum cryptography without having to compromise security. Google’s first post-quantum experiment in 2016 concluded [224] that newhope1024 would be “practical to quickly deploy”. The Google–Cloudflare TLS experiment [217] showed that the communication costs of ntruhrss701 had little impact on TLS, and the computation costs had even less impact, as one would expect from Sections 6.6 and 7.14.

Compared to newhope and ntruhrss, one obtains better tradeoffs between size and Core-SVP from NTRU’s ntruhps, NTRU Prime’s sntrup, SABER, and Kyber. See [50, Figure 3.5] and Figure 7.3. The highest Core-SVP in Figure 7.3 could be from sntrup, from ntruhps, or from saber (sometimes matched by kyber), depending on the application’s exact size limit.

These TLS experiments did not include post-quantum authentication. Using post-quantum KEMs for authentication, as in [45], [48], and [333], is more efficient than using post-quantum signatures, and can be expected to double or triple the KEM costs per connection, depending on the number of authentication layers. On the other hand, servers distributing their long-term keys and per-minute keys through a broadcast network such as DNS will eliminate almost all of the costs of key distribution. These improvements should put much lower
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weight on public-key size than on ciphertext size, and much lower weight on key-generation time than on encapsulation time and decapsulation time. In any case, communication costs will remain dominant.

There are more reasons to think that cycle counts are an issue for applications running on small devices. This is most likely to be a problem for Kyber, since the way Kyber integrates NTTs for speedups on Intel CPUs creates cross-platform slowdowns. Applications building post-quantum coprocessors to address speed bottlenecks are likely to obtain the best efficiency from ntruhs and sntrup, somewhat worse efficiency from saber, and the worst efficiency from kyber. See Section 6.5.

A critical caveat for all of these KEMs is that the attack picture is unstable. See Section 1. The Core-SVP figures in the performance graphs consider only known attacks. Applications can and should react in two ways. The first is to take the largest dimensions they can afford; this gives a further advantage to NTRU and NTRU Prime, which scale better than SABER and Kyber. The second is to select a KEM family designed in light of the risks from unknown attacks. NTRU Prime’s performance profile demonstrates that eliminating as many of these risks as possible, subject to the requirement of being a small lattice KEM, is compatible with attractive performance.
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The NISTPQC evaluation criteria

The NISTPQC procedures are mandated by a United States Federal Register notice [277] pointing to specific “evaluation criteria which will be used to assess the submissions”; those criteria are listed in [279]. This appendix reviews those criteria (minus footnotes), and compares NTRU Prime to the other lattice KEMs according to these criteria. The “categories” inside the criteria are marked as a proposal and are thus not mandated. See Appendix B for analysis of these “categories”.

A.1. Security. The following quotes are from [279, Section “4.A Security”].

The security provided by a cryptographic scheme is the most important factor in the evaluation.
The lattice KEMs are all designed to be secure, but the approaches to security are different. The main point of this document is that NTRU Prime’s approach minimizes security risks. See especially Sections 1 through 4.

Schemes will be judged on the following factors:

4.A.1 Applications of Public-Key Cryptography NIST intends to standardize post-quantum alternatives to its existing standards for digital signatures (FIPS 186) and key establishment (SP 800-56A, SP 800-56B). These standards are used in a wide variety of Internet protocols, such as TLS, SSH, IKE, IPsec, and DNSSEC. Schemes will be evaluated by the security they provide in these applications, and in additional applications that may be brought up by NIST or the public during the evaluation process. Claimed applications will be evaluated for their practical importance if this evaluation is necessary for deciding which algorithms to standardize.

All of the lattice KEMs are designed to provide IND-CCA2 security. Many protocols can be built from an IND-CCA2 KEM. Prototype software libraries such as Open Quantum Safe [340] show how to integrate these KEMs into various applications; these integrations do not ask the KEMs for anything beyond IND-CCA2. The critical question is whether the KEMs do provide IND-CCA2 security.

Some KEMs provide further features that might have security value. As an example, recall that Kyber [26, video, 1:23:00, text on slide] advertised “shared key depends on full transcript” as one of four ways that Kyber is “conservative”; but protocols such as TLS already handle their own transcript hashing, covering more data than a KEM can see. Transcript-hashing security analyses need to be carried out at the protocol layer in any case; see, e.g., [74]. The NTRU Prime submission is like Kyber in hashing the full KEM transcript, but warns reviewers “that the security consequences of this hashing need to be formalized and proven, and that it is safer for protocols to rely on simpler promises from primitives”. See [65, Section 7].

In the context of anonymity, SABER [34, Section 7] says that, as a “result of the power-of-two moduli”, public keys and ciphertexts are indistinguishable from uniform random strings. It is not correct that this is limited to power-of-2 moduli: standard encoding techniques easily achieve the same for other moduli, as explained in [65, Section 4.7, “Encodings of sequences of integers”]. The widely applied pre-quantum baseline here is Elligator [70], which encodes points on Montgomery/Edwards curves over prime fields as uniform random strings.

4.A.2 Security Definition for Encryption/Key-Establishment NIST intends to standardize one or more schemes that enable “semantically secure” encryption or key encapsulation with respect to adaptive chosen ciphertext attack, for general use. This property is generally denoted IND-CCA2 security in academic literature.
NTRU Prime was very early in recognizing KEMs with IND-CCA2 security as the most important design goal. The original NTRU Prime paper in May 2016 already included a complete reference implementation of a KEM designed for IND-CCA2 security; see [69, 2016 version, Figures 2.1–2.2] and [69, 2017 version, Appendix Z].

Kyber’s predecessor NewHope had been published several months earlier [16], but with no protection against chosen-ciphertext attacks. The first version of Frodo [85] was published in June 2016, again with no protection against chosen-ciphertext attacks. Adding chosen-ciphertext security is often described as easy but is in fact a major source of security issues, as illustrated by [64] breaking HILA5, [39] breaking Round2, and various related risks in Table 1.1.

Concrete NTRU proposals before NTRU Prime were typically PKEs designed for IND-CCA2 security, more complicated than KEMs designed for IND-CCA2 security. This extra complexity is not justified by typical applications. A KEM transmitting a session key does exactly what is needed for hybrid protocols such as TLS, which use the session key together with symmetric cryptography to transmit many user messages, whereas a PKE transmitting a single user message is aiming at the wrong target.

The above security definition should be taken as a statement of what NIST will consider to be a relevant attack. Submitted KEM and encryption schemes will be evaluated based on how well they appear to provide this property, when used as specified by the submitter. Submitters are not required to provide a proof of security, although such proofs will be considered if they are available.

Regarding known attacks, the NTRU Prime submission document [65, Section 6, pages 46–70] includes a more thorough security evaluation than any of the other lattice-KEM submissions.

Regarding the risk of unknown attacks, NTRU Prime is unique in its approach of proactively eliminating unnecessary attack tools. The security benefits of this approach have already been demonstrated by subsequent attacks within lattice-based cryptography, notably decryption-failure attacks and cyclotomic attacks. See Section 2.

Regarding proofs: For each KEM, there are plausible claims that QROM IND-CCA2 security of the KEM is provably related to a simpler security property of the underlying mathematical PKE. To some extent these claims are backed by literature giving careful proofs: see, e.g., [73]. Known proofs are

- stronger for ntruhps, ntruhrss, and sntrup than for ntrulpr (because of derandomization), and
- stronger for ntrulpr than for saber, kyber, and frodo (because of the rate of decryption failures).

Most of the attack advances in Section 1 and risks in Table 1.1 are regarding the mathematical PKEs. Available proofs did not stop these attacks and do not control these risks. See [49] and Section 5.
For the purpose of estimating security strengths, it may be assumed that the attacker has access to the decryptions of no more than $2^{64}$ chosen ciphertexts; however, attacks involving more ciphertexts may also be considered. Additionally, it should be noted that NIST is primarily concerned with attacks that use classical (rather than quantum) queries to the decryption oracle or other private-key functionality.

User devices are of course limited in how much computation they will carry out. The exact limit does not seem relevant to comparisons of these KEMs.

4.A.3 Security Definition for Ephemeral-Only Encryption/Key- Establishment

While chosen ciphertext security is necessary for many existing applications (for example, nominally ephemeral key exchange protocols that allow key caching), it is possible to implement a purely ephemeral key exchange protocol in such a way that only passive security is required from the encryption or KEM primitive.

For these applications, NIST will consider standardizing an encryption or KEM scheme which provides semantic security with respect to chosen plaintext attack. This property is generally denoted IND-CPA security in academic literature.

The above security definition should be taken as a statement of what NIST will consider to be a relevant attack. Submitted KEM and encryption schemes will be evaluated based on how well they appear to provide this property, when used as specified by the submitter. Submitters are not required to provide a proof of security, although such proofs will be considered if they are available. Any security vulnerabilities that result from re-using a key should be fully explained.

All of these submissions spend some cycles on protection against chosen-ciphertext attacks. Some submissions advertise the potential speedup of using a key just once, but these speedups are (1) small in context and (2) outweighed by the cost of generating a new key for every ciphertext; the benefit is thus limited to a small speedup for applications that have other reasons to generate a new key for every ciphertext. Meanwhile supporting any such option creates risks, as stated in [226]: “CPA vs CCA security is a subtle and dangerous distinction, and if we’re going to invest in a post-quantum primitive, better it not be fragile.” Systems-security issues are not generally covered by the evaluation criteria, but NTRU Prime’s focus on an IND-CCA2 KEM as the sole user interface should at least be recognized under the simplicity criterion below.

Regarding “purely ephemeral”, the intent appears to have been to refer to one-time keys. It is important to realize that (1) “one-time” is neither necessary nor sufficient for “ephemeral”; (2) “ephemeral” is the right concept for the security goal at hand; and (3) this affects performance evaluations. See Section 6.3.

4.A.4 Security Definition for Digital Signatures [not relevant here; omitted]

4.A.6 Additional Security Properties While the previously listed security definitions cover many of the attack scenarios that will be used in the evaluation of the submitted algorithms, there are several other properties that would be desirable:

One such property is perfect forward secrecy. While this property can be obtained through the use of standard encryption and signature functionalities, the cost of doing so may be prohibitive in some cases. In particular, public-key encryption schemes with a slow key generation algorithm, such as RSA, are typically considered unsuitable for perfect forward secrecy. This is a case where there is significant interaction between the cost, and the practical security, of an algorithm.

The SUPERCOP benchmarking framework reports RSA-2048 key generation (using OpenSSL 1.1.1) taking a median of 257 million cycles on a Haswell core (hiphop, supercop-20210604). For comparison, [66] reports just 156317 cycles per key for sntrup761: 1600 times faster, with a much higher security level against known attacks. The overall CPU cycles used per TLS 1.3 handshake in [66], including a new sntrup761 key for each handshake, are smaller than the cycles used on the same CPU for X25519, the standard choice of curve for TLS 1.3; a hybrid of both cryptosystems is easily affordable and is less expensive than NIST P-256, the other standard option in TLS 1.3. See also Sections 6.3 and 7.14. NTRU Prime also has an ntrulpr option with even faster key generation, but this option is overkill for purposes of this evaluation criterion.

Available NTRU software does not yet include keygen speedups analogous to [66], but it would be unreasonable to claim on this basis that NTRU does not support “perfect forward secrecy”. If there is a performance problem with new keys for any of these KEMs, the problem is much more likely to come from communication cost than from computation time. See Section 6.6.

Another case where security and performance interact is resistance to side-channel attacks. Schemes that can be made resistant to side-channel attack at minimal cost are more desirable than those whose performance is severely hampered by any attempt to resist side-channel attacks. We further note that optimized implementations that address side-channel attacks (e.g., constant-time implementations) are more meaningful than those which do not.

The NTRU Prime C software, both reference and optimized, has always been constant-time. As mentioned in Section 3.6, the software is written within a framework that verifies immunity to timing attacks. On the other hand, any KEMs not in this state should be expected to catch up eventually.

As for more invasive side channels: SABER was early in producing a masked implementation, but that implementation was broken by [280]. Protection “at minimal cost” does not seem to be achievable for any of these KEMs; see [28].
The path towards NTRU Prime implementations with advanced side-channel protection is described in Section 7.10.

In principle, masking of any order can be applied to any computation, but the costs depend on the computation. For example, linear operations, such as multiplication by a public ring element, are generally less expensive to mask than non-linear operations, such as hashing. It is thus not safe to predict costs of masked implementations given only costs of unmasked implementations.

The SABER submission suggests [34, Section 7] that prime moduli are a speed problem for conversion between arithmetic masking and xor masking. However, these conversions are only a small part of the cost of a masked KEM, whereas NTRU and NTRU Prime should be expected to have larger advantages in bit operations for multiplications; see Section 6.5. The SABER submission also suggests that masked noise generation is a speed problem compared to rounding; NTRU Prime uses rounding too.

In the aforementioned context of anonymity, the SABER submission says “Saber is naturally constant time over different public keys in contrast to prime-moduli schemes”. This issue applies to the prime moduli in Kyber but does not apply to the prime moduli in NTRU Prime. There is a different issue for kyber90s and ntrulpr, namely that if the symmetric primitive used for LPR generator expansion is chosen to be AES then on many platforms the public key will leak through timing. None of this applies to sntrup.

A third desirable property is resistance to multi-key attacks. Ideally an attacker should not gain an advantage by attacking multiple keys at once, whether the attacker’s goal is to compromise a single key pair, or to compromise a large number of keys.

Most cryptanalytic papers focus on single-target attacks. The exceptions have found many speedups for multi-target attacks; see, e.g., the discrete-logarithm speedups listed in [46]. So there is clearly a risk here, and the risk has even less evaluation than the risk of single-target attacks.

Some submissions advertise public-key hashing in the context of multi-target protection. (NTRU Prime also hashes the public key.) Public-key hashing can help against some types of multi-target attacks. However, the general multi-target attack surface for lattice KEMs is much larger than the corner addressed by public-key hashing.

Fortunately, the multi-target risk has a clear quantitative limit that is small enough to be useful. The NTRU Prime submission [65, Section 7.1] says “We recommend handling multi-target attacks by aiming for a very high single-target security level, and then relying on the fact that $T$-target attacks gain at most a factor $T$. This approach is simple and effective, and is not much more expensive than merely stopping single-target attacks.”

A final desirable, although ill-defined, property is resistance to misuse. Schemes should ideally not fail catastrophically due to isolated coding errors, random number generator malfunctions, nonce reuse, keypair reuse (for ephemeral-only encryption/key establishment) etc.
See above regarding implementation security.

4.A.7 Other Consideration Factors As public-key cryptography tends to contain subtle mathematical structure, it is very important that the mathematical structure be well understood in order to have confidence in the security of a cryptosystem. To assess this, NIST will consider a variety of factors. All other things being equal, simple schemes tend to be better understood than complex ones. Likewise, schemes whose design principles can be related to an established body of relevant research tend to be better understood than schemes that are completely new, or schemes that were designed by repeatedly patching older schemes that were shown vulnerable to cryptanalysis.

All of the lattice KEMs score poorly on this criterion. If “well understood” is a yes-no prerequisite for standardization then none of these KEMs should be standardized. See Section 1.

A closer look shows that some of the KEMs are structurally immune to some classes of lattice attacks. See Table 1.1. In particular, NTRU Prime’s ntrulep structurally avoids three risks incurred by saber and kyber without incurring any additional risks, and NTRU Prime’s sntreru structurally avoids two risks incurred by ntruhrss and ntruhps without incurring any additional risks.

The comparison with Frodo is more difficult, since Frodo incurs some risks while avoiding others. See Section 4.

Regarding “simple schemes”, the original NTRU Prime reference software [69, Appendix Z] fits into two pages, and all of the subsequent lattice KEMs under consideration have similarly concise descriptions. However, it is important to realize that the security analysis is vastly more complicated. See the many papers listed in Section 1. This is not a new phenomenon in cryptography: consider, e.g., RC4, which is a very simple scheme but has a very complicated security analysis.

NIST will also consider the clarity of the documentation of the scheme and the quality of the analysis provided by the submitter. Clear and thorough analysis will help to develop the quality and maturity of analysis by the wider community. NIST will also consider any security arguments or proofs provided by the submitter. While security proofs are generally based on unproven assumptions, they can often rule out common classes of attacks or relate the security of a new scheme to an older and better studied computational problem.

In addition to NIST’s own expectations for the scheme’s long-term security, NIST will also consider the judgment and opinions of the broader cryptographic community.

See above regarding proofs and quality of analysis. Regarding maturity of analysis, NTRU Prime is the oldest of the lattice KEMs under consideration; see the “instability” rows in Table 1.1.
A.2. Cost. The following quotes are from [279, Section “4.B Cost”].

As the cost of a public-key cryptosystem can be measured on many different dimensions, NIST will continually seek public input regarding which performance metrics and which applications are most important. If there are important applications that require radically different performance tradeoffs, NIST may need to standardize more than one algorithm to meet these diverse needs.

The available evidence indicates that communication costs are dominant for these lattice KEMs; see Section 6.6. All of the lattice KEMs except for Frodo have similar communication costs; see Figure 7.3.

Other metrics show larger performance differences, depending on the metric and the target security level. See, e.g., Figures 7.5 and 7.6. However, it seems difficult to point to diverse application performance requirements as an argument for standardizing more than one of NTRU, NTRU Prime, SABER, and Kyber.

4.B.1 Public Key, Ciphertext, and Signature Size Schemes will be evaluated based on the sizes of the public keys, ciphertexts, and signatures that they produce. All of these may be important consideration factors for bandwidth-constrained applications or in Internet protocols that have a limited packet size. The importance of public-key size may vary depending on the application; if applications can cache public keys, or otherwise avoid transmitting them frequently, the size of the public key may be of lesser importance. In contrast, applications that seek to obtain perfect forward secrecy by transmitting a new public key at the beginning of every session are likely to benefit greatly from algorithms that use relatively small public keys.

NTRU Prime scores well here—as do NTRU, SABER, and Kyber. The winner depends on the target security level. See Figure 7.3.

In “bandwidth-constrained applications or in Internet protocols that have a limited packet size”, the highest security could be from NTRU Prime, or from NTRU, or from SABER (in some cases matched by Kyber), depending on the exact size constraint. Again, see Figure 7.3.

Each of these KEMs has public-key size close to ciphertext size, but there are slight differences, as illustrated by sntrup (smaller ciphertexts) and ntrulpr (smaller keys), so it is helpful to establish the role of these sizes:

- In applications that transmit a new key for every ciphertext, the correct metric is pk+ct.
- In applications where keys are cached, the correct metric is ct plus a fraction of pk that depends on the cache effectiveness. Even if the cache works for only 90% of the key lookups, the effective fraction of pk drops to 10%, and for these KEMs the resulting metric is tantamount to simply ct.

Given the ≈2× performance improvement from caching, the first step towards improving performance in performance-sensitive applications is to cache keys,
so the ct scenario should be given higher weight than the pk+ct scenario in performance evaluations. See [258] and Section 3.1. Contrary to popular belief, “forward secrecy” is fully compatible with the first scenario; see Section 6.3. Regarding TLS, see Section 7.16.

4.B.2 Computational Efficiency of Public and Private Key Operations Schemes will also be evaluated based on the computational efficiency of the public key (encryption, encapsulation, and signature verification) and private key (decryption, decapsulation, and signing) operations. The computational cost of these operations will be evaluated both in hardware and software. The computational cost of both public and private key operations is likely to be important for almost all operations, but some applications may be more sensitive to one or the other. For example, signing or decryption operations may be done by a computationally constrained device like a smartcard; or alternatively, a server dealing with a high volume of traffic may need to spend a significant fraction of its computational resources verifying client signatures.

NTRU Prime scores well here too, and is again often the winner, depending on the application environment. See, e.g., Figures 7.5 and 7.6 for encapsulation and decapsulation operations on “a computationally constrained device like a smartcard”, specifically on an ARM Cortex-M4 microcontroller, and Figure 7.9 for secret-key size.

Regarding “evaluated both in hardware and software”, it is important to realize that almost all NISTPQC speed evaluations have been in environments with fast multipliers. This includes Cortex-M4 evaluations and FPGA evaluations. True hardware evaluations—ASIC evaluations—see the intrinsic cost of each multiplication; as noted earlier, this is favorable to NTRU and NTRU Prime, less favorable to SABER, and unfavorable to Kyber. See Section 6.5.

4.B.3 Computational Efficiency of Key Generation Schemes will also be evaluated based on the computational efficiency of their key generation operations, where applicable. As noted in Section 4.A.6, the most common scenario where key generation time is important is when a public-key encryption algorithm or a KEM is used to provide perfect forward secrecy. Nonetheless, it is possible that key generation times may also be important for digital signature schemes in some applications.

See above regarding key generation.

4.B.4 Decryption Failures Some public-key encryption algorithms and KEMs, even when correctly implemented, will occasionally produce ciphertexts that cannot be decrypted/decapsulated. For most applications, it is important that such decryption failures be rare or absent. For algorithms with decryption/decapsulation failures, submitters must provide the failure rate, as well as an analysis of the impact on security that these failures could cause. While applications can always obtain an
acceptably low decryption failure rate by encrypting the same plaintext multiple times, and interactive protocols can simply restart when key establishment fails, these types of solutions have their own performance costs.

The view of decryption failures as a performance issue is not relevant to any of these KEMs: decryption failures are too rare to be triggered by normal usage. However, there is a security risk: attack algorithms can search many more ciphertexts, and perhaps can recognize failing ciphertexts. See Section 3.9 and Section 5.7. From this security perspective, NTRU and NTRU Prime have an advantage over Kyber, SABER, and Frodo: NTRU and NTRU Prime are perfectly correct, i.e., have no decryption failures.

A.3. Flexibility, simplicity, adoption. The following quotes are from [279, Section “4.C Algorithm and Implementation Characteristics”].

4.C.1 Flexibility Assuming good overall security and performance, schemes with greater flexibility will meet the needs of more users than less flexible schemes, and therefore, are preferable.

Some examples of “flexibility” may include (but are not limited to) the following:

a. The scheme can be modified to provide additional functionalities that extend beyond the minimum requirements of public-key encryption, KEM, or digital signature (e.g., asynchronous or implicitly authenticated key exchange, etc.).

See above regarding IND-CCA2 etc. More advanced protocols such as fully homomorphic encryption cannot be built from these KEMs; see Section 1.4.

b. It is straightforward to customize the scheme’s parameters to meet a range of security targets and performance goals.

This is a clear win for NTRU Prime compared to SABER and Kyber. See below regarding NTRU.

Structurally, SABER and Kyber support only dimensions that are multiples of 256, while NTRU Prime supports many intermediate dimensions. See Section 6.7; also compare the large kyber jumps in, e.g., Figure 7.6 to the demonstrated flexibility of sntrup (red dots).

Many more NTRU Prime parameter sets, including intermediate dimensions and larger dimensions, have their Core-SVP levels and sizes displayed in [65, pages 104–111]. The generation and Core-SVP evaluation of parameter sets are fully automated.

As noted in Section 4, larger parameter sets appear problematic for Kyber. There are two basic reasons for this:

- The Kyber modulus 3329 causes increasing decryption-failure difficulties as the dimension increases. It is not clear how to compensate for this without (1)
significantly reducing Core-SVP or (2) revisiting Kyber’s structural decision to use the same modulus for all parameter sets.

- The matrix structure of Kyber produces quadratic slowdowns. For example, merely generating the matrix reportedly takes 318000 Cortex-M4 cycles for kyber768 and 713000 Cortex-M4 cycles for kyber1024, and each operation also has to use the entire matrix.

Interestingly, even though Kyber’s limitation to \((\mathbb{Z}/3329)[x]/(x^{256} + 1)\) creates these difficulties and directly damages Kyber’s performance in, e.g., Figure 7.5, Kyber advertises this as a performance feature: “Optimized implementations only have to focus on a fast dimension-256 NTT and a fast Keccak permutation. This will give very competitive performance for all parameter sets of Kyber.” This is listed in [25, Section 7] as the first “unique advantage” of Kyber. This advantage is summarized as “Ease of implementation”, but the way that NTTs are baked into the Kyber specification makes simple implementations of Kyber more complicated than simple implementations of competitors; evidently the intent was to say how easy optimized implementations are.

For comparison, the AVX2-optimized software released for NTRU Prime for all parameter sets is automatically generated from a unified code base, sharing a size-512 NTT across all sizes. The reference software is also shared across sizes. The same generator trivially produces optimized code for intermediate dimensions that Kyber, because of its module structure, is structurally incapable of handling. The Kyber submission is incorrect when it claims [25, Section 6.4.3] that changing ring requires “completely re-implementing all the operations”.

It is easy to see from the NTRU specification that NTRU can be customized to meet a range of security targets and performance goals, the same way that NTRU Prime can. The reason this is less obvious for NTRU than for NTRU Prime in Figure 7.5 is that NTRU has specified only four ntruhps sizes and two ntruhrss sizes, and has released optimized code for fewer sizes. The NTRU documentation includes Core-SVP evaluations of many more parameter sets.

c. The algorithms can be implemented securely and efficiently on a wide variety of platforms, including constrained environments, such as smart cards.

All of these KEMs can be implemented on a wide range of platforms, except that Frodo would have trouble on extremely small devices. Efficiency varies: see Section 7.4 for NTRU Prime’s performance wins on an ARM Cortex-M4 microcontroller. Kyber is unusual in having its performance profile tilted towards large devices; see Section 6.5.

Regarding secure implementation, important challenges include protecting against side channels (see above) and eliminating bugs. Some submissions point to specific implementation features (e.g., power-of-2 moduli in Table 1.1 mean that software does not have to reduce modulo odd primes) and claim that these features are important advantages, but these claims are negatively correlated with observed implementation security. For example, the Frodo submission [15, Section 6.1, “Ease of implementation”] stated as Frodo’s first “advantage” that
“One of the features of FrodoKEM is that it is easy to implement and naturally facilitates writing implementations that are compact and run in constant-time”, but Frodo’s official software was then

- broken by the timing attack of [169],
- modified to avoid the timing attacks, and then
- broken by an even easier attack [321] because of a bug in the modification.

The NTRU Prime submission is at the opposite extreme. The NTRU Prime web pages have always included a dedicated “Warnings” page [284] covering, among other things, the need for software review. The software has, since 2019, been factored into modules with separate tests and optimizations. As mentioned in Section 3.6, new tools [61] have computer-verified for most of those modules that

- the existing AVX2-optimized implementation and
- the existing (simpler) reference implementation

produce the same outputs for all possible inputs. Some modules, notably the multiplier, are too large for the current tools to handle, but [66, Appendix A] announced computerized range-checking of the critical NTT software inside the AVX2-optimized multiplier. Work is continuing towards verification of all subroutines and towards verification for more platforms.

d. Implementations of the algorithms can be parallelized to achieve higher performance.

All of the lattice KEMs have demonstrated successful vectorization. Further parallelization is clearly possible for the multiplications. Parallel hash functions are also available, although care is required regarding security; see Sections 3.15 and 3.16.

e. The scheme can be incorporated into existing protocols and applications, requiring as few changes as possible.

It isn’t clear what this means for KEMs beyond the performance requirements (e.g., ciphertext size). Aside from performance, all of the KEMs have the same externally visible data flow.

4.C.2 Simplicity The submitted scheme will be judged according to its relative design simplicity.

The KEM designs have many similarities, but each KEM (even if claimed to be “simple”) has complications that do not appear in some of the other KEMs. For example:

- The underlying PKEs are simpler for Quotient NTRU than for Product NTRU: for example, the Quotient NTRU ciphertext is just $Gb + d$, whereas the Product NTRU ciphertext is $(Gb + d, Ab + M + c)$. 
• Product NTRU needs extra work for derandomization, while Quotient NTRU does not.
• Combining polynomials with matrices (modules, as in Kyber and SABER) is more complicated than using just polynomials (NTRU, NTRU Prime) or using just matrices (Frodo).
• Using binomials $x^n + 1$ (Kyber, SABER) is simpler than using $x^p - x - 1$ (NTRU Prime), which in turn is simpler than using $x^p - 1$ with its factor $x - 1$ (NTRU).
• Kyber’s NTT-based representation of polynomials is more complicated than the traditional representation used in NTRU, NTRU Prime, and SABER.
• The error distribution in Frodo is more complicated than the sum-of-bits error distributions in Kyber and SABER and the ternary distributions in NTRU and NTRU Prime.

The best way to see what varies from one KEM to another is through detailed cross-KEM comparison charts, as in [49, pages 48–52] and Table 1.1. Another source of information regarding Quotient NTRU vs. Product NTRU is the NTRU Prime software, which is mostly shared but has, e.g., inversion code only for Quotient NTRU and derandomization code only for Product NTRU.

4.C.3 Adoption

Factors that might hinder or promote widespread adoption of an algorithm or implementation will be considered in the evaluation process, including, but not limited to, intellectual property covering an algorithm or implementation and the availability and terms of licenses to interested parties. NIST will consider assurances made in the statements by the submitter(s) and any patent owner(s), with a strong preference for submissions as to which there are commitments to license, without compensation, under reasonable terms and conditions that are demonstrably free of unfair discrimination.

This is a problem for ntrulpr, saber, and kyber, and appears to be decisive regarding those KEMs since the call for submissions says that it is “critical that this process leads to cryptographic standards that can be freely implemented in security technologies and products”. See Sections 3.17 and 4.3.

OpenSSH integrated the round-1 version of sntrup761 as a fully supported SSH key-exchange option in April 2019, and replaced it with the current version of sntrup761 (which has the same underlying mathematical PKE) in March 2021 [291]. OpenBSD now [290] supports sntrup761 for IPsec key exchange. Google and Cloudflare have carried out web-browsing experiments [217] with a variant of ntruhrss701.

B The NISTPQC categories

The standard scientific way to understand tradeoffs between two variables—for example, performance vs. security—is with two-dimensional scatterplots, such
as Figures 7.3, 7.5, 7.6, and 7.9. There are some common pitfalls in the graphing process, but these pitfalls are avoidable. See [50, Section 3].

The scatterplots are only as good as the data they use. For the figures above, the numbers on the vertical axis are Core-SVP; recall from Section 3.4 that Core-SVP is a combination of underestimates, overestimates, possible underestimates, and possible overestimates of the number of operations used in certain lattice attacks. The standard scientific reaction to crude models is to study the topic more closely and build better models, as in [65, Section 6].

Comparing costs of attacks with different mixes of operations—for example, asking whether a lattice attack is as cheap as an attack against AES-128—generally requires defining a cost metric, a way to compute a cost for each operation. The details are important. There are many examples in the literature of algorithms where different choices of cost metrics make a huge difference in algorithm cost, often reversing comparisons between algorithms and comparisons between problems. See, e.g., [91] and [211, Section 5.4].

With these issues and standard scientific practices in mind, let’s look at what NIST tried to accomplish with its “categories”, and what actually happened.

B.1. Symmetric primitives as a security floor. NIST’s August 2016 draft of the evaluation criteria [278, Section 4.A.4, “Target security strengths”] began by asking submitters “to provide parameter sets that meet or exceed each of five target security strengths”. Submitters were asked to be “confident that the specified security target is met or exceeded”.

“Strength” 1 was labeled as “128 bits classical security / 64 bits quantum security”, the stated intent being to be at least as secure as “brute-force attacks against AES-128”. “Strength” 2 was labeled as “128 bits classical security / 80 bits quantum security”, the stated intent being to be at least as secure as “brute-force collision attacks against SHA-256/SHA3-256”. Et cetera.

This approach was critiqued in [46]:

Quantitatively comparing post-quantum public-key security levels is going to be a nightmare. I see only two ways that submitters a year from now can possibly be “confident that the specified security target is met or exceeded”: (1) overkill; (2) overconfidence. Many users will not be satisfied with overkill, and NIST should not encourage overconfidence.

Various illustrative examples and (correct) predictions of evaluation problems appeared in [46], along with a proposal to focus on the problem at hand (“Scrap the requirement of a pre-quantum security analysis. Users will use cheap ECC hybrids to obtain the pre-quantum security that they want”) and to prioritize accuracy (“Ask them to do the most accurate job that they can of analyzing post-quantum security. Don’t ask for fake confidence”).

B.2. Pseudo-definitions of “category” boundaries. NIST’s final call for submissions [279] in December 2016 renamed “strengths” as “categories”, said that each “category” will be defined by a symmetric primitive “whose security will serve as a floor”, and made some changes in the details—including a giant leap of security for SHA3-256, which was assigned
• “128 bits classical security / 80 bits quantum security” in [278], but
• “$2^{146}$ classical gates” with no quantum speedup in [279].

The leap from $2^{80}$ to $2^{146}$ is much larger than can be explained by a switch from counting hash calls to counting “gates”.

The Brassard–Høyer–Tapp algorithm [90] finds SHA3-256 collisions in about $2^{83}$ quantum operations. These operations use far fewer than $2^{146}$ quantum “gates” with the set of “gates” defined by, e.g., Ambainis [17]. Clearly NIST must have in mind a more restrictive set of “gates”—but which set? A definition is critical for comparisons. Five years later, despite clarification requests, NIST’s “categories” still do not have clear definitions. See [53, Section 5.4] for further analysis.

B.3. Lattice guesswork. Analyzing the number of operations used in known lattice attacks for cryptographic sizes remains an open research problem—see [65, Section 6]—even if faster attacks are assumed not to exist. Lattice submissions in round 1 of NISTPQC took different approaches to handling (1) the unknown number of operations used in these algorithms and (2) the lack of clarity from NIST regarding how to assign operation counts to “categories”.

Let’s look in particular at Kyber. Like NewHope, Kyber calculated “the core-SVP hardness” of its parameter sets, and said [24, page 17] that this is “a very conservative lower bound on the cost of an actual attack”. However, this “lower bound” was far below $2^{128}$ for kyber512. So the submission argued that, because of various other unquantified factors, kyber512 was still as difficult to break as AES-128, meaning that kyber512 qualified for “category” 1.

But is it true that kyber512 qualified for “category” 1? Does the round-3 kyber512, a patched version of the previous kyber512, qualify for “category” 1? The answers to these questions remain unclear even if, again, faster attacks are assumed not to exist. See Section 1.3.

B.4. How “categories” have damaged analyses. See [53] for examples of how NIST’s emphasis on “categories” has damaged performance evaluations. What follows is an example of how the same emphasis has damaged security evaluations.

Consider the problem of solving dimension-$\beta$ SVP. The best enumeration algorithms known have exponent $\Theta(\beta \log \beta)$. The best sieving algorithms known have exponent $\Theta(\beta)$, and are therefore faster for all sufficiently large $\beta$.

However, this does not say anything about concrete sizes. It is important to realize that the slow growth of $\log \beta$ makes the cutoff between sieving and enumeration extremely sensitive to improvements in either algorithm. See the numerical examples in [65, Section 6.9].

When NISTPQC began, enumeration had asymptotic exponent approximately $\approx 0.187 \beta \log_2 \beta$, and sieving had asymptotic exponent $\approx 0.292\beta$. Including lower-order terms is more favorable to enumeration than to sieving, and quantum computers chop the enumeration exponent in half (see [18]) while reducing the sieving exponent by only about 10%, but all this is outweighed by $\log_2 \beta$ once $\beta$ is large enough. The question is how large.
The round-1 Kyber submission stated [24, Section 5.1.1] that “sophisticated enumeration, with serious optimization ... and with quantum speedups”, was outperformed by sieving “for dimensions larger than 250, quite possibly already earlier”, and was thus not a threat since the “smallest dimension that we are interested in for the cryptanalysis of Kyber is 390”. The sieving-vs.-enumeration comparison was under an assumption “that access into even exponentially large memory is free”; this is important because sieving is memory-intensive while enumeration is not.

In other words, the submission was saying that sieving-with-free-memory was cheaper than enumeration. Obviously it’s also cheaper than sieving-with-real-memory, so an attack-cost analysis based on sieving-with-free-memory would be a lower bound for an attack-cost analysis based on enumeration or sieving-with-real-memory.

Then attacks advanced. Section 1 noted dramatic recent improvements in enumeration speed, including [9], which reduced the asymptotic exponent from \( \approx 0.187\beta \log_2 \beta \) to \( \approx 0.125\beta \log_2 \beta \), and [10, page 547], which estimated the new cutoff between quantum enumeration and quantum sieving as \( \beta = 547 \), far above the 250 mentioned above. Every proposed lattice system with pre-quantum Core-SVP below about \( 2^{160} \) has, as a direct result of these attacks, less post-quantum security than previously believed.

Seeing exponents drop by \( 1.5\times \), and seeing various post-quantum proposals suddenly having less post-quantum security, perfectly illustrates the instability of security analysis of lattice-based cryptography. There is a clear risk of further enumeration improvements further damaging post-quantum security and even damaging pre-quantum security. The advance in enumeration also means that the known pre-quantum-to-post-quantum loss for lattice systems is larger than it was before. But now let’s look at what “categories” do to this analysis.

AES has an even larger pre-quantum-to-post-quantum loss. The question of whether a lattice KEM reaches the AES floor is thus unable to see the known loss of post-quantum security. As a direct result of NIST’s promotion of “categories”, this question is emphasized in [10, Section 1], which says that “this work does not invalidate the claimed NIST Security Level” of the affected systems.

The round-3 Kyber submission claims that round-3 \texttt{kyber512} qualifies for “category” 1, as hard to break as AES-128. The analysis in the submission says that a sieving attack on round-3 \texttt{kyber512} could use as few as \( 2^{135.5} \) “gates”—which, according to the submission, is possible for known attacks—would not be “catastrophic, in particular given the massive memory requirements that are ignored in the gate-count metric”. Let’s review the logic here:

- The round-3 submission says a sieving attack against round-3 \texttt{kyber512} could use hundreds of times fewer “gates” than an AES-128 attack.
- How, then, does round-3 \texttt{kyber512} qualify for “category” 1? Answer: this potential speedup over AES-128 is sieving-with-free-memory; sieving-with-real-memory is much more expensive. This answer sounds reasonable if the cost metric includes realistic costs for memory.
• But what about enumeration? Answer: enumeration doesn’t matter, since for these sizes it seems more expensive than sieving-with-free-memory. This answer sounds reasonable if the cost metric includes free memory—but then how can kyber512 qualify for “category” 1?

NIST’s “categories” are being interpreted as allowing free memory for purposes of skipping an enumeration analysis, but as including realistic costs for memory for purposes of allowing kyber512 to qualify for “category” 1. These inconsistent interpretations are enabled by NIST’s continued failure to define a cost metric.

A back-of-the-envelope calculation suggests that—assuming realistic memory costs, as kyber512 does in its argument to qualify for “category 1”—the latest enumeration algorithms are

• easily the fastest known quantum attacks against kyber512 and
• quite possibly the fastest known non-quantum attacks against kyber512—more research is needed regarding lower-order factors.

Even if the algorithms are still slower than AES-128 key search, this change in the security picture is big news. Focusing on “categories” suppresses this news. Scientific quantification is buried under the question of whether a KEM reaches a particular “floor”.

B.5. What “categories” were supposed to accomplish. Recall that the “Target security strengths” section of NIST’s August 2016 draft [278] started by asking submitters “to provide parameter sets that meet or exceed each of five target security strengths”. NIST’s goal was clear: to be able to say that each of the symmetric primitives was matched or surpassed in strength by a post-quantum parameter set.

In the final call [279], this no longer sounded like the goal of the “categories”. Instead “categories” were portrayed as addressing other problems. Let’s look at this list of problems and at how “categories” have failed to help.

NIST anticipates that there will be significant uncertainties in estimating the security strengths of these post-quantum cryptosystems. These uncertainties come from two sources: first, the possibility that new quantum algorithms will be discovered, leading to new cryptanalytic attacks; and second, our limited ability to predict the performance characteristics of future quantum computers, such as their cost, speed and memory size.

This is a surprisingly limited list of sources of uncertainty regarding security. What about advances in non-quantum algorithms? What about difficulties in analyzing the number of operations used in algorithms, even when the cost of each operation is well understood?

The normal scientific way to handle uncertainties regarding the performance of future quantum computers is to analyze multiple possibilities. For example, [47] reviewed the difficulty of carrying out $2^{128}$ operations and then compared the following possibilities:

• “quantum op costs $2^{10}$ pre-q ops ⇒ $2^{118}$ quantum ops aren’t a threat”
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- “quantum op costs $2^{20}$ pre-q ops $\Rightarrow 2^{108}$ quantum ops aren’t a threat”
- “quantum op costs $2^{30}$ pre-q ops $\Rightarrow 2^{98}$ quantum ops aren’t a threat”
- “quantum op costs $2^{40}$ pre-q ops $\Rightarrow 2^{88}$ quantum ops aren’t a threat”
- “quantum op costs $2^{50}$ pre-q ops $\Rightarrow 2^{78}$ quantum ops aren’t a threat”

Different possibilities could end up favoring different submissions: for example, aiming for more attack operations is less of an issue for a submission with linear scalability than for a submission with quadratic scalability.

As for the possibility of unknown attacks, cryptographers traditionally handle this possibility by searching for attacks—and, sometimes, by explicitly managing risks of attack advances, as in NTRU Prime.

In order to address these uncertainties, NIST proposes the following approach. Instead of defining the strength of a submitted algorithm using precise estimates of the number of “bits of security,” NIST will define a collection of broad security strength categories. Each category will be defined by a comparatively easy-to-analyze reference primitive, whose security will serve as a floor for a wide variety of metrics that NIST deems potentially relevant to practical security.

NIST’s pseudo-definitions of low-precision “categories” haven’t done anything to address uncertainties regarding new quantum algorithms and the performance of quantum computers. On the contrary, by emphasizing comparisons to AES and thus emphasizing pre-quantum security, these “categories” took attention away from what should have been the whole point of NISTPQC: protecting against quantum computers. This was predictable, and was predicted in [46].

A given cryptosystem may be instantiated using different parameter sets in order to fit into different categories. The goals of this classification are:

1. To facilitate meaningful performance comparisons between the submitted algorithms, by ensuring, insofar as possible, that the parameter sets being compared provide comparable security.

Standard scientific scatterplots, such as Figure 7.3, directly show security-performance tradeoffs (1) within each submission and (2) across submissions. Low-precision “categories” are a giant step backwards in comparisons, hiding most of this information. Compare [53, Figures 4.2 and 4.5] for a visualization of how much information is lost.

2. To allow NIST to make prudent future decisions regarding when to transition to longer keys.

Everyone who has an idea of what “category 1” means also knows how to compare a number to 128.

3. To help submitters make consistent and sensible choices regarding what symmetric primitives to use in padding mechanisms or other components of their schemes requiring symmetric cryptography.
Most submissions, including NTRU Prime, sensibly choose to use $\geq 256$-bit symmetric cryptography everywhere, even when the target security level is lower. This simplifies the review process and has negligible impact on performance. A few submissions, such as Frodo, use smaller symmetric cryptography to be “consistent” with the target security level.

4. To better understand the security/performance tradeoffs involved in a given design approach.

This differs from #1 above: #1 was about comparisons between designs, whereas #4 is about tradeoffs inside one design. “Categories” don’t completely hide the jumps in Kyber cost—where’s the “category 2” Kyber parameter set?—but scientific scatterplots such as Figure 7.5 do much better at showing the full picture.

In accordance with the second and third goals above, NIST will base its classification on the range of security strengths offered by the existing NIST standards in symmetric cryptography, which NIST expects to offer significant resistance to quantum cryptanalysis. In particular, NIST will define a separate category for each of the following security requirements (listed in order of increasing strength):

[breaking categories 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 “must require computational resources comparable to or greater than those required for” AES-128 key search, SHA-256 collision search, AES-192 key search, SHA-384 collision search, AES-256 key search; resource-estimation details omitted]

NIST asks submitters to provide a preliminary classification, according to the above categories, for all parameter sets that they intend to be considered for standardization. All submitters are advised to be somewhat conservative in their preliminary classifications, but submitters of algorithms where the complexity of the best known attack has recently decreased significantly, or is otherwise poorly understood, should be especially conservative.

Here NIST’s goal is again clear: to be able to say that each of the symmetric primitives is matched or surpassed in strength by a post-quantum parameter set. This is, however, a distraction from the scientific task of evaluating attacks.

NIST will not require submitters to provide distinct parameter sets for all five security strength categories. Submitted parameter sets meeting the requirements of a higher category will be automatically considered to meet the requirements of all lower categories. Submitters may also provide more than one parameter set in the same category, in order to demonstrate how parameters can be tuned to offer better performance or higher security margins.

The reference to “higher security margins” within “the same category” suggests that “categories” are not the end of the story. However, NIST’s text puts much
more emphasis on “categories”, and these “categories” have played a major role in NISTPQC. Scatterplots do a much better job of showing the same information.

NIST recommends that submitters primarily focus on parameters meeting the requirements for categories 1, 2 and/or 3, since these are likely to provide sufficient security for the foreseeable future. To hedge against future breakthroughs in cryptanalysis or computing technology, NIST also recommends that submitters provide at least one parameter set that provides a substantially higher level of security, above category 3. Submitters can try to meet the requirements of categories 4 or 5, or they can specify some other level of security that demonstrates the ability of their cryptosystem to scale up beyond category 3.

All of this could have been stated just as easily in terms of quantitative security levels.

**B.6. The way forward.** What the evaluation criteria require is evaluations of security and performance.

Cost evaluations of known attacks should be quantified. In recognition of the limited evaluation time and the need for clarity regarding the security goals, NIST should pick a very short list of clearly defined cost metrics for attacks. Comparisons of security-performance tradeoffs should use standard scientific scatterplots. “Categories” have damaged this process and should be scrapped.

For lattice systems in particular, there are huge error bars in current estimates of the cost of known attacks. Consider again the round-3 Kyber presentation saying that the fastest attack known against kyber512 uses somewhere between 2^{135.5} and 2^{165.5} “gates”—never mind the question of exactly which “gates” are allowed. These error bars should be included in security comparisons between lattice systems and other systems. Note that “categories” damage this process too: they have far too low precision to communicate error bars.

For comparing security-performance tradeoffs among lattice KEMs, whether one takes a low, medium, or high “gate” count for attack cost, it seems that the results are highly correlated with Core-SVP. Lattice-comparison scatterplots that use Core-SVP do not obviously need to be discarded. However, it would be better to upgrade from Core-SVP to a more realistic estimate. NIST should designate a shared cost-estimation method to be used consistently across all lattice submissions.